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TheNatiOhal Institute of Education (NIE) is.pleased to
°present ihis User's Guide to aid in the

pros
of product's developed

from NIE's clarification hearing on the, pros andticons of minimum .

competency testing (MCT). The purpose of the hearing was to -

inform edd-dational decision makers on issues regarding MCT, This
guide is intended to assist educational decision-makers, other
educators and researchers as they access and analyzd the
videotapes and written transcripts of the hearing.

The guide provide \an overview of the. clarification process,
an outline of the two opposing cases presented at the hearing,
and summaries of the witne4s testimony. In addition, the guide
includes a thought-provokin4,_discussion guide with suggested
study ,questions and a suggested set of activities that can be
adapted by the user to address-Idcal,concerns.

While the major topic of theNclarifidati6n hearing was MCT,
many other educational issues were discussed at the hearing.
Therefore, educators who are not affected by state and local MCT
programs, or policies will still_find mudh of the testimony to be
of interest. Additional topics adcTtessed at the hearing
included: parental and community involvement in schooling,
technical testing issues, effective schools research, and issues
related to minority, handicapped and language-minority students.

The hearing represented a unique approach for the
examination of a controversial policy issue, by providing a
public fort for examining th Tissue from differing, often

..- competin9,:perspectives. The roject was unique also in its use
of broadcastelevision as a eans Of getting t3 information,
deliv red to the user_ audiences.

1
A documentary on competency testing has been produced by PBS

and is also available on video cassette.
.

Purpose of the Guide

This User's Guide is
/ desiglted to promote the use of these

materials to help in dacIsionp:relatedlo MCT policies and
programs. Most of-these deci'ions areamdle by educational policy~
makers, such as school board members, legislators, and high level

.1 school' admini.stz4tors. These policy makers are the primary.
audience for the User's Guide. Additionally, the guide will be
useful toeducators who, have responsibility for implementing MCT
programs,or who are affected by-MCT policifes. Reseaxdhers
interested in the clarification process, ,MCT or other educational
issues, will also find the guiderto be a useful tool in analyzing
the videotapes or transcript.
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The information contained in this guideroVides suggestions
for continuing discussions of educational issues at the state and
local level. -While most of the issues deal directly with MCT,
many otheis were dis.ussed-ay. the hearing, e.g., research on
effective schools, technical testing issues, and how to involve
parents and community in the process of schooling. To facilitate
discussion.' of these educational issues the guide includes
suggested'discussion questions. These questions Are organizedby
issue and are keyed 'to relevant testimony. It addition, the
guide includ s 'suggested formats ,and activities that can be 'Used,
as forums f r stimulating dfscussions of educational.issuts. The
suggested a tivities were devloped-with specific audien6es in
mina, such as school board memberd,_rfsearchers, teachers, etc.

The User's Guide also provideS a brief overview of the
clarification process used in the study, an outline of the cases'
presented by the pro and con teams, a summary of eacliNmitnesses'
testimony and,a brief description of each MCT program discussed
at the hearing: The guide provides a key for locatins witness
testimony on the videotape and in the trap. uipt.'.

The success of 'the project was due to the efforts of many.
individuals. The NIL Project Director was Enid Herndon, Senior
'Associate, who directed all aspects of the clarification process,
the hearing and the television production and who designed and
managed therproduction 'oE this User's Guide: Special thanks is
also due to Barbara Jordan, Hearing Officer,- and her assistant;
Paul Kelley, who together monitored the entire clarification
process and ruled on disputes. The team leaders, W. James Popham
anta George Madaus, were responsible fors the high quality of the

4b cases presented at the hearing. Their cooperation, energy and
creativity gave vitality to the entire study. Each team leader
was backed by a team of very capable educators, scholars and
lawyers, who worked many hours and traveled many miles to develop
the cases.and secure.witnesses.

,-

, George Beneman, the Director. 4-

/
The User'p Guide was written by En0 Herndon and Judy

Shoemaker of NIE's Testing Team, with assistance, from Martha
Burns, Mcf.,eod Corporation. Ann Drennan and Thel Kocher of.NIE'S

p program on Testing; Assessment and Evaluation assisted with the
final editing.

Th# contractor who'managed the clarification hearing process
was McLeod Corporation, Washington, D.C.; led by Project.Direcpor
Jim Lieberman.

The videotapes were produced by the Southern Educational
Communications Association .with Maryland Instructional
Television. Frank J. Satavick was the Executive Producer and

It

Jeff)Schiller
Assid ant Director
Testing, Assessment and

Evaluation
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INTRODUCTION "

Background

The term minimum competency testing (MCT) is popularly used
to desdribe a variety of educational program's q-tat use tests to
deterniipe whether students have, met expected minimumlevels of
achievement. Currently, 39 states and a number of local school
districts have instituted such programs in response to public
demands for educational quality. But,'the issue is controver-,
sial. Despite the frequency of these programs, 'many questions
remain concerning the potential effects, positive and negative,
on students And on schooling.

On July 8, 9 and .10, 1981 the National Institute of
Education sponsored a "Clarification Hearing" toe mine the pros
And cons of minimum competency testing. The purpose was to
provide information that will assist educational decisIon ttaers
and others as they,address some of the more critical issues.
concerning, MCT policy and programs. Is minimum competency
testing an effective alternative. for the improvement .ofr
educational progAams? How should the tests be used and the
programs implemented?' What are the benefits? What are the
drawbacks? Do they hirt more. than they help?

The three day hearing was hell before an invited audience of
educators, members of professional and constituent organizations
and media reprlsentatives. Asa means of getting information to
the wider educational community,, NIB has produced the following
materials: A

o A verbatim written transcript of the 3-day hearing

o . 'VideO cassettes of the 3-day hearing, 23 cassettes in
all

o 'Three 1-flour summary video cassettes, one for each day
of the hearing

- \
,

, ..4'

o ' A 1-hour documentary proiding'an overview on minimum
competency testing, also available on video cassette.

'Purpose Of the Guide

'This User's Guide is intended to aid the use of these
materials in making decisions. related to.MCT policies and
prog'rams. Most of these decisions are madern educationdl=
policy-makers,. such-as schoollioard members, legislators, and
high level school administrators. As such, these policy- makers
,are the primary audience for the guide. However, the guide
should also prove useft4 to educators who have responsib4ity. for



implementing MCT programs, groups or individuals who-are affected_
by MC.T policies, and researchers interested in.the clarification
process, MCT, or other educatiopal issues.

The guide provides, a brief overview of the clarification
process used in the study, an outline of the-cases presented by
the'pro and con team, a summary of each witness' testimony and a
brief description of each MCT program discussed at the hearing.
Additionally, thd guide contains.suggested discussiOn questions
intended to stimmlatelfurlher examination of pertinent is.sues at
th' state and local levels and suggested activities for making,
use of the materials for policy making, staff development and
research. A key for locating witness testimony on the videotapes
and in the transcript is also/provided-

Contents of the Guide

The guide is divided into seven sections:

Section I

Section II

Section III

Section IV

is the introduction.

'84

provides ;an overview of the hearing, its
planning, development, 'goals and objectives..

outlines the cases presented by the two teams
and gives the user a framework je viewing the
tapes.

poses several questions decision-mp.kers should
consider when,making decisions about pertinent
issues. It is designe4 to provide the.use with a
clearer understanding of each issue as it relates
to policy and programs and to stimulate continued
discussions of issues relative's-to local needs and
concerns. r

Section V 'provides'sugg'ested uses and formats for using `tapes
andi.transcript to help form resporisive policy
decisions; as aids in staff development; and as a
basis for developing research initiative. " .(

Section VI provides a summary of each witness' testimony
, within the context of the witnesses' role.and

experience with MCT programs. 'Graphic -

representations of evidence presented at the
hearing are also provided.,5

Section VII gives the user seyeral resource options for a more
in-depth examination of the issues. This section
includes: f

(a) a listof the 57 witnesses with an indsx for
locating their testimony on the 3 1-hour

_,-, summary cassettes, /the complete set of 24
cassettes, the hearing transcript and the
User's:Guide:. //

-f
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(b) references to documentary evidence
intrbduced at the hearing; and

(c) the bibliography of references used by
, the teams in buildin3' their cases.

iii

I
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THE CLARIFICATION HEARING:
'DESCRIPTION AND BACKGROUND

Purpose of MCT Hearing
il

MiniMum competency testing' is among the more controversial
efforts to assure that children learn what they need to .in our
nation's schools. There is considerable agreeMent.that if
schools do nothing else, they' ought to assure that their
graduates have mastery of both basic and more complek skills.
There is also agreement that schools are not yet doing as well as

_ they must and can.for all children. There is, however,
.

considerable disagreement on whether a system of testing for
promotion.or graduatiori, or to classify students Rhown to be an
difficulty will be a boon or a bane.

Sorting1out the central` issues in this debate and
marshalling what evidence thele is on these issues nr. both the
pros and cong -- can/be a formidable task. The miniMum
competency testing hearing was designed to bring together
available information and present-it in a manner that is fair,
thorough and accessible to the public.

Description of the Hearing 4

The hearing was conducted in a trial-like setting using
procedures adapted in part from the)judicial procesp. Hearing
officer, Professor Barbara Jordan, tiBJ School of Public'Affairs,
University of Texas at Austin, presided. 'Evidence was presented
by 'two research teams who built cases and defended pobitions on
opposite sides of three major issues r.egarding the befteficial
versus the harmful effects of MCT programs on (1) students, (2)
curricula, and teaching', and (3) the -public'' s perception of
eduqational quality. Dr. W. James Popham, UCLA, was team leader
for the side defending the benefi#ial'effecp of MCT. His team
included:. Reginald Alleyne, Jr., UCLA;' Carol Bloomquist, UCLA,
Celia Rodrigo, Instructional Objectives Exchange; and Anthony
Trujillo, Superintendent of Mt. Tamalpais Union High School
District (California). The opposing team was lead by Dr. George
Madaus4 Boston4College, whd presented the case against MCT by
citing its harmful effects: He was assisted by team members:
James'Breeden, Boston Public Schools; Norman Goldman, New Jersey
Education- AssociatiOn; Walter Haney, Huron Institute; Wads
Henderson, Center for Legal EducAtion Opportunity (CLEO); Robert
Ljn, University of Illinois; Diana Pullin, Washington D.C. Civil
Rights Attorney; And Renee Marie McOtoya, Chicago Education
Project.

In all, 57 witnesses from Around the country gave testimony
about their per/tonal and profe'ssidnal experiences and qpinions

"
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regarding MCT programs. The witnesses inc /uded pUblic figures
such as clkA.umer advocate Ralph'Nader, U.S. Reprpsentative,.

,AShirley Chisholm, and columriist-14illiam Raspberry.of the
Washington Post 'as well as chief state school officers, local
superintendents, principals,,teach rs, school board members,
parents, university professors andY s' rchers, representatives
of teachers' organizations, and others. Testimony was given in
accordance with'rules.and evidence establisfled,by.the two teams
to ensure, integrity anddlidity of information presented.
Direct, cross, redirect and recross examinapion o each witness
were permitted to promote comprehensive coverage f each issue
addressed.

p

The Planning Process

The hearinwas the culmination of an 18-month process of
planning and development.° Prior to the selection of the team
lgaders and the hearing officer; NI& convened representatives of
various groups who were concerned about MCT. This group reviewed'
NIE's planS+idenotified an initial set of issues, and,submittecl
nominations for the team leaders and hearing officer. NIE then
selected_the two team leaders and the hearing officer. Selection
of the team 1.eaders.was based on three primary criteria:
prOfessional qualification, availability, and the extent to which
their personal views coincided with the position they had been
nominated to defend. Criteria/for selection itf the 'hearing
officer included national recognition and respectability,,
availability, experience with judicial or deliberative
proceedingS, hand no previous public position on i Aues related to
MCT; Team leaders then selected their team ers and began
building their caseg. ,Case-Milding-involved finalizing the
issues to be debated, deciding on specific points of contention,
dontacting numerous groups and individuals to make sure their
concerns' would be represented, and finally identifying witnesses
and supporting documentary evidence. Team leaders met frequently
'to discuss their cases and share information. Throughout this
processthe,bearing officer was assisted by Or. H. Paul Kelley,
University, of Texas.at Austin, in moderating each meeting and
resolving disputes. 1.

Fromthe beginning of the planning process, it was clear
that given the complex, controverstal nature of tile issues, a
unique and dynamic research approach would be neqessary. In
developing a useful framework there were several considerations.
Typically in research endeavors .one side publishes'a report
capuring national attention, the other side responds in
schdlariy journals, often after several months, and these
decisions may or may not address? both sides off, tie same and
central issues'. The first concern, then, was to develop a study
framework that would encourage presentation of diverse points of
view around central issues in an organized and structfred manner.

1 0
2
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Secondly, it w recognized, that if the results were toaid
the formulation of r ponsive policy ipitiatives, it was crucial
to consider the perc ptions of those who are or will be affected
by existing or 'emerging policy. Thus; the framework had to allow
for wide participation by those groups and individual;, lay and
professional, who have some vested interest in, or who ar
impacted by MCT programs.

4

Finally, as with any research project, there was need to
ensure the integrity and validity of results. The study
framework, therefore, had to provide a systematic set of rules

, and procedures for the collectionr synthesis and presentation of
i nfo.rmation . '

The judicial process as an organizing structure offh !deny,
important concepts that accommodate. these, concerns.'

1.' It pravidesa structured forum for the'examination of
issues, from,different,pevpectives.

2. It allows for public participation in the process
through the presentation of human testimony, including
the perceptions, opinions and judgments of those
affected by policy and program decisions. Often these
'vivre subjective forms ofevidence help put facts into-4
proper perspective. Testimony can then be examined
within the context of faOts andsituations.

3.-. It permits introdUction of a wide range of evidence
(documentary evidence, human testimony, quantitative
data), thS clarification and testing of which can
occur immediately through cross-examination-and
rebuttal testimony...

v. It provide rules, standards and procedures for
4

- collecting and presenting evidence to insure the
integrity of informatidn.

the_Results
'4

While the framework for the heaping borrowed extensively
from judicial proceedings, It Was not intended to result in a
victory for one side or the other. the hearingWas designed to
serve an educational function by providing a public forum for
discussion of a controversial topic from differing and often
competing View points. The clarification of issues and points oft
concern were,the desired outcome. There was nosju'ry present to
rendor judgments ot to make recommendations for futurirpolicS,
decisions. All decisions and/or judgments-about the information
presente4 are left to those concerned with policy and prpgram
decisions at the State and local levels.

4.*
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TILE CASES/:
PRO AND CON

).e

I. .

1

This section jutlines the casespresented by eadh'team, pro
and It is'intended to serve as a guide to key topics for
discAssion before, during*or after.viOding thp videb tapes.

Definition of Minimum Competency Testingi

From state. to state and school district to school distri4,
minimum competency testing programs .take many forms and serve a
variety of functions. The clarification hearing did not attempt
to illuminate the broad, spectrum of these programs, or to
determine their relative value. Mather, the hearing was
concerned with some very specific use of minimum competency
tests and the positive versus negativ ects that follow from .

these uses. This focus on uses and é is is intended to
provide an information base that will in orm decisions relative
to the diversity of programs and local concerns. Wittin that ,
context,/minimum competency testing is defined in-terms of
specific types of4tests'used oor.Aspecific purposes.

Minimum competency testin5 (MCT) refers to programs mandated
by a state or local bod* which have the folloviing characteris-
tics .

fi

Al),, or alintost all
.4 tudents

at desIgnated grades are
r4quired1to take, pa r and pencil tests designed tO
measure bas4c academiC skills, life survival skills, or

..,,,functional literacy; . /
/

.

.

, ,c
2. A passing'score or standard for an acceptable leyel of

student performance has been established;
. .

3. Test:. results may be used to certify students for grade
,.., promotion, graduation orodiploma award; classify

students for, or place students in retnedial; or other
-special services; allocate compensatory funds tp
districts; or, evaluate teacherg.,

_ -

Stipulated'Agreementgl

MCT is, indeed, a controversial topic and the uses contained
in the definition the ,subject of much debatp. However, not all
of the uses were under contention. Based.on their research and :

'experience both t,2ams agreed that there Are.certain functions
which -Minimum competency testing Should not .serve. Both teams
specifiedthat minimum competency tests snould not be used to,.

4.
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.evaluate teachers, allocate educational resources or retain
students at each grade level. The teams were emphatic in their
repddiation of the"use of MCT for these purposes.

A

. (1) Teacher evaluation - It was stipulated that current
research and testing 'technology precludes the-use of)

.1 minimum competency tests to evaluate teacher A

performance. -Using MCT for this purpose unjtc7Stly holds
teachers responsible for circurifstances7beyond their
control: (a) test scores cannot distinguish between
students who have not learned because of 'lack
motivation or learning Aisabililties and tho'se who have
not learned because of ineffective teaching; (b)
schools'differ one from the other-with regardto the
amount of available resources, rates of vandalism, drug
and disruptive problems and most other factors.

.(2) Resource allocation - The teams agreed it was equally
unwise to use the results of MCT programs to allocate
financial and other resources to different schools or
school districts. One practice is to award the most
dollars '40- the local' education "agency with the lona
tegt.scores on theN,43apmption that more money is needed
for compensatory educaifon. As a consequence, this
practice rewards failure, not success, because it is
in the localeducaional agency's financial interest
not to succeed. Additionally, if MCT is implemented
only at certain grade levels, resources may tend'to be
focused only at those levels, to the' exclusion cif
others.

(3) Grade-by-grade retention - It can be argued'that'
students who are given multiple opportunities to pasS-
minimum competency tests can, in time, pass in spite of
thenipprecision of testing technology. If minimum
competenclitests are used each year at every grade
level, however, too much wTt is given to student
performance on a single examination. As. a result, it:
is nearly impossible to provide the multiple testing
opportunities that could, for example, be offered when
passing the test is used only as a graduation requireL
Ment, or at selected, spaced grade'intervals.

4

Though important issues, these three uses did.not receive
direct attention during the hearing. That tests have valuelort
instructiona,1 improveMent in the basic skills also was not at
issue. The hearing focused instead on minimum competency test
uses -aboUt which there is genuine controversy.

4

Statement or-issues

The 'two teams dm not agree about the use of minimum
competency test results to certify or classiiy students, or the
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.,, effects of such use on students, :teaching and) curriculum and on
' public perception of the quality of schooling. By certify it is t

meant that test results are usedtp decide whether a student has
.

I

c-a14ccessfully completed,a given level ofIlducati9n 7-,that is,.
- test results are an essential component 4.n determining promotion,

graduation r type4of diploma to be.awarOed,,By classify it is
meantethatwtApest results are used to group or place students, or
to select students for admission to auxil9.ary education programs

, or services. ,,
.,

.

The three major issues around:which each team built its case
for or-against MCT are as follows: 1

.

.

o Will MCT programs that use test results'for student
certification and/or clas'aification have benefkial'or

,harmful effects on, students?

o Will MCT programs that use test results for student
certification and/or classification have beneficial or
harmful influences on curriculum and teaching?

o Will MCT programs that use test result's- for student.
certification have positive-or negative'effects on
public..perceptions of educational quality?

The
.

pro team took the position that minimum competency
testing, when used to certify or classify students, 'constitutes
an educational intervention which wili\..have "deaisively positive
effects." Conversely, the con team took the position that
minimum competency testing used for these purposes is an-
unnecessary evil that will "gravely harm" American'education, and
that the nature and extent ofothis harm cancels any small
benefits associated with such use. Table I outlines the case
that each team developed in support of its stated position of the
issues.

The Arguments Pro and Con

-The two teams argued and presented evidence that there are
certain aspects of MCT programs that give rise to beneficial
effects on the one *and, or harmful effects on the other. The
pro tam presented seven (7). positive program features which, if.

X adopted by state and local education agencies, are likely to
yield beneficial results. The con ,ham contended that these
programleatures represent an ideal' which in reality waif, off set
by.aspects af.MCT as currently practiced tha' yield negative

' 'effects. The content focused primarily-,on technical considera-
tions related to the adequacy of tests and standard setting,
though other;features of MCT programs were also addressed. These
features and cwitentions are summarized below, pro and con,. in
Table 2 followed by an outline (Table 3) of the beneficial versus A
the harmful effects that ensue.

40-
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TABLE I

.1

Pro Team Case .Con ,Tdam Case

I. Scores in the 3 R's have sunk too low4Z)
The public-has ldst confidence in the high
,school diploma. MCT will reestablish the
importance and integrity of a high 'school

. diploma and honesty .in public school
promotion.

II. There is a need for a single test'that can
be used to make decisions and maintain
qualsity control.

III. The gKpatest value of MCT is in the
identification of student'dbficits and
subsequent remediation.

IV. MOT places respdsibility for qUality and
performance where it belongs'-- on the .

educational systems Educators are held
accountable for ensuring that students do
achieve.

MCT is the only viable alternative for the
improvemeAt of educational quality. It
initiates more rapid system Change than is

. Orally possible in educatibms

N. .

Basic skills achievement is not declining,
Publicized declines in test:scores reflect
deficits in more complex higher order .skills
MCT will not address, these higher order skills.

iA paper'`and pencil test is not adequate as a
single determiner ofCompeterIce. Test ,scores
alone should not'be used to make critical
decisions boUt students.

MCT is redundant with other testing and teacher
assessment of student progress. Diagnostic/
prescriptive teaching is not synonomous with
MCT. In fact, MCTs do not provide diagnostic '

'information.

,MCT is a political \response to an educational
issue. It is administrative and bureaucratic.
It takes responsibility off of the educational
,system and places an unfair burden on the
students.

rb Lso
Mere are proven alternatives for educational
improvement that do not use testing as.the basis
for making critical pass/fail decisions.

/111h
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TABLE 2

Pro Team POsitive Program Features Con Team Contentions

ql . Competency Selection. All concerned
constituents have been given ample
opportunity to influence the selections of
the competencies encompassed in the MU
program. For example, community
representaeives.have been involved
meaningfully in the competency selection
process. In particular, representatives
of minority groups have. participate0
actively in selection of competencies.

Since curriculum determination in the
United States rests largely-in the hands
of local'decision-makers* there is'no way
to It: e absolutely certain that only
co pet = des of high merit are selectectt
for MCT rograms. However, the careful
selecti of competencies through an open
process 411 increase the likelihood that
def.ens le competencies; namely, those
which encompass genuinely Dasic and
important-skills; will be selected.

2. Appropriate Competency Tests. The tests
being used .in the MCT program are
criterion-referenced measures, designed to
measure clearly defined competencies. The
tests" have been constructed to inform
,instructional decisions. Adequate
attention has been devoted* both
judgmental and empirical, to the
elimination of bias. The tests satisfy

17 psychometric standards for well

/I(a) When state level MCT programs are used to
'certify or classify pupils, there is a
'shift in the control of curriculum and P

teaching from local-communities to a State
concept and control of education of
children ana distandes parents and.
community from meaningful involvement in
critical educational decisions.

(b) The.whole idea of selects competencies
as 'a basis for predidting future adult-
success Or eves -survival 'is a misnomer.
There, are no 'valid predictors.

3

4'

(a) Tests, no matter how well constructed, are
prone to error which, can only be mini-
mized, but never eliminated. This
inherent error in tests results in the
inevitable misclassificatin of individual
pupils.

(b) rt is recognized that tests, if used
properly can provide teachers, students
and parents with useful information.

JLQ
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.TABLE*2 cont'd..

Fro Team Positive Program Features Con Team Contentions

constructed criterion-reference Measures.

Although the shortcomings of educational
tests are recognized, use of these tests
is preferable to other less data -based
methods used for certifying or classifying
students. Properly constructed tests are
sufficiently *curate for purposes of
discriminating between competent students
and those who are not competent with
respect to the skills being measured.

X

3. eachin -Testing Congruence. The
structional program coincides with the

competencies being sought fri the MCT
program. Sludents'receive Ample time-on--
task.opporfuntties, that is, practice on
the competencies sought in the program.

Students who fikl'initial attempt to pass
the competency eestS receive on-t&rget

medial instruction.

(c)

But when they are allowed to be'come the
sole. or e primary determiner of pupil
certific ion or classification, irrepar-
able har can.result. For decades,.
professionals involved in test development
and interpretation have stressed the
dangers gi over-reliance ongest scores
alone. Sound and fair assessment
practices require that test scores be
used as only one of many sources of
information when making important
decisions about students.

Paper arid pencil tests do not measure and/
or predict "life," "survival:1 "basic"
skills for adult roles. First, the
skills are not measured by the performance
of tasks as they would be applied in
real life situations. Secondly, paper
and. pencil tests do not measure other
non-cognitive skills which lead to ,success
in adult roles (e.g. motivation, oonfi-
dence, leadership)

(a) The content of tests used in MCT programs
does nbt always match the content and'
skills light to all students. At the
secondaig level, passing specific i.ems
on' A minimum competency-tests is strongly 4:0
related to the curriculum track the pupil
happens to be in.
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TABLE 2 cont'd.

Pro Team Positive Program Features Con Team Contentions

4. Multiple Testing Opportunities. Students
receive several opportunities to pass the
competency tests. Early,versions of the
competency tests are administered to
isolate students in need of special
Instructional needs.

5. Adequate Phase-in Time. There is suffi-
cient warning given to students, perhaps
several yearstduring which students can
be prepared to display proficiency on the
competency tests.

6. Sensible Standard -- Setting. There has been
a systematic, data-derived effort to set a
minimally acceptable cutscore fdr
students' test performance. Even though
fundamentally judgmental in nature,' the
standard setting prObess should be open,
systematic, and involve_all concerned
constituencies.

(b) On.the other hand, when instrubtion is
geared to the limited realm of skills
measuredby'a. paper ana pencil competency
test, rather than the actual development
of competencies, students may be placed
in remedial clasges to the neglect of
higher level skills and course content
not measured by'the test.

td;
ItIs agreed that multiple testing oppor-
tunities.should be provided for MCT.
However, repeated testing takes away from

time and adds little new
information about instructional neetis.
It is unnecessary where certification and
promotion decisions are-nbt,at stake.

Mere adequate pha e-in time is n
viaed, students are unfairly penalized
and held'a6countple'for curriculum

.scontent theY may not have had. This
jinpacts ii.k*Wrily. on minority. students
who have experienced a long history of

( inferior educational opportunities.
."

(a) Procedures use to set passing scores
are arbitrary, and are often dictated by
fiscal and'pol:itical considerations. The
cut scores for classificatiokandior
certificationcasSociated with MCI differ
widely from ptogram to progr as a result
of how, and by whom, such star ards are
set. ,
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Pro Team Positil.e Program Features Conream Contentions

(b). 'Betting a single standard for all pupils
.thin a program ignores individual
ifferences and special needs (e.g.

NMI 'language 9inority and handicapped

eV

student) and often leads to uniform
prescriptions wriich may not be-appropriate
for somechildren

(c) A single cut score, ove which all
students pass and below which Nall students
fail, ignores the inadequacy of test
technology for,establishing such critical
-decision. points. This"problem particulary
impacts students scoring just around the

Coordinated Staff4Development. As the MCT
program is established, related staff
development support for the teaching and
administrative staff is provided. .Such
-staff development should be focused on
strategies and tactics for promoting
student mastery of the MCT program's
target competencies.

2"'

-cut score for whom a single item answered
correctly or incorrectly could determine
their future life choices.

The problem in education is not that the
teachers do not know which pupils need
hell) or how to teach them, Rather, they
often lack the support services and
administrative backing to ideal with such
pupils. There are alternative programs to
that enable almost all pupils to master
basic skills.. The logistics attendipg the
delivery of such instruction must be\made
'on educational priority and support Ivo-
vided.-.. Their effectiveness, however,' does
not depend on the punitive use of minimum
competency tests for classification,
promotion or graduation.-
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ISSUE

'WILLY
1 MCT PROGRAMS THAT'USE TEST RESULTS FOR PUPIL

'CERTIFICATION AND/OR CLARTFICATrON HAVE hARMFHL
°R,BENEFICIAL EFFT,TS ON ST)DEN'S?

7

I

MaStery of theme a

Skills
.

Attitudes
Toward Self
and School

Mastery of
Skills Other
than the
Basics

Drop out
Rate

Posi Effects

By systematically isolating student
deficits in'Xundamental skills and
then remedying those deficits, more
students will master basic skills as
reflected by their performance on
competency tests.

Many studes will acquire more pos:-
iti self-cdhcepts and more positive

,attitudes toward school as a result
of, becomingi proficient in basic
_skills.

Students will learn far more than
the basics, because increased
mastery of basic skills will enhance
their acquisition of'other skills
and knoWlege.

With clearly defined objectives and
expectations students will become
more involved in curriculum' and in
learning. As a result they will be
mtre totivated to stay in school.

Negative Effects

Focus on the "'test" 'as a guide for
instruction will result in students
learning pnly to take the test. .The 1,

development of competence in the basic
skills is not Assured.

Minimum competency testing labels
children as "failures," which is
counterproductive to their further,
educational progress and subseque
employment. Failing MCT has a serious
negative' effect on children's self-
concepts and increases their anxiety
levels.

Students who fail an MCT Are often cut
off froM further educational and voca-
tional opportunities which otherwise
would be open to them and which, in all
likelihood, they could pursue
successfully. .

_

.

students'experience themselves as
failures, increased numbers w3r1"1 drop

' out of schools;

2G %
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ISSUE II

I WILL MCT PROGRAMS THAT USE TEST RESULTS FOR(PUPIL
CERTIFICATION AND/OR CLARIFICATION HAVE HARMFUL

OR BENEFICIAL EFFECTS ON STUDENTS?

Positih.Effects Negative Effects

Curricular
Emphasis

A

7.

Teacher
tffectivedess

Clearly defined comps envies,
selected,by an open ision process,
will be more defensible than many ,

current curriculum emphases,which
Often have been unthinkingly
inherited, rather than selected
rationally.

N

4.

4

;Clearly defined competencies permit
teachers. to enhange their inskrudt4
ional_effectivenese-by (a)
providing students with more mime --c
on-task, that is, practice relevant
to the coMpetencies, and (b)
aGguiqng more positive expectatio
of students, which will enhang&
teachers' perceived sense

When a test becomes the sole or even
the/primary determiner of educational
or life choices, test scares tend to
become the major end-of schooling rather
than a usefu but fallible indidator of
achievenient. When this happens, what is
on the test becomes the de facto c rri-
cuIum, When educational asseqsment 's
2eared to minimums rather than to a
lbroad range of educationl outcomes, the
minimums embodied in th9se all important
tests becomedthe maximums.

"^.4

Inordinate amounts of time are devoted
to teaching for the test, to the -

detriment of other subjects:' Raising or
inflating.te4 scor.es not the improve-
ment of competencies,, becomes the object
of the ,exercise.

teachers are moved from subjects where
they °excel in teaching to remedial- 9(1
classes for which they Ore not preparedY

ti

a-
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ISSUE III
WILL MCT PROGRAMS THAT USE TEST RESULTS FOR STUDENT
CERTIFICATION AND/OR CLASSIFICATION HAVE POSITIVE
OR NEGATIVE EFFECTS ON THE PUBLIC'S PERCEPTION?

4

Value of the High
School Diploma

4

Curricular Emphasis

.School Effectiveness

2'0

Positive Effects Negative Effects

Performance-basdd indicators of
student accomplishments constitute
a move toward truth-in-packaging
regarding our schools' efforts,
thus eliminating "seat time"
promotions. The meaning of the
high school diploma will be
restored.

The clarity of competencies and
ease of interpreting the meaning
of criterion-referenced test
results will demystify the schools'
curricular targets and thus
heighten Public confidence in the
aspirations of the educational.
system.

ti

The test-based evidence of improved
,student performance will reassure
a skeptical public regarding the
schools' educational afectivenespv--:

The public will be misled by
apparent gains from one year
to the next on MCTs which are
often simply the result of
making the tests easier, rather
than being attributable to sound
teaching and effective learning
of the real skill required.

30
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Positive Effects Negative Effects

Curriculum

A

31

Increased efficiency in promoting
the MCT program's target compe-
tencies'will result in more
available time for other instruction
and thus lead to expanded curriculum
coverage. Teachers of advanced
courses will no longer be forced to
teach basic skills. They will be
able to turn their efforts and
resources to higher leVel course
content.

Or,

Focusing on minimum compe tency test scores
deflects attention and resources from the
broader aims of schooling, .including
development of specialized talents and
vocational preparation. Typically, this
includes reduced investmeht of time, %`-

personnel and money in.the higher academic
areas such as music, art, physical educa-
tion and vocational education, which are
are not covered on minimum competency
tests. Subjects not tested are seen as
less important.



IV

S GGESTED QUESTIONS FOR ANALYZING
' THE ISSUES

This Section lists, questions for diional study A some of
the policy and program issues raised the hearing. The .

questions are. designed to facilit- discussion among decidion-
. makers and are meant to be suggestiFe of. the types of issues

facing decision-makers as they consider minimum competency
testing as well as other educatiodal programs. Some estions
were suggestedloy the hearings but not actually cit.-, . If the
hearing addressed the issue, this section lists t. -t reference
with the witness listed in parentheses.

. For all Issues listed here, there are s udy questions that
can't be answered by studying the transcrip s. Rather, these
questions are meant to stimulate your own t inking, taking into
accounts local school ne4ds.

As indicated in the next section, -thes= study questionsican
be used in any number of forums and by many Ifferent audiences..
They are organized by issue so that'users can select topics of
most interest to them.

Decision-Making Ptocess

Deciding whether or noof to implement an educational program
(MCT or any other program) is a complex process requiring
consideration of many factors, such as local needs and resourcesv
possible program effects (intended as well as unintended), and
akternativestrategiep. At the hearing, several witnesses talked
about the decision-mgking process. The questions below were
suggested by-their teStimony.

A. Factors that influence decision-making

Begin by reading the testimony of these educational
decision-makers, noting"what factOrs influenced their decision:

Murray Benton Wallace
Croniff- Hall

1. What evidence did decision-makers use when considering
whetter or, not to edopt MCT?

Listened to the public's concerns (Murray), -

Description of survey of 10 districts in Illinois and why they
chode MCT (Hall).

16



Did not think *MCT would restore confidence, too simplistic
(Cronin)
OppositiOn from NEA (Myrick) .

State-adopted MCT would,conflict with local control k§enson)
Serious reservations in using a 3-hour test for diplalta sanctions
(Cronin) ,

2. How much weight do you feel the following information
sources should be given in_makids policy decisions?

Research reports produced by local research and evaluation office
Test score reports (local, national)
Program evaluation reports
Testimony of adminiestrators
Testimony of teachers
Testimony of parents
Public opinion
Budgetary constraints
National issues
Demographics and stUdent population shifts

1.

4.

B. Factors that lead to effective schools

Research on effective schools can provide decision-makers
with information on the ingredients necessary to make schools and
programs successful. Three witnesses at the hearing described ,

what they found to be key 'factors fot successful schools.. Read
the testimony of Meiers and Austin.

1. .What are the key features that each believe are
essential for effective schools?

Meiers.:

Parents, children and'staff believe their school is the great
Get teachers who know curriculum and like children.
Treat teachers with respect;.give them some autonomy.
Develop trust aiiong staff, principal, parents and children.
Parental involvement 1.

Austin:

LocAl control of school
Principal has high expeCtations for students and staff and has

had teaching expe iehce.
Teachers have high Rex ctations for students.
Parent involvement-
Children believe fn themselves, know they can succeed, have high

self-etteem, ina value hard work.

34
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2. What do'the two witnesses say about the role of testing
or assessment as a factor for effective schools?

3. Based pn your own experience, what other factors
contribute to effective schools?

C. Considering alternatives to MCT

Most of the hearing focused on the impact on MCT programs,
ydt many witnesses, especially for the con team; testified that
many successful schools do not have MCT programs.

1. What are, alternative lays to restore quality to
educational programs?

Improve the quality of the high school transcript. (Cronin).
Use multiple indicators of student success. (Gilbert, Linn)

. Examine effective schools research. (Austin)

2. Study the programs deapribed at the hearing that appear
to be successful but do not include MCT. How do these programs
evaluate and monitor student achievement?

Wallace, Fitchburg School District, Massachusetts and Pittsburgh
School District, Pennsylvania *

Meier, Central Park East Elementary School, Nrw York City

D. Needed resources

Although there was little financial data presented at the
hearing, cost factors have a great deal of impact on decision-
making. Costs can be assessed in terms of real dollars per
student, or in, terms of staff time and other resources needed.

-

I.. What is the approkimate cost, per student, for
implementing MCT? * /

Cost per student (Shine) *

2. What are fthe hidden costs of MCT?

Costs in keeping parents involved -- notices, Conference time
(Schmidt)

Expensive tot construct or translate test's for non-English
speaking students (Quinones)*

Takes funds away from other instructional programs '(Shine)

3. Are there any financial gains resulting from MCT?

Each year Iegislatures.have given more funds' for compensat4y
education. (Turlington, Priddy)

18
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,pmputers obtained for students in medial MCT classes, but
1 1 now used'by all stud is (Ramsey)
Detroit voted more money f the MCAT program when,state funds

were cut. (Rutherford) 1.
State board put mbre_mdney into remediation. (Priddy)

4. Is MCT cost effective?

Benefits outweigh costs. (McFadden)
Not cost effective (Hall, Shine)

Q4
5. Does MCT increase the administrative burden on the

schools? How can the administration of such a program
be handled efficiently-arid unobtrusively?

Schools will become more bureaucratic. (Wise)

6. As decision-makers consider. th4 pros and cons of MCT,
it is important to consider educational as Well as
political realities. Whatare the educational "costs"
of ,not 'implementing -MCT?

Public-is unlikely to continue to support education without 4
external exams. (Scriven)

Educational change and improvement will continue to take decades.
(Trujillo)

Minorities and others allowed, to graduate without skills
(Turlington, Radpberry, cross examination of*Berry)

Funds fox remediation might be 'lost. (Turlington, Rutherford)

Setting Standards

A. Standards for grade level promotions

1. How are standards set in yout school for grade-to-grade
promotion?

2. .Do grade promotion standards in your school district
cliange depending on the grade level (elementary,
secondary)?

3. Would you characterize tihe grade promotion system used
in your school as "social promotion?" What are the

vantages of social promotions for the student, the
teacher, the parents? What are the disadvantages?
What are the, long -term consequences of social
promotions?:,

4. What role does teachet evaluation of student
performance play in determining grade promotion?

19
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What role does the parent play? What should b- the
determining criteria for grade change as the student,
progresses through school?

5. Traditionally, what role has teacher praisal of
student progress had in determining tandards for
grade-to:-grade promotion? For hi school graduation?

/'

/ 4

B. Standards for*high school graduation -/

1. One piece of informatiOn'that,kept recurring at the
hearing was the fact that A test score is rarely, if
ever, used as the sole criterion fdr determining high
school graduation. What gther factors are usually -

considered? Who petermines'the relative weights of
each of these sources of information - state board'
of education? Focal school lard?

2. How are standards set in.your school for high school
graduation?

3. Wh- do you think should be-the relative weight of
e dh of the following in determining whether or not a
student graduates from high school?

(1) course grades
(2) Carnegie credits or unit credits for specific

subjects
-(3) standardized test scores,
(4) performance' measures
(5)' mastery of individualized educational programs

(e.g., IEPs used with handicapped students)

4. .What should be the role of the state board of education
in: determining standards for high school graduation?
Do state-determined standards conflict with the concept
of local control of schpols?

/

5. Some districts are examining the idea of differenti-
ated diplomas according to le,iels of competency
achieved. What do you think might be the advantages
and disadvantages of this system?

Ai
C. Minimums vs: Maximums

'1. In minimum competency testing, the empha'Sis is put
on minimum levels/of skills required of all students.
What would be the consequenceS of adopting a "maximum"
competency testing program? What are the consequences
for high vs. loW achieving students? Read testimony
by Benton.

20



Does emphasis or the minimums necessarily mean the
maximums will be ignored?, Read testimony by Collier.

D. Alternative methods of setting standards
A

1. In MCT, test scores ar used to make decisions'
(promotion, remediatio ) abort students o etermining
stands ds of test per ormance or setting the "tut
scores' has been `a problem. The basic problereis, how
to separate "masters' ;from "non - masters,' that is, how
do yoiJ identify the score above which students are
likel/ to be compet nt and below which students are
like to be incom etent? What procedures have MCT
prog ams employed to set cut scores? What's the most
comet n procedure?/

2. Do different procedures gield comparable results? To
what extent do these procedures rely on individual
judgment? On empirical data?

Four methods contrasted, using same data ('Linn)

3. Different sdhool districts, under the same state
mandated'MCT program, may establish different cut
scores (e.g., Califqrnia). What problems does this
raise for transfer students?

4. Some have..said that standards are primarily A political
not a technical problem. What role have politiCal
decisions,had in setting standards? In whatay do
financial and other resources affect stan9rd setting?

Role of politicsin MCT decisions (Wise, Nader, R'aspberry, Shine)

5. MCT i one' way to- establish educational standards for
grade promotion or high school graduation. What are
alternave (non-MCT) ways to set standards?

Improve the quali of the high school/transcript. (Cronin)
Use multiple indica ors of successful peripFmance includirlg

test performs e. (Gilbert, Linn)
Local control over standards, basd on community needs

(Tyler, Cronin)
Different standards for different populations of students,
4 especially handicapped (Shea, Levinson, Calfee)
Effective schools research shows factors that promote success.

(Austin) .

Exam ales of effective schools without MCT (Meiers)
Four!differentjmethods compared(Linn)
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-Parent and Community Involvement

Effective schools' research, according to Dr. Austin's
testimony at the hearing, has shown that strong parental and.
community involvement in.the schools is often associated with
successful schools.-

A. Parental Involvement

1. What evidence was presedted at the hearing cbnc ning
the involvement of parents in the planning and ,

implementation of MCT? How successful have those
forts'been?

4

Involyement of parents has led to support for program. (Leonard)
Parent attendance high for honors assembly (Dyer)
Parents call schOols more often and are more involved. (Spight)
Parent participation not happening Schmidt)
State control of MCT distances parents from local sciool. (Shine)
Parents upset with pull-out method of remediation. (Lee)

2. What. as been your experience in getting parentd to
par icipate in educational, programs?

3. ow successful have these efforts been?

What are the major ifaCtors that hinder parent
participation?

5. What can the school do to encourage parent
participation?

6. Does the testimony from the hearings suggest any new
ways to involve parents?

. Community involvement

elw What evidence was presented at ..he hearing concerning
the reaction of'the business communityto MCT programs?

MCT guarantees employers tbet students will have basic skills.
(Schneider, McFadden)

. .

Employers are now more willing to hire students; MCT has'led to (

\ better school/employer relations. (Collier)

_a/
2. What evidence, -was presented at he hearing that

. documents the public's concer hbout the quality of
education?

._:__,

People are losing confidence in the educational system in South
,Carolina. (Murray)

.

Several districts in Illinois cited public demand for MCT. (Hall)

22
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3. To what extent did the public mandate use of MCT as a =,

- 4)
. way to improve the quality of ed,6cation? 4,"

r.. .

"I did not hear a great outty from parents for MCT. " (Wise)
NO public outcry for 'MT inflows (Benson)
While 10 districts in'Illinois with MCT cited public demand, no

district could produce evidence. - (Hall)
. . ..

4. Can MCT 'restore public confidence in the schoqls?

Public will not continue to support education withoutxtrnal
examinations. (Scriven)

.:,,

..
Parental involvement leads to support. (Leonard, ?dna) 7

,.

Working with advisory committees and media (Sandifer) ,

MCT indicates to the public that the quality of educ Lion is
high. (Stiff)

Involving the community has increased their support for the
.

schools. (Rutherford) t....._

Simplistic; shortsighted to think MCT will ,restore .public
confidence (Cronin)

Confidence further undermined if not misled by another educa-
tional fad (Calfee)

State control of. MCT distances parents from local, sahoolp.
(Shine)

5. What is the publio's pe;ception of the quality of
schooling in your community?

6. How are tire:-schools portrayed in the local /newspaper
(editorial and feature articles)?

7. Does the public support the schools by attending -
athletic events, plays, concerts, open houses?

8. How can you improve the public's image of your schools?
How can you involve the business and'professional
communities in the work of the schools?'

9. If your district has MCT, has that program helped or
hurt the school's public image? Have public at titudes
changed since the implementation of MCT? %

Adequacy of Test Instruments

4. Value of-test information

1. Most MCT programs.were designed to be accountabilitY
measures and to demonstrate to the public that students
have mastered certain skills. As a result, most'of.the
tests now being used were developed as certification or .

mastery tests. Educators,'faced with preparing
0 students to pass such tests, have tried to use the test.

information to make diagnostic decisi s. Can a test
#

I
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adequately serve botll goals (certification
instruction)? Is there an inherent conS11
the two goals, on can tests be aeveloRed to
goals?

.

een
e- both.

Tests, are usefi/.11 educational tools. (Ebel, Turlington, Shine)
InstructionalAompone-ht Of' MCT programs described by a test

Too few items toemake instructional decisions
Competency objectives are broad but tes,tespecifications.are

narrow. (Bracey) -

Individual.student scores not necessary forocurriculum eval ation
(Hall)

2. Generally, how adequate'are tests for making import&nt
decisions about individuals?

i

Tests are useful, indicators of success. (Turlington, Epel)
Test scores are consistently relatei tO future performance.

(Ebel)
mh. -,

Tests should never be used to make dicisions about'individuals.
, . (Nader). ,

CurreOt tests ere not sufficiently precise. (Tyler, Berry)
Tests are the'least usef61. pieces of i4formation. (Meier)

, --
.

. .

3. To what ektent are test scores use&-tdcertify adult

,areas are - tests well suited to measure ,

coripetency'in settings*bUtside.of school? In whatt:'
skill

--: competence? In which skill areas are its wholly
_ .

inaderpake?
..

, 0-

Compare and:contrast testimony of Ebel and Nadet. .

.4. Do you agree with Ralph Nader that tests should never
be used to certify individuals? Why or-why not? %.

- .

; How usetul is ,test data.' tot making instructional
decisions? Does the informations.. from MCT provide ark.

, new source of instructional infOrmation?
,

Support for use of tekts (Ebel)
Tests'generally separate competent from incompetent. (RaspberY,

Popham)
.40

Tests should be one of many 'pieces of. information. (Meier,
Wallace)

Tests are the least useful pieces of infokmatiOn. (Meier)
Data from-MCTs are redundant with teacher knowledge and with

other test scores. (Farr, Benson, Bracey)

0'

V

6, What types104 of testing or assessment provide the most
useful instructional information? Could these types of
assessment be-easily incorporated into, an MCT program?

I
7. 'Is all test data redundant to teacher's knowledge of

student skills? Under what conditions are tests better
or more reliable s rces of information?

24



B. Test design issues

1. Most of the MCTs now in use are paper-and pencil
multiple choice tests. What are the advantagesyand
disadvantages of these types of tests?

Multiple choice tests are usefel_04Turlington)
Multiple .choice tests are tops in excellence. (Ebel)
Making choices is realistic. (Ebel) -
Always possible to find a few faUlty items (Raspberry)
Multiple choice tests are often trivial, and tricky. (Nader) .

Multiple choice tests do not measure judgment, analysis. (Meier)
Making choices not realistic (Nader, Bracey),
Multiple choice tests focud gn the right answernot the thinking

process. (Calfee)

2. William Raspberry said that he can't define test bias.
What definitions are commonly.used by measurement
specialists? By lay people? What criteria are
commonly /used to determine whether or not a test or
an item is biased against a certain group of test
takers? Why do you think Raspberry finds most
definitions unsatisfactory?

Most experts at the hearing talked about bias in terms
of bias against racial minority groups. To what extent
should we be concerned about sex bias in achievement
tests? Are there other types of bias -- other groups
that might not do well on tests duo to cultural
differences?

.

4. What procedUres can be used during the test development
. process to reduce`the chances of having biased items?

What statistical techniques might be Used to identify,
- biased items?

)

Special Populations

How do you assure fair treatment for special populations of
"students/ The hearing discussed several alternatives for
students such

.
as the handicapped, racial Minorities and language -

minority students.

A.. Effects on handioapped-students

Read the testimony of two parents of handicappbd children
and their experiences with MCT. (Levinson, Shea)

c.e.

1. What special"'prpblems arise with handicapped students
and MCI

Conflicts with P.L. 94-142 (Cronin)
,Denial of constitutional rights (McNally, Levinson)
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2. What might: be some solutions to these problems? Wht
are their advantages and disadvantages?

Differential standards (Cronin)
Other options:

. Use of IEP's
Different tests, 'depending on student's skills,and handi-
capping conditions

3. What test instruments are currently available for
use with handicapped students? What skill areas are
tested?

4. How can standardized tests be adapted for use with
handicapped students? How could these adaptations be
validated?

40.
B. Effects on minority students

1. Wheat ,is the impact of MCT programs on minority
-1 students? ,Do MCT programs unfairly discriminate

T.-against minorities Vecause of their reliance on test ,

scores 'or do MCT programs provide new opportunities
to students who have traditionally not been well
served in the past?

Present (non-MCT) sytem is harmfdl to minorities. (Scri.ven,
Turlington)

Differences between blacks and whites are reduced with MCT.'
(Schilling, Johnson)

Minorities are not well served without minimum skills. (cross
examination of Berry, Raspberry)

If teachers teach, minority students will learn. (Johnson)
Oppbsition of MCT by some civil rights groups is misguided.

caaspberry)
Expectlitions for minorities increased. (Turlington)
Students who had been ,pushed aside got long overdue attention.

(Ramsey, Schilling)
Shift of concern from equal educational opportunity to

minimally adequate education (Wise)
Thdte is no equivalencrbf educational preparation, therefore -

MCI' is unfair.,.(Chisholli, Bracey,. Berry)
Those who don't pass are tracked into a very. narrow curriculum,

making differences even greater. (Schmidt)
There is a negative impact f labelling minority students as

failures. (Chisholm)

2. Minority students typical do not perform as well as`
whi es on btandardized tests of achievemant. What is
th impact of setting cut scores at different points
fo minority students? How do various cut scores.



affect the number of minority students who pass fail
the MCT'd?

Comparison of failure 'rates with differentcut scores and impact
on minorities (Lind)

Gap between black and white t t performance is closing. (Farr)

/

C. Effects on language minority students

1. There was much discussion at the hearing concerning .

whether or not languagemingrity,:students should be
-\ required to take MCT's in English. What evidence

- ,

was presented on this point?.
1'

. ,

Law requires passing a.12th,gradd teat in English, 'but before
',4 12th gr0e, the test may be in anothliolpguage. (Calvillo-

Schmidt) .
.

.

-MCT.is in Edglish. (Schillitiv Mireles)
Bi4ngual stadents are different from native speakers and should

be tested, differently. (Taracido)
f Since 'the language of.U.S. is English, all studs should pass

the'tedt in English. (Trujillo,-Mireles)'
,

Direct word-fOr-werd translation of a testis inadequate; tests
should be equivalent'biterms of system, culture and
experience. (Quinones)

.-, . 0'

Currigullum and Instruction

A. Competency selection
r,

Xkl 4

Much ofthe publics concern ,With the quality of education
has centered on the lack of skills of high school,graftates to
cope with adult life. As'a result m ny of the MCT.programs
mandate that competency must demo trated in*life skills areas
such as basic occupational skids 411ing out employment
applications, responding to want s j and basic consumer skills
(comparison shopping, fpling out an Acme tax ).

1. How are these "life skills" defined an measured? Read
the descriptions bf programs and identi y the
competency definitions.

2. When cotpetencies needed for different occupations vary
_m

so widely, is there a common set ,of life / occupational
skillsthat all students should.learn?

4
,

3. What problems are encountered wheri we try to test "life
skills" with a paper and pencil test? With a
performance test?

4. If students are to be tested on 6,lifp.skills," then )
these skills must be taught insTools. How are

.0
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'Intentional narrowing, increased use of small.,group instruction,
good Sdrslow learners (Priddy)

Narrowing::
,

Leads to distortion of reading curriculum (Meier)
Time spent in remediation focuses on trivial tasks. (Calfee,

Brace , Lee)
MCT's emphasis ..on basics may expla n decline in reading

comprehension. (Farr)
Has negative impact on textbook sel ction. (Gilbert)
Leads to declines in courses in soc al studies, literature, and

other electives (Sullivan)
.

c

_schools teaching these competencies? What changes have
:been made in curricula to accommodate the teaching of
life skillq?

5. What evidence would be needed to demonstrate that there
is a. match between testing and curriculum?

B. Curriculu m clarification

One feature of minimum competency testing is'tlie
specification 6f competencies that stpdents are expected to
learn. Since schools must prepare,st'udentwin these areas, the
specifications are used as the basis for the design of
instruction.. Controversy has arisen over he resulting effects
of this process: has MCT unduly narrowe he focus of
instriction.or has it aided.instruction by larifying its goals
and objectives?

Clarification:

Curricular clarification is seen as an advantage.. (Sandifer,
, 'Rankin)

Clarification leads to increased efficiency and more time for
higher- -order skills. (Leonard, HedgeRath)

Aids bettet lesson'plans (Hedgepath),
Promotes better instructional system (Schill ing)

What are-the consequences of increased curriculum
clarification on the following:

(1)- ,prOfessional developmept of teatchers?
(2) high vs. low achieving students?
(3) indikridualized instruction?
(4) high order skills?
) affective outcome?
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2. 'What are the consevences of a narrow curriculu5 which
focuses primxrily.Oribusic, cognitive skills on each of
the above?

3. To what. extent was MCT describeeihgenera1 terms as a
catalyst for educational change and instructional

/reform?

MCT is responsible for renaissance in education.
CrurlingtonY

MCT is turning the system Around;
T

MCT led to quickest educational changes ever seen. (Trujillo)
MCT is the vehicle to do a better job. (Jefferson)
MCT is only a beginning. (Scriven)
MCT is not a panacea. (Cronin)
MCT strikes at the very heart of education. (Shine)
Testing diverts education, from its major goals. (Calfee, Nader)

4. To what extent have MCT programs affected the way
teachers teach?

Increased clarification of instructional goals provides greater.
efficiency. (Spight, Dyer, Jefferson,' Leonard)

Promotes more small group and tutorial work (Priddy)
Aids better lesson pips (Hedgepath)
Teaching looks more and more like testing, (penton )
Teachers are coacp.ngtfor the test. (Scriven, Aeiers, Lee)

.

C. Teacher reaction to MCT

1. What has been. the reaction ofeteacher-s to MCT?

Initial apprehension, and general objections overcome
(Sandifer, Leonard)

.Teachers become more responsible for what,is taught and, the
achievement of their students. (Trujillo)

Suppo4 of NEA affiliate (Andrews).
Opposition from NEA affiliate (Myrick)

t Teachers concerned with adverse impact on curriculum and
methods of teaching. (Gilbert, Aullivan)

MCTAwill attract lesS talented people to teaching and
' will de-professionalize teaching. (W4, e)

2. What methods might be used to en ure teacher coopera-
tion when new education programs are introduced?

Teacher should play a large role in the,whole process (Andrews)

flow important is teacher cooperation to .the success
of the new programs?

!II

4
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4. How can teacher support and cooperation be sustained
throughout the implementation If new programs? What
practices have been successful in your school? What.
practices have not been successful?

D. Effects on student motivation

1, Have ACT programs had any effects on student retention
and attendance?

4

Enrollment was very high in summer remedial programs. (Dyer)
Students had a heightened interest in education. (Rutherford)
Evidence on dropokt rates in Floridae(Sullivan, cross

examination by Popham)

2. To what 'extent might changes in retention rates and
attendance be due to other causes, such as a general
decline in enrollment or local economic situation?
How can the various factovst be'sorted out?

3. What techniques seem to. be successful in improving
attendance of high school students? In reducing
dropout rates?

4. How can the community help in keeping students enrolled
in school or in successful work study.programs?

5. What additional, unanticipated effects has MCT had
on students?

Peer relations improved, students helping each other (Ramsey)
No one wandering through halls when successful prcigram in

place (Dyer)-
Students who email ingrease their effort to learn. (Dyer, King)
Passing increases self-esteem. (Stiff, Schilling, Ruthefford,

McFadden)
Increased attention to gl learners helps self-esteem. (Ramsey

Rutherford)
Pullout for remediation ban be a detriment to ttheir whole

educationalexp9rience. (Sullivan, Leev Stevens)
45*

Labeling students as failures can be devastating. (Chisholm,
'Berry, Myrick) A

t

,E. Responsibility for learning

Redd the following testimony, keeping the study questions in
mind:

Scriven Wise
Chisholm Raspberry
Cronin Trujillo
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The use of MCT to determine promotion, graduation or
further instruction places responsibility for learning
squarely on the shoulders of the students. That is,
their test performance will determine the decision to
be made. To what extent is this a fair and/or
reasonable demand?

2. Who else-has responsibility for contributing to a
child's education? What role do teachers and admini-
strators play? What more should parents/teachers do
beyond providing an opportunity to learn and developing
sound educational programs?

3., In your opinion, has there been a shift in responsi-
bility for learning in recent years? Ovter the last
30-40 years?

4. What do professional teacher groups think about the
role of the teacher A reSponsibility for learning?

NEA- affiliAtes and their poSitions tMyrick, Andrews-)
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V

SUGGESTED USES FOR TAPES AND TRANSCRIPTS

This section provides suggestions for using the video tapes
and transcript developed from the hearing. It is designed to
suggest a range of possible activities for decision-making, pro-
fessional development and research. The user is encouraged to
adapt or modify the ideas presented here and o develop new ones.

Description of Materials,

Documentary. The documentary provides an overview of MCT
programs across the country. It includes interviews with school
administrators, parents, students and teachers involved_ in MCT
programs in New York, Florida and California.

Three 1-hour video cassettes. Each of the three cassettes
provides a summary of a day of the hearing. Key testimony is
highlignted and summary statements provided. The-specific-
testimony included on each tape was chosen by the respective team
to illustrate its case.

Complete set of hearing cassettes. The entire hearirig-was
recorded and produced on video cassettes. These cassettes are
available as a. set or individually-for more omprehensive
coverage of a given topic, or witness' tes imony. Section VII
provided the)index to the cassettes.

Hearing transcript. The transcript-provides written coverage of
the entirehearing. It is a verbatim transcript consisting of 3
volumes, 850 pages. An index to testimony by witness is provided
in Section VII of this User's Guide.

Suggestions for Decisi;;nMaking.

The hearing addressed a number of issues of concern to
educational policymakers. While most of these issues deal
directly with MCT, many other issues were discussed as well;
e.g., what makes an effective scho61, technical testing issues,
how to involve parents and community in the process of'schoblia.
The activitiesuggested below are designed to promote continued
'discussion of the issues at the state and local level, and the
formulation ofrespon4ve policy decisions through public
,participation in, he policy process.

A. Committee or Task Force

Problem: To develop 'recommendations for policy or program
decisions.

Participants: Professional staff and local groups -or individ-
uals whb have experience with, knowledge about or
will be impacted by the. decision.
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Resources: 3/4 inch video cassettle player
3 1-hour hearing cassettes&
Hearing transcript (all-or selected volumes)
Local documents
Other r ounces (See Section VII of the User's Guide
for addi ional resources)

Suggested Procedures: 0

O Specify the task - e.g., to develop a set of recommend-
ations for modificatibn of a remedial program

or

to make recommendations as to whether the state should
adopt a local oplibn or state MCT program.

o Develop a list of relevant questions f6r consideration
which will guide the process. The questions should be
aimed at evaluating features and effects,of program
alternatives, including the existing program. Use
questions from Section IV as a starting:point.

o Assign Apecific'issues/questions to individuals or
groups-;-- depending upon the task force. Each group or
individual will examine their assigned issues using
tapes, transcripts, etc. and their own knowledge and
experience, andwill report back to the Yarger group
on their findings.

o Based On findings and suggestions; task fdrce recommend-
ations will be developed.

B. Decision-Making Boa (Panel /Jury)

Problem: To decide whether to adopt or recommend adoption of a
particular.policy or program under consideration.

Audience: Decision making body, e.g., a school board or a
special board of community membelp and educators.

Participants: Theooareand in *ted participants including
cornnunity m- ers, educators and other vested
interest ups. tAk ,

Resources: 3/4 inch video cassette player
3 1-hour heariftg tapes
Documentary
Hearing transcript (all or selected volumes)

Suggested, Procedures:

Delineate plan or policy under consideration (e.g.,
promotional policy; implementation plan).
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o %View the video tapes; examine testimony from tran-
scripts.

o Have other witnesses present testimony, pro and con,
relative to the plan or policy from a local viewpoint,

o Caucus to accept, reject, or modify the plan/policy.

C. Analysis of-Alternative Programs

Problem: To inform Ziecisions about alternative program
strategies.

Audience/Participants: 'decision makers/program planners

Resources: 3/4 inch video cassette player
3 1-hour hearing cassettes
Hearing transcripts°
Summary testimony (Section VIUser's Guide) .

Suggested Procedures;

o Review transcript tapes and/or summary testimony from
Section VI to locate school districts/schools like your
own (racial mix, size, rural/urban).

o Study testifony from each of these programs. What was
,

their experience with MCT, pro/con? What factors have
led to success? What role (if py) did MCT play in the
success? Could success have come about with MCT or with-
out MCT?

o 'Analyze your own community and school district needs. Is
there a widespread concern about the quality of school-
ing? About the meaning of a high school diploma? What
are newspapers saying about the schools? Is a decline in
basic skills evident? What are the primary concerns, of , -
the school district: handicapped or minority students?
parental involvement? Other?

o What ideas/experiences could you adopt, based on local
community or school district needs?

This activity*may also be modified for a staff development work-
shop.

Suggestions for Professional Development
I

The activities suggested bplow are presented in the form of
workshops for use in both pre-service and ip-Service professional
development programs. 'The workshops are designed to provide
experience in the examination of critical educational issues and
the application of pertinent information'to local situations and
suggested practice. The tapes and transcript provide- the basis
for discussion and-examination.
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School districts and state departments of education may want
to collaborate with state and local teacher raining institutions
to provide these and/or similar workshops for educational credit.

Professional Development Workshop I
ti

Purpo4e: To provide staff development relative to local
programs.

Participants: Teachers, administrators.

Resourcei: 3/4 inch video cassette player
3 1 -hour hearing cassettes

Suggested Procedures:
o Develop a set of discuss n questions pertainfng to

curriculum and instructs n. (See.Section IV of the
User's Guide for assist nce)

o Show the tapes

o Have participants discuss the questions relative to
your local program.

o Have participants develop their own'set of do's and
don'ts for instruction.

B. Notessional Development Workshop II

Purpose: To provide hands on pre or in-service activity in the
examination and application of policy issues.

Participants: TeaChers, administrators, and other interested
staff:t

Resources: 3/4 inch video cassette player
3 1 -hour hearing cassettes
Documentary

,

Hearing transcripts (optional)

Suggested Procedures:

o Several questions ofigeneral interest are raised on
the documentary. Make a list of these"' questions and
give it to pacricipants.

o Show the documentary'. Stop aster each question for
group discussion. ,u

o Show the three 1-hour hearing cassettes; provide for
review of transcripts (optional).

4
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o -Have participants respond to the following:
How wcte the questions addressed by the hearing? What
do participants see 'as the positive aspects of MCT?
Negative aspects of MCT? What reCommendations would
they make for development of a model program, with/.
without MCT?

. A modified version of this workshop may also serve as a,
useful tool to inform community members about MCT issues and
solicit comments as to their interests and concerns.

L.)

C. Simulation Activity

Purpose: To provide experience in the application of concepts
and information in making decisions about educational
policy and practice.

Participants :`" Professional "staff, students of.educ-ational policy
and practice..

Resources: 3/4 inch video cassette player
3 1-hour hearing cassettes
Documentary
Hearing transcripts (optional)

Description of the Aptivity:

On July 10, 1981, the Board of Education of the Anytown
School District set as its mission the development and imple-
mentation of a comprehensive program of basic skills instruc-
tion and assessment to be fully implemented by Septembet 1.k 1987.

Thp program is to accomplish the following goals and
,

purposes:

General Goal

To guarantee to the public'that students graduating
from Anytown High School have "mimimum educational competency in
reading, language arts and mathematics.".,

Specific Purposes

1. To provide meaningful and relevant instruction through
setting standards for, performanc4 at each grade level;

2. To inform students as to what is expected of them in
learning situations so 'they can,assume more responsi-
-bility for their ow learning;

3. To increasethe percentage of students achieving the
performance standards; P
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4. To identify student nee and remediate thOse needs in
relation to expected pdrformance standards;

5. To improve teacher technique and competenby by providing
'feedback about student progress;,

6. To provide checkpoints student progress iritLle
acquisition and appli ion of basic skills;

. .X
7. To price a means to minimize or eliminate th aningless

and irrelevant instruction, while developing ndards
for quality instruction;

-
I

'''''k . tI
*

. .

8. To establis standards or expectancies toward' fulfilting
the requirements fo;..a high school diploma; .

'

----

g. To inform parents of the status and pro§Tiss of their
children; and

4.*

-10. To improve continuously the educational system,'using
data that are gathered regarding student attainment of
goals.

-.''--

The superintendent and his staff ha e teen charged.with
responsibility for developing a .5-year plan ementation in
line with the sated 'goals and purposes.- In ERIz's
activity a task force appointed * the superintenden

ltl..Td

develop recommendations foe the 5-year plan. (.

9

Suggested Membe'rs:

Chair: The Assistant Supdri4endent-for Curriculum
and Instruction.
I

Members: The Director of Bilingual arld'Migrant Education
. The Director of Special EdUdation"

N 0
The Assistant Superintendent for Planning,,

i ) Research and Evaluation 4 s_

Secondary,p.eacher (Eng140. Department'
An elementary teacher

--..

A principal' (secondary school) .

The Executive DiOctor of )the. local Hispanic
organization '
The P.T.A. president
A representative of the local chapter of the NAACP -

A, university pkofessor specializing in'
educational measurement . .

A respected member of the business community
% ....

.
z.

It is not expected that the'task force will develop a
complete 5-year implementation plant', Rather, -the task force
might outline a plan that addresses one or more of several
critical policy issue's covered by the hearing that should be con-
si dered in decisions about educational programs: - \

0
w

.k N,

5
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o Curriculum development or revisions

o Test development or.sele5tion

o Test administration and use

o T.Standard setting

0

,Staff development

o I5structionar program

'Prosedures.Ain preparation for the activity):

1. Provide .participants with a copy of the simulation and
their respective roles in advance.

2 Hav9 VIle participants view the tapes.
rop-

3. Provide participants with transcripts; the analysis of
testimony presented in Section III; and/or summary of
testimbny,,Section. VI.

`-,4u may want tocdevelop a list off specific qug-stions to
guide the activity. The following questions are inten-
ded o serve as,examples. Section V of thd guide may
als provide some ideas.

Special po ulaticins

Parents and community involvement

Phase-in time

4

o What procedures will be used for curricuSum
0

development/revision? Who Will be involved? What
should be the curricular emphasis, given the goals
and purposes of thq programl

What type of testis) should the sclibtil district
use? To what extent will new tists-supplement/
replace the existing testing prograp? For what
purpose(s) will the tests be used: graduation,

0 promotion, remediation4, program evaluation, etc.?
At wha't grades and at what time of year will
students be tested?

0.

o How will teal': be developed/selected? How will
the cut scot be determined? What other technical
issilds must be considered and how will these be,"
addressed?
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0, What consideration will be given to spec
0 populations:' handicapped, language minor ies?

Background information'
4on the Anytown isttict is indluded°

here to provide the context. Youlpay also w t to develop
specific roles for all or,some of the task for e members to
ensure-that a variety of points of view are rep esented in, the
discussion.

Background Information

0

The district. The Anytown School District d on,the
fringe of a central city. It enrolls 20,000 students 18
elementary and 6 high schools. The district serves stude s e
primarily from middle to lower middle class families. The ethnic
mix in the district4in 40% white, 35% black 20% Hispanic, 3%
Asian and 2% other ethnic groups. Over the past five years, tlle
'number of black'students in thedistrict has remained'about the
same, while the number of white students has dropped, and the
number of.Hispanic.students has doubled. This trend is likely to
continue in the coming years.

In addition to its basic tax supported program, the district
participates in a variety of categokical programs, including both
stlate and federal Compensatory education, state andfederal
bilingual,, state gifted, state and federal special education and
a special state funded experimental reading program which
operates in grades K-6. The district derives approximately 17%
of its operating funds from these, categorical programs.

Ten percent of the students in the district have been
classified as limiltgcl or non-English speaking. The state
mah4ates-bilingua ograms for these students. In 11980 the
federal 6ffice of Civil Rights found the district to be out of
compliance with the U.S. Supreme Colvt's ruling Lau v. Nichols
rand i Abnitoring the district's efforts to provide adequate
progra s for language minority students.

The district's testing program. State test: .the state requires
testing of all students in grades 3, 6, and 12 each year. A,
state developed test is used to assess student performance on the
minimum state requirements. The state test is given'in March and
takes about one class period to administer. The state scores the
test and reports resilts by grade to the district and to the
press in May.

District testing. All students to grades 1 through 9 and grade
11 are given the Californialchievement Test -(CAT) in reading,
mathematics and language in September,and'May of each year. 'The

CAT is a standardized test. Results of the May post-testing are
reported to the Board, parents and teachers in September. In
addition to norm-referenced scopes the test also provides
objectives based information for`tadh,student in each of the
three curricular areas.

39
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Categorical programs. Compensatory education: approximately 29%
of the district's students participate in a Title I program. The
program operates in grades 1 through 9. Students are identified
using scares from the CAT administered by the. district. In
addition to remediation provided by the classroom teachers,
students attend a remediation lab for three hours per week.

Bilingual and migrant education. The bilingual program services
approximately 13% of the student population. Hispanic students
receive special tutoring in their native language and instruction
in English as a second-language ip addition to the regular
program of instruction. Asian and other students receive English
language instruction and special tutoring, but not in the native
language. All students are required to take the district
administered CAT.

Anytown has a migrant student population of about .4hirty'and
has a program with one full-time staff member .who provides
special instruction as necessary. There is a .much higher propor-
tion of.migrant students in the fall and spring. This instabil-
ity of the population creates special problems for the schiol
district., The migrant program overlaps the bilingual program to
some degree- Many of the migrant children have a pflmary
language other thawEnglish. Migrant students, may receiye,
special tutoring through the bilingual program in additionitO
special instruction from the migrant .teacher. These students are
not tested ,ps part of the district and state testing-programs

, Instructional needs are determined on the basis of prior school
records (if availablo4 and informal teacher assessment.

0
...Special education _programs. Approximately 9% of the district's
students are enrolled in special education programs. Four
percent (4%) have relatively minor learning disabilities or

Nil,

em tional problems and are mainstreamed, but receive special
ins ruction from the special education teacher one hour a day.
Ano er 1% have physical handicaps and 4%-are in programs for the
educably mentally retarded (EMR) or severely emotionally
disturbed.

Students .in these programs are assessed through informal
teacher-made tests. Teacher judgements of their progress are
summarized in the student's Individualized Education Program
(IEP). Mainstreamed students are also required to take the CAT.

Currently, programs for EMR include 35% black students, 39%
Hispanic students, 26% white students. Of the 500 students
identified as academically gifted, 20% are Asian, 7% are
Hispanic, and 71% are white. Services to the gifted are provided
through .enrichment classes on a school by school basis.

-State funded reading program. This is a goal directed,
performance-based program. Three of the 18 elementary schools in
the distriot participate. All teachers K-6 in the participating
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schools identified reading skills and concepts that all students
should know at'the beginning and t the end of each schOol year.
Comparisons were made among teachers and among objectives that
Students should master in each grade from kindergarten to grade
8.

-

Statement of the.Problem. Despite the many programs ands /services
available to students there has been a decline in stffdardized
test scores, particularly at the upper grades (9-12). Students
also scoreiDeld4,7the state average on the state administered
test. While the decline at the lower grade has levelbd off,
parents an*Community continue to,yoice concerns about poor
student performance. There is a general feeling among teachers,
administrators, as,well as the pUbli.e.that promotion is'too
autom0,ic. Ma_ny students leave elementary school art enter
secondary schools poorly pOpared. At the same time, teachers
complain about too,much testing that has little bearing on their
teaching.

(Suggestions for Research

Testimony was presented at the hearing on the pros and cons
of several educational issues. Whenever issuesare raised' with
arguments presented for contending,09s, thete are queStions
for research. Regardless of whether MCT is being considered for
adoption or program'modificat,Lon, or whether MCT isa concern at
all, review of the tapes and transcripts reveal a number of
questions germane to educational program development and
improvement.

Tapes and transcripts can be used to identify what issues
are prevalent; what the various perspectives on the issues are;
how other school districts addressed these issues. School'
district research staff and other educational researchers may
want to develop their own research agenda and conduct empirical
studies to examine issues relative to local program concerns.'

Research Activity:
I

Purpose: To develop a research agenda for program development
and improvement

Participants: State department of education atrid/or school
district research staff, college/university or
Other educational researchers.

Resources: 3/4 inch video cassette player
Transcript
Other school records
User's Guide

qt.
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Procedures:'

A

I

o Review tapes to identify issues raised.

o Examine the various Aprspectives on the is?ubs. Use
the User's GuideSections III-V to aid in this
analysis.

o Examine how theSe issues relate to local program
concerns regarding program development and improvement.

o Develop aset of research questions pertinent to local
concerns.

o From ,testimony examine how other school districts and
researchers have dealt with the issues empirically.

o Develop a research plan, long range arid short range,
to study issues and impact.

I

I,
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VI
SUMMARY OF WITNESS TESTIMONY

Section VI provides a summary of each witness' testimony
within the context.of the-witness' knowledge and experience with
MCT progAms. This" Section is divided into four parts:

o Testimony by national figures'on general issues
related to MCT

o Testimony presented in relation to specific state and
local MCT programs #

o Testimony on alternative educational programs

o Testimony on technical issues presented by experts
in the field. of educational measurement.

c.

4'
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OVERALL PERCEPTIONS OF MCT

Mary Berry, Commissione and Vice Chairman
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights

Was jngton, D.C.
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MARY BERRY, Commissioner andVice Chairman,
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights .

1 Dr. Berry has an extensive background in the field of
education serving as faculty member and administrator at various
universities around the country. As Assistant Secretary for
Education at HEW, Dr. Berry commissioned a study on basic skills
and quality because pf concern with the deCline in test scores.
The conclusion of this study regarding MCT:

MCT will not solve the educational equity problem.

2. MCT is unworkable and exceeds the present "state of the
art of testing."

3. It is appropriate to,use MCI', to diagnose but not to
Mold back.",

Effects on Students

Effects on Minority Students

a. Any, student can pass a test if they are taught
enough.

b. Minority students often are not taught enough or
taught well so the MCT discriMinates and
eliminates them through the test.

C. There is a cycle of inequir starting by failure
on the MCT. It starts with a "non-pass", vthich
results in no diploma; which means no college
adMission. Thus, if a minority 'student doesn't
pass the.MCT he is eliminated from college.

General Conclusions

1. There is,a need to validate the MCT to see that it
tests what is actually learned in school.

2. MCT is not a panacea, it
*poor quality educAtioft.-

,

Cross Examination

begging the problem of

There is growing concern over the quality of education. All
people on the HEW panel were educators and chosen by the National
Academy of Education. Hence, they may be somewhat biased about
the criticism of education but no more so than lawyers would be
biased about the legal system. Everyone is biased in one way or
another. Experts always disagree. Tests and measures are useful
fOr diagnostic and remedial purposes, but not.for making
decisions on diplomas, degrees, and passing from grade to grade.
Dr. Berry is opposed to social promotion. Basic skill' tests are
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given appropriately in early grades. Students should not be
tested for basic'skills when they get to the 12th grade on a pass
or fail basis. There is a need for accountability on the part of.
the education system earlier in a student's school life. No one
is served by entering college without basic skills; minority
students are no exception.

SHIRLEY CHISHOLM
U.S.'House of Representatives

:Mrs. Chisholm is.an educator. by professional training and
has maintained her interest in education by serving on the
Education Committee in both New Yt5rk State an federal legis-
latures. Her testimony was drawn from that knowledge and
experience. The decline of scores on other state tests and the
desire of students, parents and teachers to know what skills are
really needed prompted the consideration of minimum competency
testing (MCT). Though not all testing is bad, Chisholm fears
that relying on one test too heavily is very bad.

Effects on Students

1. - The impact of MCT is different for different types of
students.

/2. MCT puts students on the "trash heap" when they could
produce more.

3. MCT labels a student for life.

4. Som students cannot' function in tlass but can function .

i the world,. "

5., f all students started at a common base when they
ntered school perh \ s MCT could work, abut there' is a
recognition that no ommon base-exists nor is there an
equivalency of education preparation after children
enter school.

A

6. Tests are developecFby people from very different cir-
cumstances than many of the students taking thedtests.
It is difficult for many students to answer items cam-,
posed by people with different cultural conventions
and expectations.

Effects on Curriculum and Teaching

To mandate the subject matter to be included in the curricu-
lum on the basis of teaching basic skills is inappropriate
because there is no agreement on which skills are basic skills.

. .
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Effect's on the Public's Perception

MCT can become a way of veering the public away, ELm the
schoolzsystem's problems.

Cross Examination

The present quality of education is not satisfactory. Some
testing as part of the educational system is acceptable. MCT to
imprOve instruction would be important -""put minimum competency
testing should not put the responsibility for evaluating
instruction on the students. State leaders could come up with a
basis program to measure competency, but in doing so it would be
critical to'insure that the tests aren't skewed to one socio-
economic, status or another. There is also a need for
individualization of tests.' Efforts to eliminate bias in testing
have been ladtched. The djploiaa should stand for something.
Diplomas without skills are useless.

Redirect Examination

There are som
able as the sole
composite facto
Chisholm encourages t
the secrecy associate

ptable uses of MCT, but -it is unsupport-
eria for a diploma. It is best to use
t just ne. Supporting "truth in testing,"
e disclosure of items to students to stop

esting.

--ROGER FARR, Professor of Research.
in,Education, Indiana University '86\

Dr. Farr is a recognized, specialist in the area of reading
and measurement. For the past ten years he has conducted studies
of literacy trends in the U.S. His conclusions to date form the
basis for much of this testimony.

1. There has been confusion between a decline of SAT
scores and a decline in scores on tests intended to'
measure basic literacy. A person must read at the 9th
or 10th grade level just tottake the SATs. Further the

\-1 SAT is not an indicator of future success in life
roles. .\

Basic literacy skills have not declined. The National
Assessment of Educational Progress says that literacy
skills are up, not down. At upper levels of schooling,
(13 to 17 year olds), the literacy level is essentially
unchanged.

3. Most 17 year olds have basic skills. Minority students
are slightly lower, but the gap is closing.

4. . Reading achievement in 1976 was markedly better than in
1940-45. It is a myth that people can't read.

10\
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Effects on Curriculum and Teaching

1. MCT will hurt reading because:

a. The-emphasis son-basic word recognition inhibits
higher levels of comprehension and may account
for future declines in reading.

b. MCT focuses on basics'when schools are already at
an all time high. In reading in grades 1 to 6 it
holds back progress.

c. Performance on the MCT will hurt the cause of ,

improved reading. Schools will judge their worth
on the basis of student performance on the MCT.
Minimum standards then become the basis fot
evaluating acceptable achievement.

2. Poor readers can be identified through means other than
MCT.

3. MCT duuests,that schools and teachers can't make
judgments.

Effects on the Public's Perception

PublicsdissatisfaCtion as one of the main reasons MCT
has developed rapidly.

General Conclusion

MCT,should be subjected to Ustain and healthy scrutiny.

Cross Examination

Even if the MCT program is specifically attentive to
minorities, it is still questionable. No one-asks why Detroit
schools are all black and why there are no jobs for the students
who.graduate from those schools..

RALPH NA.DER, Director
Center for Responsive Law

Effects on Students

-* 1. Minimum competency testing is not a consumer (student)
protection device, because if it were it would:

a. Be openly refutable. (It ,is not because there is
a secrecy in the preparation. Analysis by the
student is after the fact.)
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b. Protect the consumer. (It does not because it.is
affected by how the student feels; the testing,
environment; the test quality; may not reflect
what the student has learned; and cannot predicte
adult competency.)

Minimum competency testingmay affect a student's
career, because of Labelling the person less than
competent.

'es

3. Minimum competency testing penalizes students who use
"subtle reasoning."

WA%

4. Minimum comptetency testing is fraught with cultural
bias.

5. Students are affected by minimum competency tests
because the tests are multiple choice tests. There is
"no value in multiple choice tests as predictors
because they do not measure judgment, detfrmination,
experience, character, idealism, wisdom or creativity.'!-
So to use multiple chOice tests to determine quality-'
is urlfair.---

6. MCT damages students who failially minority
students who internalize their feelings more. Failure
destroys their feelings of self worth;

Effects on the Public's Perception

1. -Minimum competency testing doesn't!'improve the quality
of public schools "except by exposing their own absur-
dity."

2. Minimum competency testing is seen as a student
problem and not as a school or system problem.

3.f. Minimum competency testing does more to "harm
the. public perception of education."

4.- Minimum'competency testing is a "political numbers
game."

5. Minimum competency tests do not deliver what' they
promise. MCT is a diversionary technique to ,avoid
systemimprpvement.

6. Minimum Competency testing throws the system into
. central decision-Making which is fraught with politics.

Cross Examination

Minimum competency test opposition is consistent with
concern for the consumer, in this case, the student. There are

.
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profit-making vested' interests invo ved in minimum competency
testing. Minimum, competency testin does not do what it / I.

promises, which is to create qualit education. Multiple choice
test. ,,can never measure skills and knowledge, because multiple':
choice questions are ambiguous. Time limits on answering make
them even less acceptable. There are better alternatives to,
improv.4.ng education than minimum competendy testing.. Minumum
competency tests are meaningless because;

1. They don't predict adult Cftpetency.
war;

2. They don't reflect what is taught in the curriculums.

The are ambiguous.

4. They have a +class biaS.

5. People can't express their uniqueness on a multiple
choice test. .

....----

6. Schools themselves can best measure 4hat1 they teach,
not outsiders.

7. Thereis a need to focus on improvement bf education
but on4k,test won't do it. , .

8. Budgets are ti ht and school funds should go to the
imprOvement o education, not for "new

WILLIAM RASPBERRY, (Columnist
The WasHington Post

arr

As a distinguished journalist, Mr. Raspberry haJanalyzea.
and written frequently about various educational issues,
including minimum competency testing. There is a growing waning

'of confidence id public- education. Schools weren't doirtg what
. they shou/d,, _so people looked for objective ways of assessing the
Schbols' accohplishinents and found MCT. They were looking for a
minimum level of achievement on the part of students -- "at least
the basics."

,Effects on Students

_1. The impact of MCT on students' depends on how the MCT is
instituted. To introduce MCT 112th grade is "an
assault." If MCT is used throw out .ch41dren's
educational life, it will help the`students and be
routine to them.

2. In the District of Columbia, half of tie thii:d graders ,

did not pass the MCT; the worst effect was not on those
.rchildren. The terrible thing is that before MCT so

r
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tr.many_ children were promoted through social prorpotion
without those basic skills. Some students were
embarrassed by their scores on the MCT/ but in the
long run i really helped ft-them to know how much they
really did 't- know.'

4; 'MCT communicates to student's that education is a .

. . serious matte .

Effects on the Public's 'Pesepti
/

I-. People fear MCT because they be ieve that stunts
(especially minority students) hdven'tgotminimum
skilft; it is true that deficiencies will be,revealed

4 by MCT.

2. Some oppose MCT because of embarrassment and pity;
they want to protect minority studdnts because they
feel sorry for them. -"If you believe these students

,are capable, you would insist on tests. The assump-
tion is that these students are stupid.11

3. MCT will hellp but not sdtisfy,the public's right to
know.

Only when the public is confident that nothing uncom-
plimentary will be revealed, does the opposition

.

vanish. d . :
.....

.
.

5. The MCT movement is an impetils to reexamine educational
systems and increase the effectiveness and undestand-
ing of the Schools.' .It is a progrdm that makes us look
realistically at our Schools.

.

Generdl'Conclusions

1. MCT perfOrms-a quality control function for schools
and students.

2. We heed to get over ftghting MCT and insist -on compe-
tency:'

>,

3. There is .no need to use MCTs ag.weapons, but, rather as
aids to be sure that students learn what' is necessary.

Cross Examination
A

"'The publia-hlp a right to know what is on a test, blit for
the most part a layman cannot underptand the subtleties'oftest

4 _construction. When asked what cultural bias on a test is,
Pfta6pberry said he doesq't,know what cultural bias is, so he can't.',.
answer_the question. If a test4failed bright students and -

passed Students Who ,aren't competent, Raspberry would be
concerned, but if riSt every student passes the MCT, it isn't the

414!?.
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fault of 4hMest. The.current prpcess of evaluating the quality
of a student's progress is of great concern. The problem is that
thereA.s no confidence"in teachers and schools, and so the public
real/, doesn't want more ofttheir decisions. MCT at the diploma
level without a phase-in stage-is not good. There 'is a need to
improVe writing and understand how it relates to test scores.
Racism in education can best be resolved if early-diagnosis and

1,remediation of educational problems occur.

. . ..

-Redirect gxamination '

Raspberryis not opposed to Other indicators being used for
making promotion decisions, but those indicators must show the
student's actual ability. If all people are equal, then why is

e a need for the protection of some, namely minorities? In
F orida at the 11th grade level, students are given the MCT that
tests 6th to 8th grade level skills. Raspberry asks "Why .

shouldn't they pass?"
-vor

MICHAEL SCRIVEN, Director
Evaluation'Institute, University of San FranciNzi.

Dr. Scriven is a recognized schplar in educational resea'rc4,
and evaluati.al. He is author of fifty or more articles anbodM
on evaluation. He supports the concept of MCT.

MC is the last hope for cidibility in public education:
If we-Z not stand behind our products, then there will be a
further erosion, of public support. MCT is a significant effort
to restore public faith.

.771

Effects on Students

1. The effects of MCT on students depends on how they are
used. ,ACT is not effective or positive
in its impact on "students, but they can be made to
be positive if used in the right way.

2. A high quality MCT, program will affect students
positively.

3. Zelf-concept and self-confidence will be impacted by
how .honest all koncerned are willing to be about the
resUlisi. Sometimes this is unpleasant,* bilt leads to
a new start for-the student.

4. From MCT students learn about the reap], world -- a
world that has standards.

Students will not suffer as MCT evolves. It's worse
now. They suffer more harm from not having skills
but being promoted. It misleads'them and their future
employers.
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7.

Minority students deserv'e better than
rf you disguise results and you.dqn't
problems, then how can yOu know were

torbe lied to.
acknowledge
or how to change?

Tests can help pinpoint areas where students need help.

$4.

Effects on Curriculum and Teaching -,/,

1. MCT strengthens the teacher's hand because it off4.s
some objective evidende of student progress. When
there is no ACT and everything rests on to Cher's'

1)b
judgments, parents pressure for social pr tion,
and teachers are then unduly pressed to p omote
students. This is a natural consequence of the system
and does' not reflect" incompetence on .the part of
teachers. The MCT is a support system to the schools.

2. The people who teach are responsible for the outcomes.
The butden of responsibility is on them, not on the

- stude ts.
#.,.

.

3. The cur ifi may in the short term be watered down,
but in the long run the same standards, soon will be
applied to the .whole curriculum, not just the basics.

Effects on the Public's Perception

Because of the tradition of local control of education,
teachers are often put in the role of "bucking" parents. MCT
offers some independence, professionalism'and objectivity,,and
enables people to talk about what the tests show. This makes the
MCT a useful "weapon" in the'...community in.working with parents.

Conclusions

If the average of the MCT test scores go up and down
. from time to time, that is not as inortant as gradu-

. :ating people lacking basin skills. the people who are
being hurt are the ones who have been hurt by being
promoted as if they are competent and then finding out
that they aren't. t

* ,

2. MCT, is a beginning and isn't perfect, but it helps and
it can be improved.. Minimum standards must be identi-
fied and dev4loped. Students need to learn about. the
real world and the real world has standards.

3. Tests are said to/be redundarikwith what teachers know.
That-may be true, but often teachArs are helpless to
act on at they know. Teachers "must be-able to take
appropria

os
edUcational rtedies. They--are not always

able to do that nOw,
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4. Scriven is not certain that all,teachers know every-
thing they can learnftom .MCT results. Parents
probably do know, and teachers may, but the taxpayerS
and employers don't know. MCT is a way for them to
find out.

5 The validity of MCT is less than perfect, but it is
better than nothing. What is the alternative?

6. The passing cut-off score is set capriciously. This
is a problem, and there is a right and wrong way for
the setting of this score to be done.

7. MCT isn't a solution but/ a step. It casts some light
on-ways to improve teaching and educational resources.

8. MCT is an issue of the last chat. MCT is a tinyi
thread that connects. schools with external reality. ,We
find out from MCT if,people are able to cut it or not
and that is important.

9. MCT is a test of the minimum competence of the schools.

10. The issue is not what is wrong with MCT, but what is
the better alterndtive -- testing to determine
competency, or to predict future successes.

11. MCT has to be possible because it is done at 12,..ighy-
levels of educe on and by, employers.

12. The questions raised by MCT are, H/Gah testing and
-education face up to those who pay the bill? Do we
go on with the big lie and counterfeit diplomas?"
If so, say goodbye to public education. The only---)
alternative to that is external testing.

Cross $xaminition
ti

1. The best way to evaluate programs and individuals is
with many, measures, but the ways,we are using in our
public schools are not working well. Now the
simplistic approach of the MCT must be used.

2. "When multiple independent indicators are used by
multiple independent people, using multiple independent
standards, we don't know what.they are or what they
say."

3. Simple solutions/are upsetting but may be the best
alterndtives.

4. The security of the test i* a problem. There are
times when scores go up but not skills.
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___MILPULTYLER, Consultant
Science Research Associates

1

Dr. Tyler is generally regarded as one of the most
influential contributors to American educational produce. His
*conclusions about MCT result from his 60 years of experience in
education.

- _

*General Conclusions

1.- Good teachers use standards to motivate and guide and
have-multiple standards to deal with individual
differences; a sipgle competency measure doesn't fit
all.

2. Survival isn't the purpose of education. The purpose
is to go beyond the survival level and improve.

3. A Florida study showed:

a. A mismatch between content taught and competency
tests;

b. Emphasis on reading and math was evident, as was
the neglect of science, art, social studies, and
literature;

c. -Minority students were more likely to get 3.ow
scores than others, and in that way "the victims
[of poor education] were blamed for their lack
of achievement."

4. Professional educators recognized individual differ-
ences when working onbig decisions They often seek'
a second opinion. Test manuals since World War I'have
said not to make decisions based on one test.

5. Testing is usfulo teachers when they are used as
tools fbr teaching and learning, but only when the
`results-are verified over time.

6. Improvement in eddcation comes from the bottom up and-A
focuses on individual teachers, students and schocils.

\There is a need to help local schools solve their own
problems%'

7. The way to improve education is to study the students
to find out what they-are dike and then help them, not
to-give them a minimum com tency test. .

8. In times of inflationary crisis, people blame social
institutions, especially education.
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9. The National Assessment of Educational Progress shoitted
4 tY0 decline in reading and math achievement. In fact,

the last assessment showed improvement in the disad-
vantaged in these areas.

10. The public is reacting to the perceived problem of
declining SAT scores, but they have declined because,
lower level students have started taking that test.

11. The public has not been made aware of the improvement
toward the goal of universal literacy which has
changed from thirty-five percent in 1935 to eighty
percent/now.

12. Minimum competency testing exists in other areas (e.g.,
driver's ,license tests), but that is different than
basic reading and math skills because:

a. One relates to a specific task (driver's license);

b. A reward is given (the license);

c. The certification may be retested (when the
license is renewed).' None of this is true
for the school minimum competency testing.

,13. Minimum competency testing is a promotional device.

.Cross Examillppn

The quality of edlication has not declined, but the schools
now serve a different Rind of student and many more students and
levels of students today. Minimum competency testing is not a
reward, nor is a high school diploma.- The biggest problem in the
erosion of schools is from out-of-school forces such as a

television. Any program that uses a specific test to make
.educational decisions is unfair to the students.

,ARTHUR E. WISE, Senior Social Scientist
Rand Corporation

Dr. Wise has served as associate professor and associate
dean of education. He has been called the most outspoken
opponent of mgr by Time Magazine.

Effects on Students

1. Skill performance is* different than educational
achievement, yet skill performance its.what is tested.

2.. Minimum competency testing distracts from the real
problem of weak students.

5-6
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3. Minimum competency tesing dehumanizes the education
process.

Effects on the Public's Perception

1. Minimum competency testing is a political response
to the public, not 4n educational innovation.

a. Test score trends have gone up in the 1970's.

b. Minimum competency testing came into existence
because legislators wanted control over the
schools.

2. Minimum competency testing is an outgrowth o5...political
and fiscal conservatism. By focusing on basics, it is
possible to reduce what schools are expected to do, and
thus it is possible to reduce the numbers of teachers
and aides in schools.

3. Minimum comptency testing seems like an easy way to fix
had problems. .

4. Minimum competency testing diverts public attention
away from equal opportunity and.allows for the develop-
ment of."minimally adequate" education instead of equal
opportunity for all; it redirects the national spirit.

5. Minimum competency testing is the latest attempt to
apply the scientific management model.

6. Problems of the schools are better solved at the local
level.

7
7, Minimum competency testing undercuts public confidence

in education, and will make the schools even more
bureaucratic.

General Conclusions

Public education is in trouble. It is not up to date
and has many problems. Bureaucratizing the school
systems won't help to remedy the problems.

Cross Examination

Most states are not into minimum competency testing at this
point. Not all educators are worried about state control, but
recent concern with federal control is a pattern that will filter
down to states. Wise believes federal aid should go to disadan-
taged populations. There are proper rolves'for federal, state and
local levels in education. Taxpayers have the right to know, and
parents have the right to be involved, but state tests won't do
that. Minimum competency tests should not be used as the single
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indicator for promotion. Parents never expressed aldesire),for .

minimum competency testing, but parents did show concern fOr the
decline of public education.
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CALIFORNIA .

Lorenzo Calvillo Schmidt
Board of Regents

Robert Schilling, Superintendent
Hacienda La Puente District

Anthony Truji*(5, Superintendent
Mt. Tamalpais Union High School District



Description of State Program

In 1976 the California State Legislature passed a laW
requiring each local school district to develop a program f
minimum competency testing in reading, writing, spelling nd
mathematics') Each local district w4s to establish stands ds for
high school graduation in the four subject areas and deveXop or
select assessment instruments tb determine if those standards
have been met. Beginning with the graduating class of JIAne,
1981, those students who do not pass locally Oministere tests
will not be granted diplomas. All students are to be given the
test starting in the 10th grade. Where weakness is shown,
remediatfon is to be provided." Once tests are passed, he
students have fulfilled the MCT requirement and need not re-take
the test. All course requirements for the local district must
also be completed.

LORENNCALVILLO SCHMIDT
Board of Regents-of California

*- Mrs. Schmidt, a state board member, opposes MCT. She states
that testing as a vehicle to improve instruction is fine. As a
way to hbld back students, it is wrong. In her testimony she
cites two state reports to support her views.

Effects on Students

1. Minority students are much more likely to fail MCT
than others:, 15% of whites fail, 29% of Hispanics
fail, 35% of blacks fail, 19% of students with
English as their first language fail, 48% of those
with limited English fail, 67% of the non-English
speakers fail, one and a half times as many Hispanics
fail as whites, two times more blacks fail than whites.

2. Students who fail the MCT are trapped in narrow
curricular options and remedial programs.

.3. MCT labels students. ' Even if parents/ want their
children to go on to college, the students have
been tracked into education at a lower level.

4. Forty-nine percent-oftCalifornia's students move
every year; since the California st to law mandates
local MCT programs, as opposed to s atewide programs,
students who move away get "calight.' Every move
brings different standards for the student. The
children of migrant workers have even more problems.
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5. Sipce the law says that MCT in the 12th grade must'
be passed in English, this has a severe impact on
non - English speaking students. Multiple choice tests
must be used at all levels. Before the 12th grade the
test can be in a language other than English.

Effects on Curriculum and Teaching

1. The quality of remedial programs is questionable.

2. Teachers are.forced to teach remedial,uograms, but
they aren't trained to teach remedial courses. At the
same time they are so busy with the remedial courses
there isnot time for them to teach in the areas for
,which they were specially trained.

School resources are redirected to narrow foci of
remediation away from broader academic-pursuits.

Effects on the Public's Perception
rib

1. The public was,angry, so MCT was instituted as- a
simple solution to a complex-problem.

In California parent participation has been very p9or.
Seventy-five percent slow for parent" conferences in
some districts, and .in other districts there is no
attempt to have.a parent participation plan.

'3. There are fiscal implications to tryigg to get and
keep parents involved in the MCT programs. The'cost
of notifying,parents plus a conference time with
parents have not been planned in the budget. ThiS
leads to loci, morale among teachers and administrators.

Cross Examination

1. The oppositionis to the number of remedial courses,
which are increasing, as compared to other courses,
which are decreasing.

2. Proposition 13 decreased funding for school resources
4.t the same time that the requirements for MCT were
imposed.

3. There are a variety of educational and funding vehicles
to.get at the special needs of student groups. Tkere
is no need for MCT to accomplish that. ,Minoritieeand
-non-English speaking students were known to'be having
problems before MCT.

4. 'Failing the test does not necessarily mean that the
student do*s not have basic skills.
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ROBERT SCHILLING, Assistant Superintendent
Hacienda La Puenta School District

Hacienda La Puenta School District is 58% miclority. \Many
students have. acquired English as a second language. The
dominant language minority group is Mexican American. Robert
Schilling, Assistant Superintendent of this district, testified.

Effects on Students

1. /Eighty percent of the students pass the MCT.

2. A-study of students shows that fewer students have'
dropped out of senior high school since the MCT,.

...standards for graduation were set. Schilling said that
this was "because they believed they could get help and
did."

3.' Students realized that they could do better, and since
the MCT students are more diligent and have "better
self esteem."

4. Effects on minority students:

a. Initially, more minority students failed MCT than
others, but the longer the MCT program has been in
effect, the less the scoring' differences between
minority students and others;

The MCT is in Eaglish and all students must pass
in English; the schools help students overcome,
difficulties with,%the English language.

Effects on Curriculum and, Teaching

1. Minimum Competencies are only a base for broader
instruction; competencies are embedded in other
courses.

2. Instructional"materials provide for self-study and
bilingual education.

3. Teachers are supportive of MCT.

Effects on the Public's Perception

1. Minimum competency testing turned the system around
in the eyes of parents and students.

2. Many people were skeptical at first,but now are
positive in their opinions on MCT.
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Cross Examination
T

Perhaps the senior class drop rate is not d wn solely
% because of the*di lorna sanction (hay' to pass the MCT prior to

receiving a diplo a). The school system made many changes at the
time the MCT was introduced, so'there is no assurance that the
improvement in the Tpetence of students is directly attribut-
able to the XT.

ANTHONY TRUJILLO, Superintendent
Mt. Tamalpais Union High School'District

Marin County has a high socio- economic level and is a "high
wealth" district in California. The Mt. Tamalpais Un,ion High
School District serveeeleven feeder elementary districts. It is
a "high achieving" district. Anthony Trujillo, Superintendent of
Mt. Tamalpais Union High School District, testified.

Effects on Students

1. Since+the institution of MCT there is evidence that
students have a more complete mastery of skills and.
demonstrate higher achievement.

2. More students failed to qualify far a h!gh school
diploma because of deficiencies other then passing
the MCT.

3. Hispanic (and other language mi ities) should be
required to pass the MCT in Eng i h because thtt is the
language of the USA and they mu t function in the
USA.

Effects' on Curriculum and Teaching

1. since MCT, students with problems in articulation
between elementary edu&ation and the next level have
been given more time by their teachers.

2. Teachers"were'involved in the development of the MCT
and programs of remediation. This took away the
teacher's excuses for inadequate education of students
being imposed on them by tho e outside who exerted
control over the school sys m.

3. Educato'rs were skeptical as first of the imposition of
MCT on their.achools. Now, after having experience

44 with the system they support it.

Effects on the Public's Perception

1. "Counterfeit diplomas" don't help Hispanics (Trujillo
is Hispanic); the real issue is acquisition of skills,

1,not a piece of paper.
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2. The public is' more satisfied with schools than before
is not enouglt, because
minimal skills, ETKI,t, maximum

the MCT, but still feels it
competencies ere tested for
skills .

3. The public and those in the school system have seen.that
MCT is the quickest way to get educational change to.
occur. Without it what has occured in a short-time
.would havaltaken 10 years.

Cross Examination

a.

1. It is possible r a student to get a diploma without
passing the MCT., dre are Alternate ways they can.be
assessed on the same skills. .

, 2. MCT was a means to an end. The tdst was the impetus for
or,cus on the articulation between elementary and

secondary education. If not every student should learn
a skill, thatAkill should not be on the test. The
enrollment of 'the school di-strict is declining. That
explains why the number Of graduates is decreasiu,.not
the MCT. In fact, the drop out rate is 16w.

ame
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DENVER, COLORADO

Frederico Pena, Attorney and
Colorado State Legislator
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Program Description

The Denver public school system hal' had an MCT requirement-
for a hip ,chool diploma for about 20?years. There is a state-
law allowing districts to have same form CT proficiency testing
if they choose, but it is not mandatory. The Denver Proficiency
and Review Tests are administered twice yearly to students
beginning in grade 9. Those who do not pass with initial testing
may re-take the test in grades 10, 11, and 12"as necessary. The
teses cover minimum competencies in the basic skill areas of
reading, language, spelling and mathematics.

The Denver school diitrict is about 50% Hispanic with a
large number of predominately minority schools.

FREDERICO PENk-
State Legislator

Representative Pena believes that the number' one factor to
improve schools is parent involvement, not MCT. Parents need to

a know their rights and responsibilities and be more involved in
policy making and review. Pena testified that the appropriate-
ness ,of-MCT__depends on the-purposes forWhich it-isused:-

1. It can be appropriately used to'identify prOblefis
and intervene instructionally. Such an interventidn
prdgram should begin in grade 1.

2. MCT should not be used to deny diplomas.

63. MCT should not be, used as the core egf -a school's
- educational program.

When MCT is used for diploma `s tion, there will be
negatiye effects. Pina described so e of the.negative effects he
has evidenced in Denver.

Effects on Students

,t

9

a

1. There is a high drop out rate in Denver among Hispanic
-students, which Pena attributes to MCT.

2. The rates for passing the IICT are high (90% to 100%).
that this says to students is that they are good and
there is no need for-them to. be tested, or the test
is too easy and doesn't mean anythingt In either case,
the effect on students is not positive.

3. If standards are set, students will strive to'achieve
them. The poinff is that on MCT students knoWethat
they must do."X" -to achieve so that they do not worry.
about anything else.
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Effects on the'.Public's Perception

public education is not responding to the public's needs by ,'

producing students with skills who can compete, in spite of MCT.:

,-> Cross Examination
. ..-

.
.

1. Parents Pena works,with at Colorado State have rejected
: the MCT.

,

24 .\ It would be possible for Pena to support MCT if it were
administered K through 12 and-there was parent
involvement in the MCT process.

Redirect Examination
.

4,
.,

_ Decisions about -̀ individual students should not be made on
the basis of a." test.

40'
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,

i
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DETROIT MICHIGAN

. Arthur Jefferson, Superintendent

Stuart Rankin, Assistant Superintendent
Research, Evaluation and Planning

Clara Rutherford, Schoolaoard Member

-Zodie Johnson, Region V Superintendent

Susan Dyer, Test Coordinator'
Mumford Hlgh School

Linda Spight,Test Coordinator
Henry Ford High School
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Detroit Public Schools

The Detroit Public School system is the sixth largest in the
U.S. It serves over 220,000 students, 86% blacks', about 2%
Hispanic and 12% white:

There is no state mandated MCT program in Michigan. The
Detroit program was instituted at local initiative. Detroit
Public Schools High School Proficiency Program is primarily
'designed to examine the curriculum and instructional program in
order to define more sharply what students are expected to learn,
particularly in the fundamental skill areas of reading, mathe-
matics, and writing skills. Students are tested for diagnostic
purposes. In mathematics and reading the tests are multiple
choice tests, but the writing portion requires students to
produce a writing sample. The writing section of the test must
be hand-scored.' Tenth graders can take the exam. If they pass,
they do not take it again. If they do not pass, educators in the
school system use the information to remediate students according
to their individual needs. Students who pass all sections of, the
Proficiency Test in grade 10, 11, or 12 receive an endorsed
diploma. Students who do not pass all three sections of the
proficiency exam get regular diplomas. The cut off score for an
endorsed diploma is 65% to 70% depending-on the test.

II

The first Proficiency TestRas given in 1980 as a logical
extension of reading and mathematics programs that were institu-
ted\in Kindergarten through grade 8 between 1975 - 1977. The
community, educators, and consultants participated in the selec-
tion of the competencies to be tested at the high school level.
The test was developed with external assistance under the control
of Detroit Public Schools. Specific steps were taken to ensure
that test content is ,linked to the curriculum and instruction.

ARTHUR JEFFERSON, General Superintendent
Detroit

Effects on Students

17- MCT clarifies the expectations of students.

2. Students get their diplomas at the end of.140 grade
even if the, fail'the MCT, but thOse who pass get an
"endorsed diploma."

4
3. ,Evidence froM other achievement tests shows that

students are achieving better than before the MCT.
It is too early to have hard data on the improvement
in the basic -s4cills4levels of students, but it appears

* that students' skill'levels are improving.
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Eighty -six percent of the-students in Detroit public
schools age black. So, though any competency measure
has the potential for discriminating, the predominance
of the black community has preCluded racial discrim-
ination in testing.

5. Black students can learn and a disservice is done if
that is not assumed. To do less than expect black
students to acquire basic skills sells those students
short.

Effects on Curriculum and Teaching

1. MCT has led to an improved classroom instructional
program.

2. Testing is used to diagnose. i Instruction follows the
diagnosis.

3. Tchers teach competencies and'skills. They do not
teach to the test.

4. In-service time is used to develop materials for use in
teaching the competencies

r
and skills.

57-gCTheriadcatorsflocue on what to teach and ,why to
teach it'.

Effects on the Public's Perception

1. The public's expectations for the schools are clarified
by MCT.

4.2. The respect of the parents and the public.is
enhanced by MCT.

3. MCT is one step.to general improvement and account-
ability for schools.

Cross Examination

1,./ Enrollments-are declining in Detroit, but drop out
It rates are stilr too high as well.

2. There is hard data on the value of an endorsed -

diplo as opposed to an unendorsed diploma.

I
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STUART C. NANKIN, Assistant Superintendent
ill4 ?Research, Evaluation and Planning, Detroit

Effects on Students

1. The test is difficult and students generally score
better the second time they take it.

2. Students take their school work more seriously since
MCT..

3. From avaiale evidence, it is clear that learning is
happening.

4. The MCT program is humane to students; to let people
leave school without skills is inhumane.

5. All students are treated like they can learn and then
teacheri belp them to succeed. .

6. Students view of their "self worth" is related to_their
ability to perform hisic skills.

Effects on Curriculum and Teaching

There ia_a_greater e arly_leKels_ __ -and _
so there is a need to up -gr de the MCI for high school.

1. Remedial programs have been instituted since MCT and
they work.

2. There has been a
and methods.

3. MCT is really an
testing program.

clarificat on of teaching pbj tives

instructional program, not just a

4. The MCT focused on, instruction and brought clarity of
instruction to teaching.,

5. Instruction is not limited to basics.

Effects on .the Public Percepton-

1. The advisory group (professionals and laymen) monitor
MCI'. They say MCT is close to its goats and seems to
be on-target.

2.' The media was invited to take the test if they would
:agree to publish their test results. Only one person
took'the the school distri6t up on the offer. A

graduate took the test and said it was
diffiCUl : .

'\
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Conclusions

There is a need to continue to examine the use of the
"endorsed diploma." MCT could'be given at earlier grade levels.

Cross Examination

1. There are many reasons for dropouts. The most
important is the success (or lack of success)
experienced in school each day in the classroom; not
the test alone. Failure on the test alone does-not /
cause a student to drop out.

2. Endorsement of the diploma is determined by a composite
of information on parts of the test. When asked if the
raw data are useful, Rankin said that both the
composite and raw data are useful, depending on how
thVre used. Student and parent information is
bro en out by skill areas and they have three sessions
with a counselor. This information is not shared with
employers.

CLARA RUTHERFORD--
School Board, Detroit . t

Effect on Students
4

,.1. Most students aVe passed the MCT in the last few years.
The MCT progr came about because of a discrimination
laW suit. Th school board needed to show that its
first commitme t was to quality education. Offering
MCT to students was a way to address the issue.

2. Students are being treated as productive citizens by
the community When the community knows.they have basic
skills.

3. Diploma endorsement is good °for the self- concept of
students.

Effects on the Public's Perception

- 1. The key to the Detroit MCT program is communicat on
with the public._ Since the schools ere owned by the
taxpayers,-the community had input into the program
right from the start. The community is largely black
and they agreedto endorse the program. The MCT is /
seen by the community and the schools as &program,
not just a test. The community'endorsed IICT because
"every mother wants for her baby the sweetest berry on
the bush." '
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2. There'was a total commuity input from industry,
churches, and fraternities. No One wanted to miss the
hearings on MCT because everyone thinks he/she can run
the schools. This,was their chance to be heard.

3: The press wanted to find fault with the MCT program, so
they ran polls. Even the polls were positive.

4. Detroit voted more money for the MCT program when the
state cut its funding.

5. The total community is involved in MCT and sees it as
a chance to increase the efficiency of the schools.
The business community helps by giving equipment to
schools that will help train students for their busi-
nesses. Some, give employees leave time to help
students learn their work.

Conclusions

1. The "sharp edges" of'the MCT ptogram need to be honed,
but there is an increasingly positive attitude toward
MCT by the public.

2. Detroit may become the model MCT program fo Others.

Cross Examination.

Thirty percent of the
asked hbw it would feel to
"this would be as hard for
who has performed very wel
by' .10 points."

senior class failed the MU. When
fail by ones point, Rutherford said,
the student as it is for the student.
1 academicallyand misses valedictorian

J
ZODIE JOHNSON, Regien-V Superintendent,
Mumford High School, Detroit

Al 6ugh students' skills ardlmedsured at grade twelve, the
skills that are tested begin to be taught in kindergarten.

Effects on Students.

1. MCT doesn't harm children. Minority children need to
know teachers believe they can learn.

2. Students help each other to learn skills.

3. ,,Students are going voluntarily to summer school to take
remedial Courses so they can get-their diplomas
endorsed.

.11
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4. During the bus strike there was veril113rl'attendance.
Studepts seem to like school better since MCT.

5. Students get rewards (buttons, pins, scarves, etc.) in
recognition for doing-well academically. They seek
recognition and learn more in the-process.

Effects on Curriculum and Teaching

in

1. With MCT teachers' expectations are clear.

2., o'If we (the educators) teach, the minority students
will learn. If we look for why they can't learn, then
we don' focus 6n learning and teaching."

3. Attitudes of teachers are most important. They evalu-
ate the MCT program as excellent now, but, at first .they
itiad to be persuaded. Their attitudes changed as they
,realized the focus was on helping and teaching
students

4. Teachers volunteer to go to workshops to be able to
help students' better.

5. The MCT has built teachers' confidence that they can
teach. Success breeds success.

,
,

, .

6. The curriculum focuses on building the highest possible
level of competency, not just on minimal competency.
Johnson feels stro ly that black women have a special
nee e for such sk. is since they are bearing a triple

Ilin of bein lack, female and poor.

7. Objective% for the curriculum have been foc4sed'because
of MCT.

8. Motivatioh of students is a concern of teachers, One*
technique they used was to publish a book of student
writings. They also have had a fine arts-festival,
cross age tutoring programs, science fairg, and awards -

programs. All these things together build basic comps/
t4ncies.

I

Cross Examination

When a 'student fails an exam) th6re is a feeling of'failu e
on the part of many. That why in Detroit 'they .try to remed -
ate before a student takes e MCT. If a student` fails the MC 4'
they get a list of things the need to.work 'on. If they passed
an area on the first*testing they do,not have to be tested in

% that area again.
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SUSAN DYER, Proficiency.Test Cpordinator
Mumford High School, Detroit

Ms Dyer is
Detroit minimum
teachers. Test
"are included in

responsible for disseminating information on'the
competency 'test to parents, students and
scheduling and the dissemination of test results-
her responsibilities.A

Effects on Students_

1. Students get remedial help if they have difficulty
on the minimum competency test. (

2. All students are anxious to see test scores. Those
who passed are just as interested as those who did
.not.

3« Two hundred and f ±ty students enrolled in a summer
program to help them pass the minimum competency test.
During the program there was no fooling around in the
halls or other timewasting activity. The retention
rate was high. Students take the Minimum competency
test seriously.

. Effects on Curriculum and Teaching

1.- Minimum competency tests,tell specifically what is
expectINed and why.

2. Minimum competency testing identifies how to teach the
content. 'Materials are available. The teacher doesn't
have to stop and figure out what and how to teach.

*Effects on the Pi lic'S Perception

1. Parents are involved before the minimum competency test
because they get information on the testiig program. .

2. 'Results of the test are shared with parents.

.3. Parents have become more incrikved wi h the schools
since the start of the Minimum ,competency. testing
program,and thgy. feel a 'sense of pride When their
child succeeds on the test.

4. Minority parents are 13Tgased with the minimum compe-
tency testing program because they thought itowas
bad to send their childven out after finishing school
without the skills they needed for emplyment.

Cross Examination' N..

r
,

4'1 . The minimumcompetency testing program. wo stand on
its own even if there were no "endorsed iplo a" fot
thosd who pass it. The key desire of .stUde s is to
do well.

4
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2 A plan that would allow students to.take the minimum
competency test only if they were seeking endorsement
of their diplomas (voluntary endorsement) would take
something away fr m Detroit's minimum competency test-
ingprogram.

LINDA SPIGHT, Proficiency Test Coordinator
Henry Ford High Scitbol,-Detroit

Effects 4 Students

The basic skills of students have improved since the
stare of MCT a rfd now students are ready to master
higher skills.

2. MCT has helped minority students. The harm to minority
students would be to give them a useless diploma.

3. Minority students rate th CT program positively. In
a summer program for those who failed part of the MCT,
a writing class assignment resulted in 90% of the

e- students in the class saying thpt them should be MCT.

4. Minority students engage in'peer tutoring to help each
other to prepare for the MCT.

5. Seventy students who graduated in June are'in summer
school programs so they can get endorsed diplomas, even
though they have already been accepted to college.

Effects on the Public's P ion

1.. Si9ce MCT, the public believes that schools and
students are serious about education.

2. Parents call the schools more often and are more
involved.

Conclusions

1. The overall impact 'of'MCT is positive, but it has
e

only been around for 2 years at the high school level.

2. .So far, the feedback on MCT is positive from all
sources, and evaluation of the progr m to date is good.
Spight recommends expansion af.MCT..
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FLORIDA

Ralph Turlington, Commissiorter of Education

It

John Myrick, President,Florida Teache-es-Association

Claire Sullivan, Former Assistant Superinten ent.
Pinellas/County, Florida, Presid nt Florida

Association of Supervision and Curric luM aevelo
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Description of Program .

In 1976 the Florida, Legislature enacted the Educatisnal
Accountability Act requiring the establishment ofd'' minimum
performance standards",in reading, writing and mathematics and .

the testing of all students in graded 3, 5, 8 and 11 an these

4
standard . The Act further required that local boards establish
standard for graduation that include the state standards.' Xhese_
local gr duationrequirements were to affect the graduation class

a
of 1979 and all subsequent classes. - _ _ _

1 .

In 1978, the Legislature passed additionallegislation.
Beginning with the class of 1979, all students must'pass a,state
developed and administered "functional literacy" test in order to
receive a diploma. This requirement was in addition to state and
Local basic skills ,requirements. Those not meeting state
reqdirements were to receive only a certification of completion.
Remediation is provided for students who do not pass either the
functional literacy tests or basic skills tests administered by
the state.

The diploma sanction has been postponed until 1983 as the
result of a court ruling inx,the ca of Debra P. vs. Turlington.
owever, components of the program a till in place, including
remedial programs and local gkaduati requirements. In 1983,
barring further court action; studen s will have to pass the
functional literacy test with a Score of 70% to rebeive'a high
schooldiploma.

RALPH TURLINGTON, Commissioner of Education
State Departmen,t of Education

Mr. Turlington's testimony is based on-hiS-experiences as
chief administrator of the Florida MCT :program,.

Effectsori Students

Score6 show positive results -- mode application
and use of-basic skills.

)-

Si.

Test scores reflect a real inerease r learning.,

3. The skills of studentS are improved in both reading
and math.

4

4. Studentshave,ibeed7Supportive oftheMCT program.

5. Students want their diplomas.to mean something. They-
want standards.

6. Oinoritypstudentb prior tq MCT expected little of
themselves and the schools expected little 'of
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Now that'MCT exists, the expectations'of both the
,schools and the minority students are clearer.

7. The iMproveMent in instruction leas helped minorities.
MCT identifies those students.who need help -7 they

k ' get lt,and the system is accountable.

Effects on Curriculum and Teaching

1. Since MCT,_ the -curriculum has been oriented to
improving instruction and resources.

2. The curriAlar goals now have to be of Florida
State quality.

3. Teachers teach whatthey test in readihg and math.

4. Teachers used to think they were-not permitted to
retain a student without the permission of a parent.
Now teachers can keep a student back based on their

( skill's and peilormance.

5. MCT makes it popsible for teachers to resist the
'Pressure for Ocial.promption.

Effects on the Public's Perception, ,

c

1. Minimum competenCy testing came about because of a
. public mandate for accountablility of schools and
educators. Public sentiment was that many children
did not learn what the schools were%teaching.

2. There has been,a renaissance of education in Florip.
The esponse of the publid is positive and supportive.
Each year the legislatuie has given more funds to
compensatory education: ,

Cross Examination' .

,

4 s
.

: ilk

,

'Validity of functional literacy tests has'been studied, .but'
it is difficult to prove in any absolutemay whether a person isC
functionally literate.

.

.

JOHW MYRICK, Counselor .'. . .

Winter Haven High School Teachers Association
....

6.

The4 Florida Teachers Association, an organization of 34,000
members, opposes the.state's minimum, competency testing program.'
The members do not believe a multiple 'choice test is adequate ap
the sole criterion for promotion. In Florida the passing or
failing of the MCT is the deciding criterion. A student can pass
everything else, but if he doesn't pass the IACT, he isn't
promoted.
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Effects .911 Curriculum and Teaching

0 '

1. Teachers teach to the test".

2 . The minimum standard set by the MCT becomes the \maximum
standard, strived for in the classroom.

. .

3. The results of MCT,may be used against teachers.

c

4.' MCT labels some students as failures, as people not
good enough to make it in life.

4(
5. Teachers do not have any data that shows MCT has

promoted educational exce/ence.

CLAIRE suudvAa,
Former Assistant
Pinellas County;
Association of

Educational Consultant
SUperintendent,
President, Florida
Supervision-and Curriculum development'

7 a

PinellasCounty has a total student population Of 4,0000.
There are 13 high schools-varying in size that serve 32,000
students.

As assistant superintendent, Claire Sullivan was directly
responsible for program development and implementation in the
county. Responsibilities included implementation of the
remediation program and the preparation and conduct of,workshops
for the Florida Competency Program in Pinellas County Schools.

Ms. Sullivanis concerned that,dbme significant questibns
regarding /social', political and economic issuesirwere not asked or
answered before minimum competency testing was implemented.
These issues ale the focus of her dissertation. The purpose of
her'study,iS ta raise issues for decision'thakers, espeCiaily
uestione concerning the appropriateness of quantitative versus,
qualitative measures for deciiion making. It is her position.
that a production test would'be,a much better measure than a
multiple choice test. Much of testimony presented was based
onher doctoral study. /

Effect.s on Students

1 MCT has resulted in'some,children being taken out of
vocational education and being put into remedial

:' classes so that4they
\

will be ale to pass the test.

2. -The atmosphere in schoolS changed with the start of
MCT. This is especially noticeable in class size.
In social studies, classes, there are fewer students
while inremedial readih4 and math, tkere are more'
students and more sections than ever before.
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3. Capable students brag'that they p4ssed;,this is the
first step in saying that "I made it." What is lost

, ,is that this is a minimum standard. It becomes the
' goal And no higher gols are set.

4. The impact on the borderline,student may be to
encourage school dropout: Testfailert who should be
,test retakers don't retake the.tests became they
4re no.longer in school. However, this assertion

. ca not be-sustained absolutely on the basis of'avail-
. akble data. -.

Effects on Curriculum and Teaching

The issue raised is "Pare basic.skills tied to, effective
fUnctioning." On the assumption that this is.true,
drastic changes have been made in students! programs
to prepalre.the student for the test.

L.
2. Cerain programs, like literature',, are being cut back

because of the focus on basic's. -Without higher skills,
students still do poorly on1 SATs. Students should
be learning to read for both processtand content, not
just one or the other.

, .

3. MCT is causing a reduction in the'numberth.valid
-

eictives available to students.
* sx

Cross &amination

Questions were raised as to the validity of data on dropouts
since Florida does not 14've procedures to gather data on who
drops out or why.
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'ILLINOIS

Joseph Cronin, Former Chief State SchoolsOfficer

It Melliin Hall, Assistant? Prgfessor
Sangamon University, Springfield

Sharon Schneider, Teacher
Richwoods-High School/ Peoria

Patricia Shea, parent!
Peoria
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Description Of Program

There is no state mandat.sd requirement' for MCT in Illinois..
The State Board of Illinois udder direction of the State Legis-
lature is to provide aid to local school 'districts who opt to
institute local MCT programs. It is generallyirecognized that
the State Board's support for the idea of MCT has not been
strong.

JOSEpiC,CRONIN,'president, Massachuset6 Higherladucation
Assistance Corporation

(Former Chief -State School Officer of Illinois)
. ,i,

,

.-

As the chief state school, officer, of Illinois, Joseph Cronin
.,

.

wa s-not in favor of state mandated' minimum competency testing a '

programs. It is his view that standards for promOtion shouid.be
,set by teachers at the local level and then .reviewed by the local
'school board. R'ather'-than minimum competency testing there is a
need to support better teaching and research.;

i

Effects on Students (

. . , .

Of prima2/conceln is the equitable ,treatment of- special
students(. '

.

.

. Al

P.L. 94-142 (the law mandating educational ,access to the' ,
handicapped) mandates that minimum competency testing "would have
to be provided to the individual handicapped student',, even if the
student was unable to partic1Pate'in group testing. Some schools
have already given MCT to handicapped students as well as others;
other schools have opted to rethink the appropriateness of MCT.
Peoria; Illinois, set a common standard for passing all,students.
That'issue is now in court.

2 * ,

Effects on the Public's Perception .

,.

1. "Minimum competency testing has now become'minimum
,..' confidence testing," since if all can pass the test, A"

the public will have confidence in public education.
This assertion is wrong.

2. The value of the diploma is over - emphasized;, A truth,
here is a myth that the diploma is the demonstration '..

, t .

of educational' quality. jo one ever askS for a . 4

diploma; rather potential employers almost always .

.

t request the transcript, which gives more information.

Cross examination

Local min imum comp tency testin is all right if a school
wants it, but there must to assurance that all - including -the

I.

.
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Az .
handicapped -- Can be assuredeqiiity. Tests have a role in
evaluation and diagnosis, but a single statewide test will not,
behefit the schools or the students.

MELVIN HALL-, Assistant Prgfessor
Sangamon University, Springfield

Dr. Hall was- commissioned by the State Boardof Education to
sty local asseScsmentiprOgrams In Illinois. 'The study took a '

case study approach based on site visits and personal interviews.
Dr. Hall's testimony was based'on finding's -from that research..

Eff ectS,on Cur riculdM'an4 Teaching

1. Uses of MCT varied between districts, as did effects.

a; Some used MCT basically as a diagnosticitoolf bur,
in interviews teachers said tests were tob limited
in.the numbers of items to dtrectly prescribe
instruction.

b. Some used MCT to decide promotion and /or retbn-
*tion. The basic finding was that MCT doesn't add
to student .evaluation. It isn't needed.'

c. Some linked MCT to' remedial work in one distridt..
TeacherS were hesitant to use the- test to decide.
which students would be,in remedial cou.rses %

'because PLATO computerized. Ppgrams wereusecr in
some plates for remedial work. 10 evaluation of
effectiveness was eMployed becadse the equipment
was too new, but- there was evidence.v to how., ,

often the PLATO system was used.
r

2. The methodology used to construct an evaluate t ests
varied widely. .Technical quality was sometimes,
questionable.

1 c-

4- 3: Though the study was pot cha rged to evdluate:the:cos(t-
effectiveness, the researchers suspect -that it is not ,

cost effective.

bffects on the Public's Perception'

Although schools) reported that the community-at-large,
.

'businesses and employers demanded MCT, thgre are not firm
indicators Of how strongly they wanted it,, because there is a
lack of dOcumentation. ,There i? evidence of ,a, racial motivation
Ofor using MCT. It was seen by administrators as a way of keelidngf
up'school quality in.the eyes of the public when a large number
of blacks came into the system. ,

80
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Cross EXamination

4111. Case sturdy- research is vulnerable as is any method of

t .4 4

'"(subjective judgMents, though `the study is based on direct
quotations that are verified. The ,case studymethod is subject
ta one-set.of biasee. Other research met.} ods are.subject. to
other biases. / .

Pebria, Illinois

In 19A 'a decision was made in Peoria to put\a'program into
effect to assure the,public that the schools were "doing
something." Approximately 1200 people were tinvoived'in rating
skills they thqught were important. In 1977'a test was developed
by staff!(members with community input and-was implemented in.1978°

. in a pilot program.

Students 'take the minimum competency test for the first time,
in the 11th grade. After taking the test 4-student is given an
Option of,taking refresher courses that are offered. Since the
minimum competency test examines reading, language arts,'and math
skillS, remediation is focused in these areas. During the senior
year' if a student has not succeeded in passing all of the three
tests, the student is requir'ed,to go into the 'refresher program
in the patticular area whevefweakness was shown.

=

4

e - 1

SHARON SCHNEIDER, Teacher
Richwoods High School

Richwoods High School has approximately 1700 tidents, 15%
minority. It serves every area of the community because there.is-
a, busing program. Thus all socio - economic levels are involved in
the schools. Sharon Schneider is a teacher at RichwoOds High

'Scbool in Peoria.

' Effects on Students

1. On first administrati of the MCT in Peoria,- Many-
sudents got low s es (24% 'passed, but after remedia-,
t

2 At :'`_ students are ekcellent; there has been an
confidence and self-esteem among students.

3. MCT not, be tied to the awarding of a diploma for
handicapbed students, though at this time it is.

Effects on Curriculumand"Teaching

1. The curriculum focuses on the teat ig of twenty-five
basic skilWin three areas (reading, language arts'
and math) and many other things that are beyond the
test.-

A .
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PER CENT PASSING PEORIA MCT I
CLASS OF 1980

FIRST ADMINISTRATION

. READING LANGUAGE . MATH
ARTS

1

PER CENT PASSING PtoRIAM6T
CLASS OF 1980 /4

, FIFTH ADMINISTRATION

READING LANGUAGE
t , ARTS'
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2. At first teachers feared the MCT,/but now are enthusi-
stic.

,

,

.
.

) . _

Teachers volunteer to help students who have.difficulty
"with the MCT skills. , .

4. The curriculum doesn't allow time to teach to the test.
The student' knows what areas are covered on the test,.
but it is the st.4dent's responsibility tb learn the
skills. ,

Effects on the PubTic's'Perception

1. MCT was' introduced in response to 'plublit prespure.

2. . MCT g1arantees employers and parents .that 'the stti
will have basic skills.'

3. With MCT the diploma says something.

Cross Examination
NJ

Though the test has been valuable, it would be inappropriate
1

to say that it definitely separates capable studehts from
incapable'students.

./
4*- PATRICIA SHEA Parent
.( V
, Peoria,. Illinois

.

rPatricia Shea is the moths r of a son with learning
disability. Mrs. Shea testified that her son tried.hard.in
sphool, got A's and B's in special education classes but "takes

' longer toNlearn things." He finished hiaspeoial education
Individual Educational'Program. 5e took and failed the. MCT five
times. He tried hard on the test, but after five failures hips'

. kother..said not to take it again. The teachers tried to help and

t .1 - \
. '.

he ,spent hisaenior year studying eorlthe MCT. Because he -

failed, he did-notreelve a high school diploma. Alter he left .

school, he joined the Nati8nal Guard and took their test,. Based
on those test results, he'is now able to go to any Illinbis
College, 'He owns his own business and issuccessful in :business
and life.,

,' '

Effects on Studehts - ,

V . ,
:41,_ The student was very disappointed and frugtrated when ',

.

he kept failing
.
the tept, even though he was trying'his ,

best. .

S . ' N .. .

2. The MCT didn't measure his ability to succeed 'ih lire,
. since he is succeeding(ip.business and life, without'.'

1 passing the MCT. :
,

,,
, c -.
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Cross Examination

the pros team opte not to cross examine the witlrersi
conceding that differ tial'standards for diploma award should be
established for handicapped students. 1

.1
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.ROBERT BENTON
State Superintendent of Public Instruction

Iowa doeS not have a state minimimum,comitency testing
program. Dr. Benton testified about the decision not to adopt
MCT.

There is reason for concern about the level of student°
achievement. However, in Iowa achievement testsare already used
Yin a voluntary basis rn 90% of the schools. There are critical
issues relate. -to the assessment of student. achievement:

o breadth of the curriculum .-

o

. .

current status of student achievement

o control of education (state vs. local)

*4'

o source of educational standards

responsibility for community progress.1
_

After examining all of tkese- issues, Iowa opted not to
establish a minimum competencrTtst.

"gffects on Students

L

, ) Minimum competency testing exists. Minimum achievement
becomes maximum required achievement. MI.niMum.competency tests
do not provide_more information than already existing data on the
achievement of.students.: The existing information is adequate
.for maA4in§idecisions on ,student needs.

6

.

t

4 e . # . .
. . AEffects on Curriculum and Teaching

J. . , .
,

*
,

.,--"

Minimum coinpetency testing used fo'r promotiOn decisiOns
degrades the professionalism of teachers and fosters teachers' ,
focus on.the test as a classroom ..ictivity. '

.,-

Effects on the Public's Perception

The'locus should be on helping local schools improve. The
legislative code in Iowa says that decisions on individuals in
the schdols belong at the local level.

Conclusions

There are better ways to'improve education than to use
jsinimum compe;eny testing.

Cross Examination .

When'aeked if 1.el:'opposed testing, Benton said no, he,was
Opposed to minimum comptency,testing, not al12,testing. Locally
initiated and admillistered minimum competency testing is
acceptable, but not minimum competency.tests on a broader scale.

.
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Redirect Examination '

Iowa achievement tests (which are the tests used in most
schocils in the state) are di.agnostic but are used for deermini,ng
(3.eudent promotion. One or tw9 districts.use minimum CompetenCy
tests to determine' promotion in a narrow nge. The public is
not asking abr minimum competency tests. /

I
1

...
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Program Description'
°

4111 form of minimum competency testing was instituted in 1978
by the Massachusetts,State Board,of Education as part of the
Basic Skills Improvement program, However, passing a minimum-
competency test is not a graduation ordiploma requirement. The
basic thrust of the prOgram is diagnosis -and follow-up. .' ,

00

RICHARD WALLACE, Superintendent of5cho61s, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania

,

former..Superintendent, FitclAurg, Massachusetts
4

Fitchburg, Massachdsetti, is a city .of approximately 40,000
people. It is a declining Industrialbity where 50%'of the
populati;ih-has less than a high .school diploma. .The poverty
level in Fitchburg is high, indicatecypy the -large percentage --
50% caf,youngsters -- who are entitled to free .-school lunches.

Pittsburgh, ''`Pennsylvania, barge industfial city with a '-
population of approximately 400,000. There are 47.,000 students .

in the schools with a .black student population neat 51%. -The
number,of students in the free lunch programis 72%.* In -

Pittsburgh there was.a board of education decision that ,mandated.
thata basic skills assessment test-would be administered in
grade 11. If a youngster fails to pass that test, he /she is
routed into pecial course in the senior year. if a student
passes that course and Meets all other briteria, he/she can
graduate. Retaking-the test is not necessary. Wqilace is not a -

proponerit of MCT as a requirement for graduation., He prefers
instead an achievement monitoring system. The basic tenets of
the prdgram he implemented in both datricts were described.

Achievement Monitor ing Systdm ; 3

'greement is reached on what-is expected ofstudents in the
basic Skills areas at each grsde,level, by asking teachers to,
identify the twenty most importapt. "learning outcomes in math,

\ reading, and writing for their 4rade levels.
. ,

Fifty to sixty percent of a teacher's instructional time is
cantered on the key learning outcomes they have. identified.

Tests.are given to students every sixth week'regardleis of
whether. the students-have had instruction in those objectives or

47 not. The, tests are redeveloped by the teachers . . There is One
item'per objective.

.

Teachers rely on their 'own judgment in making instructional
decisions about'youngsters. A teacher will'igngre the
achievement monitoring systein. result 114 it does not confirm his/
Mier jUdgment.

=87 r
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Effects on Students-
,4

1. Students are assessed on the total conteXt of their
educational performance rather than on the limJ.ted
information provided by a minimum competency test.

.

2. Studentsreceive continuous feedback on progress.

Effects on Curriculum and Teaching

Teachers must rely on their own judgments. Tests are'too
Imperfect a measure'of a student's performance to be trusted
alone.

Cross Examination

1. Minimum competency testing is a single instrument. It
would be better to have a total 'system with testing as
one ,pert.,, = ;

2. Parents 'end the public may want minimum competency,
testing, but since other alternatives exist, it is
inappropriate for `them to force minimum competency
testing on tTxe..school system.

4

MONITORING ACHIEVEMENT
IN PITTSBURGH

(MAP) "

,SKILL EXPECTATIONS
FOCUSED INSTRUCTION.:
FOCUSED MONITORING .

INSTOUCTIONAL MATERIALS
STAFF DEVELOPMENT.

.88
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Hill School District
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Program Description

The New Jersey Minimum Basiic Skills prograt featu es tests
in the third, sixth',, ninth and eleventh grades. In 19 5 these
tests will be used for certification for High school g actuation.
Right now they are ,being used to identify students for remedia
tibn anl to_classify school districts or.schools in the state as
approved or unapprOved.

WILLIAM SHINE, 'Superintendent
Cherry Hill'School Digtrict

-

Cherry Hill School District is a middle to upper middle
class school distriCt: There are 14,000.studen'ts in kindergarten
through grade 12, two high schools, three.junior highs and
fifteen elementary schools;

Effects on Students

1. When the MCT is used for promotion decision
strikes .at the heart of public education
havecognitive deficits at the 12th grade 1
called upon to validate a school. This is
politically motivated.. This is a politispl
to an educational problem."°-

2; Students are labeled and divided by the MCT
are already gegregated.to some extent, but
get /orse with the MCT..

making, it
"Kids'who
evel are
cruel and is
response

. Djstricts
this will

3; Teachers will force students to take remedial Courses
and deny them participiation'in broader and higher level

,educationai.activitles.
th

4. The logal level educator is vying with the State
Ekeparitment of Education over control of the curricultim.
The Issue isn't who is more competent, but rathdr who
can be more regponsive to local educational needs.

5. The MCT flands take away
tions. It costs $13 to
the MCT. The'MCT takes
to prepare the students
student passed the test.

( and it wastes time that
instructional tasks.

Effects on the Public's Perception

frn other kinds of instruc7
$24 per student per dayto give
two, days, plus other days used
for the test. .All but one
This is not cost effective,

could bespent on other

MCT is a response to pUblic criticism that the press
can understand.. ,

89
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2. Easy NICTs make schools look sil,ry and further erode
their credibility.

Cross Examination,

A diploma being attached to a single test is pernicious.

2; The costs of)miseduaation of students are high.

3. It, is possible to create tests that are'credible.

4. The press watts harder tests and standards, but
education must work with the media to explain the
complexities, of testing. There are no easy answers.

ESHER LEE, Title I Teacher
Washington Township Public Schools 9

Washington ToWnihip is a rural, groWing suburban district.
There are 7,000 students. It is'located 20 miles east of
Philadelphia.

Effects on Students_
,4

,

1. Students who fail the MCT are "pulled outlof class" and
. given remediation based.on the test. They are

3 segregated by ability in reading classes. There is a
. stigma attached to that segregation.

',

A4
2. ,Stu s get a f alse perception of skills involved in

re din because they only deal with subsets of skills
now. ,

A

Effects On Curriculum and Teaching -

1. Remediation for students formerly occurred in the
classroom with all the other children. Now students
who, don't do well are .taken away for remedial work.

' 2. Formerly in rapid reading courses in the high school,
there waste mix of all students. Now studentsare
segregated by ability.

3. Decisions about students are based on the MCT. There
is no consultation with teachers about what is best
for a student:

_4. The old idea was to build programs to meet individual
needs. Now the idea seems to be to make students and
schools look better to the public, so teachtrs teach
to the test. What they are teaching are isolated
fragments of educational material.

90
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5. A teacher knows who tohelp. k teacher doesn't need a

test to tell what to teach or' who needs help.

6. The teacher Is the best dOcider of who'shOuld be
promoted and who should net.

7. The state sayp that the schools should use multiple.
factors to decide who will be promoted, but it is easier
to use the test scores and that's how it',s done,

Effects on the Pub14.C's Percppti8n
.
1

/ .4,

Parents are upset and have complained to the school board
because their children are missing out on science and social
studies, and instead are having drilling exercises and homework.

Cross Examination

1. What 'students need most is confidence in themselves.

2. The public doubted the old ways. So the state mandated
MCT. The value of MCT is blown all out of proportion.
Schools?are pretty good.' Local control and standards
are needed. There is not need for a local MCT. There
are enough measures of achievement being used *already.

3. Paper andb-pencil tests may be valid, but a student
should always have a chance to explain their responses.

..%

HENRY STEVENS, Teacher
Camden Public Schools

C

Camden is a predominantly black community, twe ty to thirty
percent Hidpanic and about five to ten percent 'Whit .

.

iStevens' position is that thete is no doubt that students
need to acquire skills in school. Promotion without skills is
not good. But MCT has a negative effect in both students and
teachers and doesn't help students acquire skills. .

The people best qualified to dedide onstudent needs.a're the
teachers. When they make decisions about students, teachers may
use test information as one piece of the many things that go into
the decision. No student identified on, the MCT as needing help
had not already been identified by their teachers as needing
assistance. I

Effects on Students

1. Students spend their time in school learning to take
the MCT. There is doubt that they really learn more
skills.

91"
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2. Peer pressure labels students. It is tough for a student
who is taken out-of class for remedial work when that
student returns to class. Ninth giaders this wear will
have to pass the MCT to get theitdiploma.and 'go on to,
high school.

3. There are more dropyouts in ..he cultura )51y and
educationally' deprived student groups.

1 Effects on Curiiculum and Teaching

, ,

1. Instruction becomes geared to the narrow focus of the
test. Failure on the test means remedial-work and'thatk.
meansctest preparation.

2. Teaching becomes coaching for the test.

Cross Examination

.2
YThe public has-a right to know about its schodis. It is

possible to make a good schdol system with proper leadership and
resources. ' ,

J .v
k.Redirect Examination_

It is possible"to let the public be informed without tying.
promotion to the student's score op an,MCT.
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. NEW YORK

M.D. Taracido, Attorney
Puerto Rican Legal Defense Fund

.

Nathan%Quinonesi Executive DirdctOr
Division,of High Schools

Deborah, Meiers, Prindipal
Central Park East Elementary School

Lawrence McNally, Director,of Pupil Services
North Art,- East pqrt School District,

/

Alan Levinson, Parent
Eastport
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Program Description

In 'August 1978, the New York State Basic Competency,
regulation was issued. It haWive dimengions:

1. June, 1979, high school graduates had to pass a
and math basic competenCy test.

-2. June, 1980, high,sChodk graduates Ildlto pass' a
writing and math basic obthpetency test.

reading

reading,

3. June, 1981, high school graduates had to pass a more
stringent examination called the Regent's Competency
Test in reading, writing and mathematics.

4. As of June, 1981, there was also to be a Preliminary
Competency Test which is a variation of the Regent's
Coffipetency-Test; but only deals with reading'and
writing. This was Introduced do serve as an "early
identifier" and will result in,- remediation for thote
who need it.

5. Performance in 'the pupil evaluation program, which is a
testing process.in the fourth and seventh grades, serves
as the basis for deciding who will take the Preliminary
Competency Test.

The tests in the pupil evaluation program are available only
in English, as were the basic competency tests used for 1979 and
1980 graduates, the Regent's Competency Test, and the Preliminary
Competency Test. 1

M.D. TARACIDO, Attorney
Puerto Rican Legal defense and Education Fund

Taracido has Challenged, the New York city mininium competency
test. She testified that the test is ineptly constructed, there
was inadequate phase -in time and preparation, and there, are
unanswered questions. regarding validation of the MCT.'

tffects on Students sr,

1. In New York City if a ghild did not pass MCT, there was
'no iemediation available.

.

2. The MT was written only in English and therefore.did
not apply to bilingual students.

3. There was A lack of, notice to ttudents that they wouldP
have to pass. the test in order to graduate from high
school.

.

'93 .1Z0r.
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4. ,,Ifbilingual Children are to be-4ested for minimum
competency, they should be'testea on English, asa
second anguage, not on the 'tame basis' as native
,English speakers-. 2 ,

I

5. Students are.unfairly equired to,carry the burden of
the schools' perkdtmance. Edlacation is a two-way
street. Schools are respondible for -teaching and.
studentd a're responsible for learning. When it comes
to assessing the effectiveness of education, the child
bears the "burden beoa1use the child's test scord
purported td demonstrate the qualitli.of fhe school.
The student is victiN.zed by the gCT.

I

Cross'Examknation

MCT for Spanish language students would be acceptable if MCT
were deemed-good. -One test as the basis for evaluating a student-
is wrong. MCAT should pe used for identification of less
effective schools to-encourage them to remedy their problems.. If
the onus is on thestUdent in-taking the test, it must also,be on
the school.

NATHAN QUINONES, Exediativ'Dikector
Division of High' Schools, New York City Schools

v
4

'Seven hundred and sixteen student (1.7
,

percent) of New York
City students didn't receive diplomas because they failed the
MCT. Students in New York City high schools came from forty

N.different language backgrounds. New York City schools asked for
an MCT in each of t:hobe languages. Initially, the State

. Education Department said all students had to pass one examina-
tion. NoW the state allows alternate testing, but they have not
provided an examination for all the language groups.' At this
time MCT ranges from "the standard test in English and
translations of that exam into Spanish and French to native
language essays judged by the high school.principal. ".

/

Effects on Students
I f

1.. MCT Assessment is a very inequitable system. Even
the translated.tests are not fair because of syntax,
`cultural and experiencial differences.

2. The MCT imposes a major sanctcin"during the terminal
grades without sufficient intervention in earlier'
grades.

Effects on Curriculum and Teaching

1. Curriculum that is inconsistent with the'spandards,set
by.the Regents creates serious concerns for the
Chancellor, the board of education and teachers.

94 ;
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:
,2. Educatorslsnow that they will never be perfect and '

. totally successful', so they .can stand criticism And are
not hte.aid, of actountability.

.
.....

Cross Ex?mination .

. 1. ,..

is a comment on the '

students Yet the Regents
That-is unfair. It

, And earlier attepPts at.

1111

Failure of the student.,on the MCT'
curriculum and'instpaction, not on the
puts.theresponsibl;ity,on the student
would be fair if there. were more tests
r e m e adi ticsil

DEBORAH METERS, Principal
Central Park East Elementary Schodl

. 'Central Park EastSchool is located in East Harlem.
,Seventy-five to eighty percent of the children are oli'the free
lunch program. 'Fifty percent-ofthe children are black,
twenty-fi e percent Hispanic and abouetwenty-five percent.white.
About fif een percent of the child'ren qualify for special
education rvices'for learning handicaps. The school has.been
,cited for its exemplary program.

tio
Deborah Meiersis opposed to MCT. She summarized the

reasons for her opposition: The fact that students do well on-
minimum pompe4ncy tests is not an'j.ndicator of the schoblid
success:- MinimuM competency tests Are aimed'et minimal
competency' levels, so 97% pass. If childen can read but cali't
apply what- they read to judge, te-analyze and to. apply
experience, then is there a value to knowing they can read? i.q.'
and judgement are the same. Testing as structured information
'and observation on a sample basis could be useful, but,not for
all.thiIdren and not for, individual decision makipg. Children
need to develop ways to see and asess their own work. Teachers
need to be able to assess dhildreriVon the basis of a long range
view of( their school w4k (an4Cdotal and sample files). Students
know whether they canread-before,theY take, a, test.
of a,student,to read isn't-the same as a studehee test stork`.-

Effects on.Curelculum aRVTeawhing

1. Test .results are Often the least useful'' pieces of
information and may be enormously misleading.*

., . .

Minimum competency testing leads 4to an aCceleration,i-of
coachihg,"not teaching. . -.

.

.
.

\I

4/
. .

. . . ,

Minimum competency testing hasAresulted7 leaving the
content of teaching reading outiand replacing it-with,..,
teaching, test- `taking tricks. ,

. .

,

1
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Ms. Meiers explained factodts that in her view.Cbntribuee to a
.%ood schoolTprogram.

1. It' is important that parents,-staff and students
think their school is special. A

8,
2. Parents 'play a-role in a good elementary education

programland ha,ve a choice about their child's
education that can't be assumed by a test.

Paynts make-demands for test results because: they are
anxious andrwant to be able to understand the facts and
figures they think will help them understand their
child's problems. Good educators can help parents see
that observation of their children, not test scores,
provides the information, they want.

LAWRENCE McNALLY, Director of Pupil Services
gdrthport - Eaotport School District

This-school district has always awarded diplomas to- handi-
capped students. In 1979 the State of New York instituted an MCT
program. Two special education students were denied dip mas
even though they had completed their Individualized Educational

was felt that the MCT was an arbitrary measure for these
Programs. The disttict awarded the,diplomas because it

students.

..,t ,-1kects'on;,!tudnts ,

. .

1. For handicapped special eduction students the denial
of-the diploma on the basis of the MCT would have: .

a advertised their shortcomings ,

b. failed to recognize their achievemehts,. in their .
own IEPs' , -

.

c. limited access to employment.

2. From a special educator's point of viiew, the,MCT is:

harmful to the-special education s udent

b. destructive tothb student's self-estee
5

labels the student' as incompete

d. takes away the incentive to stay in school when ,

' the MCT decides. whether a diploma will be awarded.
The MCT increases the drop out rate for special
education students before they -have been fully
served.

96
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The court ruled/in favor of the students being granted their
diplomas on the grounds of lack of.due process and adverse impact
on the economic futures of the istudents. The New York State
policy hasn't changed, but several districts are continuing tot,
award diplomas to special education students who have completed
their IEPs. The standard for their graduation is their IEP.

Cross Examination

There is no disagreement from the pro team as to the
appropriateness of d1'fferential standards for handicapped
students. Handicapped ,students. should not get different diplomas
because thar'Would discriMinate against ,them.

Redirect Examination

The case mentioned wasdecided in a lower level courtand is
subject to appeal._

ALAN LEVINSON; Parent
.

North Port-East Port Schools. 0

.. ,

Mr. Levinson iS the parent of three children, one of whom is
neurologically impaired and was in 'special ellAtion classes all
through school ThiS student was given thb MCT and passed the
reading but c6uld not takgthe math test. Mr. Levinson testified '

that his daughter cannot successfully take paper and pencil
-test's: At age 22, she has two jobs, one in a sheltered setting,
one outside of a sheltered setting, is socially active, and
functions normally-in the outside world. .

While the Commissipher of Education fora, New York says his
daughter hag a counterfeit diploma, he and his dahghter maintain
that she is entitled to a diploma. She went to sc ol--Jfor 14
years and worked twice'as hard as her brother and si er. She .

achieved in school and is entitled to ,a diploma for her.achieve-
ment. ,

k

V
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NORTH CAROLINA

Michael S. Priddy, Director of
Research, Planning and Evaluation
Guilford County School System

Jamestown

a. Gloria Ramsey, Teacher
Jamestown High School, Jamestown

Crapg, McFadden, Director of
Psyhological Services and Testing
Goldsboro City School District

Kathleen Gilbert, Teacher
Hope Valley Elemiritary School, Durham,

Charles Richman, Professor of Psycholog
Wake-Forest College

Winston-Salem
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Program Description

c

The North Carolina co tency testing program was
established in 1977 by the General Assembly. As part of the
program the State Board of Educationlwas asked to adopt measures
to determine the minimal literacy and ability'of high school
graduates to perform reasonably in life. There was a competency
test commission formed of educators-and-testing specialists with
the responsibility of advising the State Board. The competency
test commission recommended tests in reading and mathematics and
also made' recommendations on minimum standards.

Eleventh grade students in North Carolina are required to
take the minimum competency test and.pass both pa ts prior to
graduation. If they fail, they receive a certificate of
attendance but no diploma.

There is als6 a commercially available non-referenced test
mandated the State-Legislature fOr use in the spring of the
third, sixth and ninth grades. The purpose of the legislation is
to assess the education program and help teachers and local

4school systems identify-students' needs'in the basic skills.

MICHAEL PRIDDY, Director of Research
.Plannincj and Evaluation

-

Guilford County has a popuivki.on q>about 325,000. Two
major cities are Greensboro and High.point with three school
districts. The county is reasonably well off--it is ranked
second in wea;t:h in North Carolina.

The Guilford County School system"has approximately 25,000
students with forty-four Schools and eight high schools. It is
the sixth 'largest system in North Carolina.

II

Effects on Students
4

1. MCT does improve students'' basic skills. There have
been definite_ gains. On the first administration 90%
passed reading,- 85%.passed math. Last admix stration
98.6% passed,rea4ng, 93.3% passed math.,

2. There was fear of-MCT for those students who were in
remedial classes, but'there was no tear of MCT on the
part of good.students.

O
3. Once the basics were acquired, interest went up in

other academic yeas.

Effects on Curriculum and Teaching'

1. An implementation of MCT'required that staff n s,
materials and scheduling` issues had to be successfully

.

__dealt with
- ,
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NdRTH AROUNA MCT"
CLA S OF 1980

FIRST ADMINISTRATION.' 11TH GRADE

READING.

.

PER CENT PASSING NORTH CAROLINA MCT
IN GUILFORD COUNTY

CLASS OF 1980
FIRST ADMINISTRPION1.11TH GRADE

MATH

RiADING MATH
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.2. There was a need for;lead time to identify teachers
who would handle remediation, time for planning /

remedial work, hiring new staff and the like. The
focus' of' MCT was on instructional improvement.

.More small groups and tutorial work was done in -

remedial courses than was'availabl in the regular
classroom.

4. More evaluation check points ere included in all
courses so that students uld know all along how,they
were doing.

Effects' on Public's Perception

L.

2.

3.

MCT for North Carolina was carefully
' is proven by the fact that there have

number of court cases about MCT.

The State of North Carolina uses pr--
remediation (s `sort and long term),
committee for/competency testing
professional educators and laymen,
public relations campaign to invol
to instituting MCT.

The State Legislature had put mote
'tion because of MCT.'

se cted and this
een a very small

competency tests,
an advisory
at included both
and a mass media
= the pubiilc prior

money into remedia-

GLORIA RAMSEY, Teacher
Lucy Ragsdale High School, Jamestown

Ragsdale High School is located in an, upper middle class

community. 'The school. has 1,050 students -- 75% white, 25%
black. Gloria Ramsey is the math remediatiop coordinator and a
teacher for the North Carolina competency program,at Ragsdale
High School.

I.
Effects on Students

1. The 'MCT is "the best thing that has ever happened to
students in the school."

2. Minority studerits now feel a pailt.of the school.

3. Students volunteer to help each other.

4. Academic standards,have been high all along; but some
:students at phelower'level felt'left out. Now ,the

.
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state MCT has mandated attention for
they feel more a part of the school.

5. When students fail they feel bad, but
them the: tonPidence that they can do
to Succeed.

those students and

teaciprs give
it and help them

Effects on Curriculum and Teaching.

1. Staff at all levels are pleased with the MCT. T ey had
time'to prepare for its introduction into the sc opl
system.

2. Closer relationships with administrators, regional
. school personnel and each other has resulted, from the
MCT. I

3. Teachers now have ways to held students that are
specific and they are pleased that they are no more
accountable.

.

4. The curriculum is still broad. Students are learning
lots more than the basics. Ragsdalp High School first
got. access to callputers for student use because of MCT.
At first they could only be used by remedial students- -
this made the remedial students feel special and gave-
them an edge in the area of computer use. Only later
were-other students--even the gifted and talented-- '

allowed.to use them. The remedial students wete the.
experts for the first time and the other students came

,'to thet for help.

4.

CRAIG MCRP41DEN, Director of Psychological Services and Testill
Goldsboro City School District

.

GoldsboroCity Schools serve a small
North Carolina of about 35,000. The city

Atselfhas many of the' problems
school systems. The system has about 70%
students.

2

Effects .on'Students

*:
1. Seventh and eighth grade

ment.tesis and those who
dtfficulty.with MCT were

2..
.

In North Carolina, MCT is
Skills. Students' scores

comrttunit' in eastern
district--the school
of larger inner-city
black and 30% white.

students were given achieve-
showed they might have
given;remediation.

called-Mastery of Basic
between 11th and 12th grade

102
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improved; in 1978, 14$ failed rear` ing and 25% fa 4110,d
math. Among the same group-of students in grade 142,
2% failed reading and 2% failed 'math.

3. Students placed in "success labs" because of-failing
MCT often experienced the first school success they
had had.

4. Once students had passed the basic skills, they were
better able to handle other cdurses.

Effects on Curriculum and Teach ing

1. Regular teachers are not affected at all.

2. Remedial curricula are`totally from the tests Each
student has an individualized educational progrim.

3: The minimum standards of the MCT are not the maximum
expectations for students.' The Greensboro schoOls
still have the state's original curriculum which is
broader than basic skills.

L.
Effects on the Publid's Perception

Manufacturers.and employers now assume that students have
skills and their attitude toward MCT is positive.,

'Cross Examination

1. The picture is not all positive for MCT. There'have
been problems with setting cut -off scores, administer-'
ing the test and the time allotment for testing, but -,
the benefits exceed the costs. Students .get survival
skills and that is what is important.

2. S tudents cAnogAreceive a dtiploMa unless _they have
'passed the MCT. American Psychological. Association
standards say that more than one method should be
used to makedecisione on student promotion and gradu-
ation. .McFadden sayd'that,the North Carolina.. MCT is
not out of.iine with that APA provision because where
is more than one. chance for a sudent-to take the
test and there is remediation available to students
who are having difficulty..

3. It is true that studentd who failthe MCT mAy be
labeled because they failed, but the truth is that they.
were probably labeled, long before the test.

131 103
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KATHLEEN, GILBERT, Teacher'
Valley Elementary 'School, Durham

Effects on Students --

1. Retention on the basis of MCT test performance is
inappropriate because retesting on other instruments
show different results than the.MCT.

Z. Scores are Up but students are not better eduCated.
They are just better "coached" for the MCT.

v

Effects on Curriculum and Teaching

1. The test becomes a framework for the cufricuium.

2. Books are selected
suit the test and

for classroom use based
not the best books.

on which

3. Research regarding student learning is ignored and
subverted, MCT is the only thing that matters.

4. The focus of the curriculum is on basics and highs`
level skills are ignored.

Cross Examination

1

1. Decisions on ,promotion should be made by teachers,
principals, and parents based on multiple indicators
including tests.

2. The issue of primary concetn is using MCT as the-sole
criterion for decisidn-making on student promotion. No
law says that MCT has to be used as theusole criterion
for making decisions on student promotion, but there is
-a tendency to use the score that way.

CHARLES RICHMAN, Professor .of Psychology
Wake Forest College, Winston-Salem

. Richman condubted a study of the effect of the North'
Carolina' minimum competency testing program on fifty- four -high
school pupils in Grepneboro schools. He based his testimony,..on
that study. The fifty -four students in-the study were in two
groups: high risk MCT and low risk.

104
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Effects on Students

1., There were no differences between the two groups before
the competency test was giVen. All results emerged
after the actual test.

2. High risk students who failed the MCT had an increased
tendency toward alieriation; anxiety, neu'roticism, and
schizophrenia. None of these students'reached the 70%
level on'his instrument; which means that. none of them
reached the level of being really sick. High risk
students who passe ehe MCT did not show an increase
in these tendencies.

3. High risk students' who passed the MC13 changed in a
negative direction after passing. They shoed'a
decrease in conscientious behavior in relation to .

school. They seemed to Be saying "I've.passed'the
last hurdfew now I don't need to worry anymore. All
I need is to stay alive for another year to graduate:

4. The finding suggests that the North Carolina MCT
penalized both the p9.ssers and non-passers.

Cross Examination .

1: Tests are inappropriate for helping guide decisions
and should not be used aloneto,make decisions about'
students:

4

2. The study was really about subjects' knowledge 'of the
.-MCT- score, not the effects of taking the test.

3. Thii is a preliminary report and that suggeSts that-
further work must be done to ,confirm these results.

4. Subjects ook a- special course about the MCT but
Richman ays this didn't affect the test results.

106
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SOUTH CAROLINA

Joseph Murray, Former State Legislator
. Charleston

Paul Sandifer, Director of Research
'South Carolina Department of,Educationl.

Columbia

Gary Leonard, Principal
Mt. Pleasant Academy, Elementary School

Charleston

Doris Hedgepath, Cha4rman of English-Department

I

Conway High School

And Long, Parent'
Batesburg

II

. Maria Reed, Parent arid Teacher's Aide
Utopia Elementary School

Leesville
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Program Description- L
1 -7-- k

The major objectives of he South Carolina Bag'ic Skills -,...

AsseSsment Program are to pr Vide students with apprOpriatehelp
to overcome deficienCies. T e,program focuses on reading,
writing, and mathematic Skills. Students''arer teste4-with an
individually administered readiness 'test and reference test -in
reading and mathematics-at the end of gradeV 1-12-and 3 and with
a criterion referenced test in reading at the. :...end of grades' 6, 8,
and fl. The llthArade test will be administer ofor-the first
time in the spring of 1982. The p ogram was initiwtea in 1979

1
with the first administration of a readiness : t, which was. to ..).
affect the graduating class of 199 in terms of a diploma : ,,,. -,

sanction. Students who dO not meet standardt as reflected'by
test scoresreceive remedial instruction...7,

The program in South Carolina was developed by having the 1
curriculum olgtectivessubmitted by schooli; reviewed by
educationql'coRimittees and experts; distributed back to tb4,
sAools; reviewed by the public at special meetings, the Basic '

Skills Advisory Committee and the State Board of Education; and'
,--finally submitted to thd Legislature for approval.'

JOSEPH MURRAY
Former South'Carolina'Legislator, Charla"tson

Mr. Murray., a contriputing architect of the legislation,
testified about the fadtors that led'to the legislation.

/" In 1.977 interviews conducted by Murray and others at various
( schools indicated prOblems:,

. .

1. Students could notl.do. basic skills. .

2. Social proFotion was practiced.
. .

Gaduites of high school could not fill out'job
Applications. 1

. 1
,

4, People had lost confidence in schocl '?ystems where no
one had any idea how to change the!situetion.

Murray stated that a primary function of the South Carolina
program is to "identify educational problems as early as possible.

f
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PAUL SANDIFgR, Director;of the'"Office'oesearCh_
State Department of Education, Columbia t.> .

,
,

P
.

*.
.,

Effects on Students

1. The readiness instrument has increased the nUmberof
students identified as needing help:

2. Minority students were identified as needing help
slightly more often than other students.

0

Mffectd on Curriculum and Teaching.
3 -.

. .......

. ----//z

1. The South Carolina Basic Skills Assessment Program
helped to: .

.
a. clarify 41.nstructional intent--instruction has

improved bec se tHe'ptogram has clearly defined
, the skills a d objeCtives of'-educatipn at

..e different
,
le eis;?

, .

b.- provide appropriate educational-resourcesby-.
identifying weakness early in the edudational'-
propess, 'it. is pbeipible to provide appropriate,
instruction early before problems ultiply; ' 100,- ., . . ,

.
. L.,

r c. ,ptO4 wt requests for orkshops on is Skills
"Assessment PrograM. ,.. ,

'

,

.71

Effect on the Public's Perception
\ ,_,. ..40 ,

1. , The Basic SkionsiAssessment BrOgram involves the public
utiliAing the Basic Skills Advisory Commission.

This twenty-five member' coilmiission,brilges the gap
' between, the public and the policy makers by having as

-----1
its members eduators, parents, and other members of O
the community., They have been very supportiveand
their reaction has been positive. . i

. .
.

2. Rhe.overafl appraisaof public reactidn is that the
,, Basic Skills Assessment Program is a'good program with

. a high potentiarto affect kids ..positively in South
-Carolina.

1'vol The press has been very supportive of the program.
4

4. Principals have voiced some resistance, not to the
Concept, but to some of,the administbative issues
surrounding the program.

13'4, 108
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Cross Examination 4

When asked if the Basic Skills Assessmetit Program is,
used to determine promotion or retention, Sandifer
answered no. Nor is the test the sale determiner
of the need for remediation. When asked whether the
scores had changed been the first and second'ear
of testing, Dr. Sandifer, replied'that superintendents
had reported on their impressions on this subject:
Eightedh of the 19 said= they believed scores had
up 10%, but none of them gave data -based evidence. The

uperintendent that did give data-based evidence
that there were no real score 5hanges from year
ear two.

one
showe
one to

.73110,-

GARY LEONARD, Principal
Mt..Pleasant Academy, Elementary Schobl, Charleston

Mt. Pleasant Elementary Academy is a public school with
grades kindergarten through grade,5. The racial makeup is 70%
white and 30% black. It is a heighborhoppl school in a socio7
econbmic'area that'goes from public sssittnce housing to homes
that:are valued at $200,000.

Effects 9n Students
. .

-.
; Leonard found thatstudents who have ,the basics can then
nd to higher level skills. The basic skills build a A

f u daeion from which students can broaden their educational
=

ki experience. -

VI
Effects on Curriculum and Teaching

1. Initially change brought apprehension. It tooka while
for teachers to be convinced that the program was not
an accountability measure ofteachers.

2. MC.T helps teachers focus on local and state expecta-
tions, not jtfst compliance t9 state objectives.

3. Teacher "time on task" is more concentrated and
fobused.

4. Teaschers teach to life, dot,to the test: They teach
sixteen basic skills, not the test.

%Effect on the Pu ic's Perception
. ,

1. The public is kept informed through open houses,
meetings, and seeking parents' input on some test
items. -

sof
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2. Parents ate involved as .tutors to help with vocabulat$r.

.3N% Parents are given information that clari4,0 what they I

can expect from the schools, which leads to\parentss
understanding the school better.

4. Principals are instructional leaders of the schools and
minimum competency tests help them to work with the
community and the teachers.

Cross Examination 4
Leonard testified that the readiness test in South Carolina

is not a .paper and pencil test andnot group administered. He
stated that a single test score is not used to decide on
promotion or retention.

DQRIS HEDGEPATH,, Chairperson, English Department
Conway High School, Conway

The student population is 1,970 based on average daily
attendance. Ethnic makeuikof the students is 65% white and 35%
black. Sixty -five peycent of the student body is bused in from
,outside the city limlits (rgral). Conway has a population of
15,000. It is an agrarian community and isa very popular
tourism area near Myrtle Beach.

Effects on Curriculum and Teaching

1. The teachers make better lesson plans, because they
have clearer objectives.

$7.
2. There is increased efficiency in classroom teaching.

Teachers tend to use less time teaching things that
are their particular 'interests.

3. There igre clarification of target' skills.

/
.4. The kind of objectives. that have been created for math

and reading through the Basic Skills Assessment Program
serve as models for teacher-developed social studies
and science prog ms. ,

5. The curriculum as been expanded .6 include both basic
objectives and preferred objectives that are based on
much higher levels or skills. Teachers compromise
neither academic freedom nor creativity tifteaching
within the Basic Skills Assessment Program.

110
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In short, the Basic Skills Assessment Program has had
a positive impct.on education in South Carolina.

Cross Examination .10

A question was asked about:the likelihood that the'Basic
13kills Assessment Prograwis working well at Conway because the.
school didtrict began minimum competency testing, in the early
1970's before the State Department of Educationttaid to do it., .

Hedgepath responded, "Yes our school district d start pinimum
competency testing before it was manda.ed bythe state."

ANNA LONG, Parent .
Satesburg Elementary School, Batesburg

Characteristics of the school district were 'not presented by
the witness. ,

.

.,*./

Effects on Students

1. Readiness test showed her son was borderline in terms
of readinesb. This,a1e4ed his parents Land the school
(adminfstrators and teacher) about potential extra .

efforts needed.
v.. 4

2. The teacher noticed problems and recommended to the
'parents ways they could help theii- son.

.

3: The principal, by knowing about the child's problems,
was able to adviSe the pare tS that's, tutor might help.

X'
4. . Parents and teacher consu d and decided -the child

. might be able to learn b in a remedial program.
.

The child was eventually 'retrLed in f grade.

5. The child's progrese could be gauged be ter bedase
specific skills we're identified through the'Basic
Skills AssessMent Programt, .,

t 4., ,

6. The child was happier, iri school' because he knew what
was expected of ;him- and could feel. successful as an,
identified skill was acquired. .

Effects on the Publitv's. Perception

1. Parents feel they knOw what their children are getting
out of school. 5

I

1
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2.. Parents feel they know how their children are pro-
greasing amd understand'what things a child must be
able to do. 41, .

3. Parents feel that t ey aile better able to communicate
with teachers because they understand the objectives
the teacher is trying to help their children achieve.

Cross Examination

The Child was not retained infirst grade because of his
test score. He was kept back after parents, teacher and
princl.pal consulted.and decided that was beqt for the child. A
child should not be held back without consulting the parents.
The test is mportant because the teacher will recdgnize the
-child's problems and attempt to help the child.

#

MARIA, REED, Parent and Teaaller's Aide
Utopia Elementary School, Leesville %.*

The witness did not present characteristics of the school
district.'

Effects on Students

1. MCT brought a big improvement...in student performance.

2. Attitudes of students toward school are more positive.
'They are more domfortable in class.

1 1

3. Students don't see test esults as pas or fail, rather
as tests that 'dentify a as in which they need help.

4. 'Students do not see themse es as labeled.

5. PStudents learn to transfer learning to other situations
by: ti

a. teaching parents, brothers and sisters what they
learn in school:

b. sharing home experiences with other students.

Effects.on Curriculum and Teaching

1. 'Before minimum competency testing, aides had no plans,
guides or objectives. Now with, minimum competency
tests, things are much clearer. With clearlydefined

4A 112



skills it is possible.td work step by step with
individuals. .

. . z

2. Teachers lave equipment specifically 'to work with
students toward achieving objectiVes. CoMpensatory _.
educational funds are provided by the state.

/ C,

Effects on the'Public's 15ercekotion

1.' Parents Xpow what is going Qn at7school. Children
',bring home work sheets and school calendars of the

instructional. program.r,

ft.

2. Parent meetings are held to explain Which basic skills'
their children are learning.

Cross Examination

The teacher spends thirty to forty -five minutes in
individual assessment. The Readiness Tet. for 'first grade is not
,a'paper and pencil test, and is not group adMinistered.

1/4
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TEXAS

A Hilda Mireles, Teacher
Harlingen School District

Santa Rosa
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Description of Program t.

1

The Texas AssessMent of Basic Skills Program includes an
annual assessment of student achievement in reading, writing and
mathematics. It is designed to provide information which can be
.used in planning instruction in these curriculum areas. Students
are tested in grades 3, 5, and°9.. State compensatory education
funds have been allowed to provide compensatory instructional
services.

4ILDA MIRFLES, Math Teacher
,Harlingen'School District, Santa Rosa

sr

The Harlingen School District has a student population that
is Mexican-American. The socio-economic level of 'the community.
is low. The community is basically Mexican American.

0

'In addition to the state program, the Harlingen District has
its own MCT program in mathematics. Students are tested in grade

,6.

Effects on Students

1. Students do better on-lhe State basic skills test the
longer they stay in thesystem.

2. Students' reaction to MCT is good as evidenced by:

a. higher self esteem,

b. better achievement,

c. greater willingness to attack higher skills.

r

3. Since Mireles' district is primarily Mexican-American,
the students:

a. need to build a f9undation to be able to compete
with non-minority people;

b. they should pass the test in English because they
are in the, USA;

c. gain a more positive attitude about themselves
. from taking the tests.

4. Students have a clear sense of direction of their
education since MCT.

114
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Effects on Curriculum and Teaching
A

1. Teachers get a clear direction of their responsi-
bilities to students.

2. Teachers are supportive of the MCT. .

3. MCT has resulted in the school working to lay down
basic skills in the curriculum and then expanding,
to the teaching of higher skills.

Effects on'the Public's Perception

1. MCT--has resulted in two conferences per year %With
parents to'explain what is expected of a student
anal `why.

2. The program developed at the local level is accepted
better than state or federal programs.

3. The cdmmunity benefits by having a better educational
system.

Cross Examination

1. Stgdents can get cliplomas now without passing. In two
years they will not get.a,diploma unless they pass, the
MCT.

1,7-77,,,) 2. Schools have improved because MCT has given educators a
clearer path to follow.
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COMPARISON OF MATH SCORES
ON TABS TEST

5THGRADE

olt 39

5450

REGION 1 ---4
TEXAS

I

COMPARISON OF MATH SCORES
i3141 TABS TEST

84

9THGRADE
61

REGION 1
HARLINGEN
TEXAS
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VIRGINIA

Gerald Bracey, Director of Research, Evaluation and Testing
State Department of Education

Richmond

Laurie Collier, Supervisor of Business Education
Newport News Public Schools

A

Fannie King, Assistant Principal for Instruction
Fergusson High, School, Newport News

j
Helen Stiff, former Assistant Principal

Prince Edward County High,:Farmville
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DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM

In 1978 the Virginia Assembly mandated that beginning in
1981 students graduating from high school would have to
demonstrate minimum competencies in reading, math, citizenship/
and for further education or employment. Students do not '
necessarily have to p'ass a test, but it must be certified that
they had dertain_competencies by the time they graduate.

The state provided the '100 item math test and 60 item
reading test and the'localities devise their own means of
certifying for citizenship and for furtherducation or
employment, Students must pass the four competency areas in
order to receive a high School diploma. If they have earned
their 18 credits ,(passed al their required o,Qurses)", but have
not-passed the Competencies they can receive a certificate.

GERALD BRACEY, Director of Re earch, Evaluation and Testi
State Department of Education, 'chmond

Minimum competency testing is unneeded because ACS; SAT, and
'national assessments, as well as othei tests, exist to determine
how students are doing.' The Virginia MCT correlates highly with
the performance of students on the SRA achievement battery, which
.is already routinely given.

The question of what are,the basics and what are survival
skills is unanswerable in a society that is moving ,from
industrial to,informational. Basic Skills of the future will be
computer usage, not the 3 g's. There is no evidence that passing
the MCT increases one's ability to survive. One test cannot
measure survival teaching, students or schools. MCT
focuses on a narrow range of skills'late in the student's school
career andd.s given the power to affect the awarding of the
diplomad MCT should be used to diagnose, predict and monitor
+student progress. MCT may even be used effectively as one datum
'in the promotion decision, but not ai the only one.

The'diploma never has had a specific meaning. 'If it does,
the fowls is, on cognitive excellence. MCT,does not restore
excelfSnce. It is dealing with the minimum acceptable. The
diploma deals with he maximum possible. Tests" measure small
trunca skills an life equires more. Performing on a test is
not like other situat' iin life. A multiple choice test isn't
real.. In real life the issue is to detetmine the alternatives
and to choose the best, not jitst to choose one out of four given
choices.`'

Effects on Students

1. There is a "ceiling effect" in an. examination in which
most students get most items right.

il7 JAB
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2. The drop out rate for students has,increased since
the introduction of the MCT.

3. Those who fail' the MCT have their self-esteem lowered .

even further When the press'andother students say
' the testis easy. ,

,

.

Effect on Curriculum and Teaching

1. Issues of petrE6'gy take a back seat to politics and
economics. Enough students haite to Tailthe MCT to
show that it worked in identifying the incompetent.
At..the same time., enough students have'topass so
that havoc doesn't break. out in the schools.

2. MCT measures discrete skills; not general ones. There-
fore, instructors must target their teaching to narrow
skills, not broad ones.

3. Testing and remediation usually come-late in the
student's. schooling (tenth grade) when the student,
already has negative feelings- about himself and his
school.

9

Cross Examination
'o

1. Bracey's office is responsibly for developing new tests
for each administration .s! the MCT. Though he doesn't

'approve of the MCT, he is responsible for it. ,H ,was
asked why changes have not been made to reflect
concerns. Thefirst'MCT was developed in a short
period, of time. Bracey was not involved. -The skills
measured were identified by Virginia educators'and the
State Board of Education agreed to the area to be
tested. The areas to be tested by MCT cannot be
changed until the- Board reviews theM.

2. The drop-out rate wentup and then leveled off., It _

Bracey's educated guess that it is the MCT that is
respOnsible.

\ LAURIE COLLIER, Supervisor for Business Eddcation
Newport News School District .

The city ofiNewport News has a population that is
approximately 50% black and 50% whitr. The socio- economic range
is from very wealthy to very poor.:

118
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Effectg on Students

)04 MCT shows students areas they need to Bark on to
succeed.

t
yr.

2. As a school administrator ollier is seeing better
students. --who have bas skills and are better pre-

.

3.

pre-
pared to acquire highe

(1.Students are easier-to pace in ,the business.. rld
when they have improved skill levels.

4. MCT resulted in more focused instrIrtion.

5. Students feel better prepared to go into theibusine s
world because of MCT. .

..\

Effects on Curriculum and Teaching
s.,....,

1. Minimum competency testing is the culminating activity':
to the criterion' referenced testing offered locally.

.

A
, -

2. Minimum.,competency testing establishes objectives.
Then it is possible to identify the educational ,tools --.

required to teach those skills. . .--
#r

,,

3. MCT has refocused education back "on task," teaching
students what they need to know yet allowing time
for what is "nice to knw."

N

Effects on the PubXic's Perceptiond.,,
y; v.:.

1. Employers in thd business community are more swilling
to hire students who have basic skills.

.. A
2; There are better.school-employer relationships.

FANNIE KING, AssistaRt Principal for Instruction
' Fergusson High School, Newport News

--.4N .
.

Fergusson High School is an urban school with a population
1400 to 1900 studentd. It has approximately a. 50% white and a

0% black student body, though there are other minorities in the
school. ,The.sodio-ecgromic range of the students is from wealthy
to very poor. .1.

kffectS on Students

a

1, Better students get a surprise when they miss.a
question. This points!. up 'their weak spots.

\).

- A.
St',........s
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2. The MCT pinpoints needs ofvlower level students' and
prgvides focused help.

3. Student response6 ofthoe,who pass may be that the
test is easy. 'The students whO have struggled to pass..

relief. Those who fail may be hurt and
ted,,but are committed to work hader to
to pass the tesi.":-

.4. express
'aisappoi
learn an

.411111,
4. Tests htlp ztudents, teachers and parents in--diagnosing

and meetingio-feeds .

Effects on Curriculum and Teac
,

*-

1,. Jost- teachers are happy tq know the skits they arehappy
to teach and to, see results in student

progress.-

2. Some administrators feel that the paper work and time
used E4 test' A take away from teaching.

5. The curriculum has
iner4-Ued,emphasis

FCT the
exist.

changed only,!in that there is
on teaching skills -- basic and
better students 4dvanced courses

4. There is an increased clarity of the curriculum.
... .

.

'5. 44Weachers put mbre "time on task" since they get a
printOpt of where each ,student needs help: Consequent -
ly, each studebt gets-more focus on the tasks they
need.

6. °Virginia MCT gives diagnostic information oil specific
individual skills.

Cross Examination

I.

1. MCT creates awareness of fundamental needs of students
and gives the 'students an incentive foz improvement.

0
2. Newport tews has other tes.ts att all levels of the ,

,school system, but teachers do not see the MCT as a
duplication of what they already do,

3. Most teachers &Snot see the, test as an evaluation
of them.,
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HELEN STIFF; former, Assistant Principal
Prince Edward County High School, Far 'lle

4

Prince Edward County High School has a roximately 800
students. -75% are black; about 25 %, are white. Many of the
students come from low income families. The c unity is very
rural. Farmville is a small town. Many §rtudents' parents are
involved in agricultural employment: afew'are involved in light
industry, and some of the parents of the high school students
work for the two collegesslocated,in the town (Longwood College
and Hampton Sidney College).:,

Effect en Students . ,

T 0

1. / .

MCT identifies weak students and allows /the provision
of remedi'ation.

2. MCT results in setter students.

MCT. increases self-esteem.

Students are more concerned about their education.

S.
5. Most students pass the test.

`6. It is a way to be sure that weak students are not
being overlooked.

7. When students fail the first time they are disapoint-
ed but they are helped to see that the test has
identified their weaknesses and they are shown how to
improve. ,Students feel a real sense of accomplishment
when they pass the test aftr they take it a second ,

. time.

4P4-'
Effectsion Curriculum and Teaching

1. Once tests are taken and teachers are assured that
students have basic skills, teachers feel freeto teach
even more than befbre MCT.

objectiveslof the MCT; then 1 other subjects are
Teachers review competencies hat represent the

taught.

3. Teachers feel that-.instiuction is more directed than
before.

. Teacher feel they are "getting more done."

5. Teachers don't overstress the basics.

I4
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Localli=made diagnostic tests ."re given in the 8th,
9th, and 10th grades. They take the state MCT.

Effects on the Public's Perception

MCT has helped, to rebuild
education.

confidence in public

2. MCT tells the public that education is quality
education and that studehts can do things.

4

PRINCE EDWARD COUNTY
PER CENT PASSING

VIR INIA 'GRADUATION COMPETENCY TESTS
ON FIRST ADMINISTRATION

O

88%

78%

:Ph

92%

52%

84%

97%

1978 )1979 1981 1978 1979 1981

READING MAN
. A

1
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WISCONSIN

Position of the Wisconsin Education- Council.
Morris Andrews, Executive Director
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MORRIS ANDREWS, Executive Secretary
Wisconsin Education Council, Madison

At the time of the hearing in July, 1981, a bill was pending
in the Wisconsin Legislature requiring a student to pass a
minimum competency testlin order to receive a diploma award. The
Wisconsin Educational Council has supported MCT. Their support
rests on the MCT program meeting specified criteria. The Cduncil

,is composed of 44,000 members and is an affiliate of the National
Education Association. The Wisconsin Education Council supports
minimum competency testing if the test is developed at the local
level, is referenced based, and if teachers play a large role in
test development to affect policy in the early stages, rather
than haying decisiofts imposed on teachers after the fact.

1. An element of MCT must be linked to remedial programs,
with the addition of needed resources to meet
remediation

2. Aty initiating MCT with teachers playing a large role
in test deyelopment and remediation, there would be'
many ways they Could influence the nature of,the test_
and incorporate positive features of MCT into it.

3. MCT should start in early grades with multiple testing
0 opportinities at all levels. ,

4.' ACT would serve as one of several criteria for
graduation fromhigh school.

5. MCT standards and tests would be developed at the local
level to reflect the local education prograffi.

6. The test must not be used to evaluate teachers.

7. The gtogram would include the basic skill. areas of
reading, writing, and mathematics.

If these conditions are met, positiVe effects can be
anticipated.

Effects on Students

MCT can create meaningful educational-dialogue between
students, parents, administrators and teachers--
dialogue focused on' student needs and how to best serve

ti _s, those needs,.rather than the admiKistrative aspects of
educWtion.
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Effects on the Pdblic's Perception

MCT policy deieloped and implemented at the local level
maintains local control of education.

1

. Cross Examination

There should be a diploma requirement (.MCT) as well as other
criteria (e.g., number of credits, completion of required
courses) in 'order to approve a student's graduation from high
school. The educational history of"the State of Wisconsin is
strongly supportive of local control.' rhat is why a statewide
MCT would not be good. There has always been disparity between
districts within the state. Therefore, a commoq MCT for all
districts with a single standard for-passing would-be
ipiappropriate. The Wisconsin bill doesn't require the emaluatiori
of teachers, but does require a student to pass the MCT in order.
to pe awarded a diploma%

I
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Gilbert Austin, CoDirector
Center for Educational Research

University of Maryland
Baltimore County
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G]LBERT AUSTIN, Co-Director, Center for Educational Research
University of Maryland, Baltimore Cdunty"

. ,
--)

Austin has conducted extensive research to identify and
characterize,effective schools. Effective schools are those that

I.
perform better than expected given students' socioeconomic
status. These schools are not just schools, of the upper class.
Rather, they ate, wand predominately black. Effective
schools are characterized by

1., local focus on students, teachers and parents;
t

2. identification of its own purpose and being it control
of itself;

3. principals having high ezpectations for themselves and
all others involved in ishe school community;

4. principals having had experience as teachers and having
demonstrated their teaching ability in, an academic area
(e.g., reading or math);

5. teachers having high expectations of students and
adapting their roles to instructipnal leadership rather
than toward administrative roles;

6. parents deeply involve641 in the school;

7. students being involved as."mediating structures,"
because what they think about thenlpelves is, what adults
tell them. They benefit in an effective school because
they are told they are success and Ila4ve better self-
images. _Children in effective schools say that hard
work, not luck, brings success.

,Effects of MCT

Minimum competency tests do not support effective schools
because they are usually external and dt) not rely on local
self-determination. SchooLt should not use minimum competency
tests for making decisions on promotion because the key to
,effective schools is local control. Standards for schools should.
be high and pdsitive and set 'at the local level.
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TECHNICAL ISSUES

Robert Calfee, Professor of Education
Stanford University

Palo Alto, California

Robert Ebel, Professor of Education
Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan

Robert Linn, Chairperson
Department of Educational Psychology

University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign



ROBERT CALFEE,Profesgor of Education
Stanford University, Palo Alto, California-

Calfee is an educational psycholdtisi.specializing in
cognitive psychology (helping people think). Most of his workis
in the area of reading and reading instruction. His particular
interest is the telatiohship between testing and" teaching:

.00

Techhical Testimony on Testing .

r 1. Reliance on group paper and pencil testing is
.c.

_.

questionable since these tests focus on choosing
the right answer not oh" thinking and generating

0

alternatives. ,

1

2. There is no validity in tests. There are'three factors
that must be considered. The degree of overlap
between these factors is unknown:

ta) school learnirig--what is actually taught in the
classroom 'that goA.nto MCTs;

(b) life needs--what a person needs to be able to do
to "succeed" in life;

(c) test measure--what is tested (the content)t

3. The key questions to be,answered about MCT are:

a. What should be tested?

It is possible to define basic skills and
test them. It is harder and perhaps
impossible for life skills to be defined and
tested

b. How will the test be administered?

1. Group multiple choice tests (paper .a d
pencil tests) are easy to administer, ut
since they do not require a student to
think, the test does not 'mea'sure that
basic skill.

2. Good education goes from general tb specific
objectives: A multiple choice test measures
only the specifics. The bias of the develop-
er influence e specifics included in the
test. A

3. The physical environment in which tests are
administered is often less than good.

.-11,..
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c. What should bedone with'test results?

1. The test should be used ',only to'infer
Student needs In the specific areas
tested. It is 'not appropriate to

1
measure basic skills and infer, life
success.

2. Achievement tests were designed to be .

indicators of achievement, not the sole
basis Of deci6ions. MCT makes an -

achievement test score the sole basis of
an "all or nothing decision."

d. What is wrong with MC

1. It doesn't ask students to produce; only
to respond.

2. rest writers write questions that are too
-- simplistic or employ trickery in the formit.

3. Studentla,can't ask.,questidhe about the
format or directions during the administra-
tion of the test.-

4. Invalid items that are inappropriate can
trip 'up a student. If she/he misses one
item and falls one poi1t below passing, she/
he could end up unnecessarily in remedial
classes.

Effects on Students

Students are counseled into tracks. -Any given question will'
favor one track or another. Tests favor students in college
preparation tracks, not auto mechanics tracks. 4

Effects on Curriculum and Teaching
A

1. MCT will lower the quality of high school edtication by
reducing,the diversity of curricula'in junior\and
senior, high schools.

2. It may be possible to define basic skills in
elementary level, but not at the secondary le

3. In the long run MCT will not have good effect
teaching. Districts will restrict the curric
the test. Teachers will teach the test.

127
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Cnclusiods I
1. There is a need for standards in schools. There 'are

alternatives to testing. The California law says
"standarda,1! not tests will assess minimum
competencies..

2. There is a place for tests in schools in screening and
monitoring students' progress.

3. The balance of quality and equality is the task of the
high school. There is not balance of standards with
preparation for life.

4. A test is never totally valid. There is always a, need
to use multiple indicators.

5. The basic flaw in-MCT is that basic skills for all
can't be defined. There is'too.much variety and too
many individual differences for- there to be one set
of basic skills. '

Cross Examination
a

Tests cart be validated to measure what they do, but it is
alo important to*look at other alterfiatives to measuring and
keeping standards. Tests are misused and stand as a7 barrier to
diploma seekers. .There is more than one factor that should be
involved in the decision-to grant or withold a diploma. A
professor makes decisions regardi gra s on tae basis of
numbers, but in the university it's bette ham-la persons on
judging this issue. Most, experts say no to the MC MCT as
is being used today is a corruption of testing and is le ing.

- Teaching to the test has bad educational consequences. One
of these is a decline of' professionalism in teaching.

ROBERT EBEL, Professor of.Education
Michigan State University, East Lansing

Dr. Ebel is generally regarded as one of the nation's
foremost experts on testing. He has been a profes*sor for 18
years and has authored numerous books and articles on the .subject
of educational testing.

Technical Testimony orr Testing

1. The.purpose of tests is to measure achievement.in
learming.
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2. There are errors in all types pf,measures.

3. It is pOssiblei-given an array of achievement, to
differentiate between students based on :tests.

4. There is go9d reasonto give great weight to
testing, provided the instrdment is'reliable and
relevant.

5. Multiple takings ofa test iMproves the chance of
success and each failure leads to further study and
hence greaten competence when finall4 passed.

.

(6. COncer g multiple choice tests: .

a. They are widely useful-(at the top of Ebel's.
scale of excellence of instruments) and provide
for making choices.

b. Success in life involves making choices from
multiple alternatives. The purpose of instructi9A-
is to teach people-how to make appropriate
choices.

c. -Performance has a high relationship with compe-
tence, and research-shows these tests are
appropriate.

It is absurd to say that multiple choice tests are
, never appropriate.

7. What you know can b measured. Forthis reason there
ris a strong probabity that a high test score is,

related to high performance.
-

'It is 'possible to set defensible passing Scores, though
there is no way toavoid'informed judgment. All
schemes to determine passing scores are based on some
judgment. Even if they are said to be'set mechani-
cally; that is usually done to mask the real issue of
judgment,

9. A test-of achievement, interpreted with reasonable
allowance for testing errorand judgment, tells how
well a person can perform on a task.

111. Tedt bias is a result of inferences being made beyond'
what the test measures.

11. Current, attempts to remove bias froril tests may succeed
in removing all means of discrimination between levels
of achievement. All people get the 'same score on such
/ test.

a
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12. If yod want excellence We ucation, you must-recog-,
nize and reward 'nose who,a hievp. Testing prOv44es
a means for doing so.

13. MCT is-a useful educational tool. InadeqUqey exists
. in what is done with the scores, and that can be

controlled.

Effects,on Students
4nel,

"if choose to,Failure on MCT will only hd 111 a person they
iet it.P, Many #rofessionShave MCT and many fail, but the net
effect doesn't-label a person foi% life.

0 \
f

Cross Examination -;

r.

There is a eeaso/ to.- caution against, over - generalizing frpo
th test' results. It could be generalized that n individual who
did not achieve satisfactorily on the MCT does n t h ve,a grasp
of basic no one ever fails, MCT shoul n' be-used.
Tests cah predict,:lob performance,. but this should of mean that
tests should he only factor in making a job performance
decisioh. MC a subset of larger groups .of tests. They have
many charact stics in common-with norm referented tests.
'Information from ,MCT is not already 'available because the mar is
Used in a different context and for a different,purpose. Scores-
should be determined by the test developers. The should have a
rationale for. their cut scores. There is-hot o good, score. It
depends on the resul s of'a fieldtest, as as on the
contents and plans f its'use.

ROBERT LINN, ChairpersOn, Departmejlt of Educational Psychology
'; University of at Urbana-Champaign-

/

Linn is a -Specialist in educational psychological measure-
ment. He is a,-proponent.of testing but is strongly opposed to
the use of MCT for graduation,'promotion or classification.
-Tests, he feels, are well used as a source of independent
information provided there is hOnesty on the part of the
administrators and interp;eters. MCT'should not be used to
determine promotion because tests have limitations. Using them,
for such critical dedisions is an over reliance on the Moir.

41"

Three'primary concerns were discussed:

Jr the arbitrary nature f1/4.standafrd setting

. 2. error in measuremen

3. : item, hiaj.



to6ndard Setting
-0)

The cut score of 76% idstrictly arbitrary. Even when
systematic procedures are used, die deciions are still

,

arbitrary. Thd results of two studies on standard setting were
presented. Results showed: -...4,..

. Of
. .

.....,------
'

r _a. the cut s core will vary depending on, what
method is'usedIN ..

b.- 4iven.the same method, the cut score will vary
depending upon who Set it (this variance may
be as great as 24 point );

c. the number of,students passing/failing wi1f1 vary
with variance in the cut scare.

Linn'cOncludes_that whether-students receive a diploma may
not be a factor of differences in skills leVels as much as it is '

a factor of who sets the cut score or what method used.

Error in Measurement

The precision of any test is limited because it represents
_only a sample of all the-questions that could be asked. A
student's-score may

0
vary several points up or down from his/her

"true" score on any.oRiven testing. This variancAlay mean
passing or failing for some students-.

Ite as

A

Studies show that eliminating 1, 2, or 3 items on a test-can
have a tremendous effect on how many students, pass. This is
particularly importarit 7hen one considers thAt many items may be
biased against minori,,ties. '(19 items on the Florida test were
judged by experts to be biased -against blacks. 0 those Sawere
also found tC to statistically biased by Linn.)

Conclusions

Tests are not.accurake enough to-be the basis of decisions *.
about individuals. Other inpuogit- needed-to help'cotrect for
measurement error and arbitrariness.*

V/
Cross Examination

ti

1. '-.There is nothtng.wrong with setting standards as long .

as procedures for setting the standards are good. A .

target standard is acceptable, but an abso]ilte standard

i31
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4pon which decisions are 'based is not. There is
---room for much"improvement in setting standards.

44,

2. The am-mint of impact on students of MCT. depends on
the-standards set. This is difficult to 'judge since
the standards are arbitrary.

3. If the items that are problems to minority students are
taken out ofthe exam, minority students wilL do better
on the. exam. -

4. In MCI' we are dealing with a fallible instrument and
shouldn't put undue emphasis on that instrument..

5. A legitimate alternative to the MCT is for-the test
to be one measure' used by experts in consultation
with, parents and by using other datato mle decisions.

6. It is no better to relyhooft a teacher than it is to rely
On a test.

FAILLIRESAVITH DIFFERENT STANDARD
SETTING METHODS.

READING TESTS

U
M
B 14,000-
E
R 12,000
O 10,000.1
F

S 6,0000

U 4,000!.
-,000.

0
2

METHOD 1
a

6'

GRADE

L1

METHOD 2 METHOD 3 III METHOD 4
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PERCENTAGE FAILINd.MSING ALTERNATIVE
PASSING SCQRES

_k

1977 COMMUNICATIONS TEST

/.

41 40, 39. 38

NUMBER OF RIGHT ANSWERS REQUIRED TO PASS

PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS FAILING
TQ'MEET 70% STANDARD .

1977 COMMUNICATIONS-TEST-
P
E

C

N 17.5.
T 15.

-13 .12.5.

S
10.

7.50
U 5D
E 2.5-,
N 0
'T 0 1 8
S

NUMBER OF 'BIASED' ITEMS DELETED FROM TEST
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or

i
EFFECT 'OF STANDARD SETTING METHOD

ON FAILURE RATE
. GRADE 8 READING TEST

FAILING PASSING
2% 71%

PASS OR
FAIL 27%
(DEPEND ON
METHOD USED

TO SET STANDARD)

EFFECT OF CATEGORY OF JUDGE ON
FAILURE RATE READING TEST

FAILING
9%
I

PASSING
70%

PASS OR
FAIL 21%
(DEPENDS ON

WHO THE JUDGES ARE)

ak

e

) EFFECT OF CATEGORY OF JUDGE ON
FAILURE RATE MATH TEST

FAILING
. 14%

PASS OR
FAIL 57'%
(DEPENDS ON

WHO THE JUDGES ARE)

PA SING..
29%



VII

RESOURCE GUIDE AND-'INDEX

t This section/provides a guide to additional resources for
Airther examination of issues related to MCT. The section
contains the following:

o A subject index for the User's' Guide

index for locating witness testimony
in the Ildr's Guide, the video, tapes
and the transcript

o A list of graphics used in the presentation
of testimony at the hearing

o A list of sources or references for
documentary evidence presented in support of
testimony

o A bibliography of reference materials developed
by NIE for use by the Jeams in the development
of their cases

4
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Witness

Witness Index

-

Morris And ews Pro 123-124 Vol. II Day 2
txecutive secretary, Wisconsin 366-377 Tape 2

Educational Council #

Madison, isconsih ..

Complete
Hearing

Team User's Guide Transcri Ta es

Gilbert 'ustin
Co- Direct r ,

Center for Educational
Research

University p Maryland
Baltimore, Mar and

Robert Benton
Superintendent of Public

Instruction
Iowa Department of Public
Instruction

. Des Moines,

Mary Beriy
Commissioner and Vice-
Chairman

U.S. Commission of Civil
Rights,

Washington, D.C.

Con 125 Vol. I Day 1
217-229 Tape 7

Con 85-86 Day 1
261-275 Tape a

Con 44:-45 Vol. II Da) 2

442-455 Tape 4

Gerald.B4acey Con 1177-118 Vol. III Day 3
Directoriof Research, 722-738 Tape 4

Evaluation and Testing
Virginia State Department of

Education

Robert Calfed . Con 126-128 Vol. II Day 2
Professor' of Educational 455-479 Tape 5

Psychology
Stanford University
Palo Alto, California

The Hp able Shirley Chisholm .Cdn 45-46 Vol'. II Day
e-S seof Representatives 312-328 Tap!

135/
\s

f
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Witness-

Complete
Hearing

Team User's Guide Transcript Tapes

Laurie Collier
Supervisor for Business

Education
Newport News/Virginia

Joseph Cronin
President
Massachusetts Higher Education

Assistance Corporation
Former Chief State School
Officer, Illinois

Susan Dyer
Proficiency Test Coordinator
Mumford High School
Detroit, Michigan

Pro 118-119 Vol.'I Day 1
130-138 Tape 4

. Con

Pro

79-80 Vol. t Day 1
275-288 Tape 8

73-74 Vol. III Day 3
693-701 Tape 3

Robert Ebel Pro 128-130 Vol'. II Day 2'

III
(Professor, College of 437-442 Tape 4

Education
1 ' Michigan State University

East Lansing, Michigan

Roger FaCr Con
Director, Lester Smith Center

for Research in Education
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana

46-48 Vol. II Day 2
516-535 Tape 6

Rev. W.' W. Finlator Con Vol. III Day 3
Pullen Baptist Church 189-826 Tape 6
Raleigh, North Carolina

Kathleen B. G),..lbert Con 104
Teacher
Hope Valley Elementary School
Durham, North Carolina

136

Vol. II Day 2
556-563 Tape 7



Comp*Heiri

Witness Team User's Guide Transcript Tapes

Mel Hall Con 80 -82 , Vol. II Day 2
Assistant Professor 535-550 Tape 7
Vpartment pf Psychology
angamon State University 41

Springfield, Illinois

Doris Hedgepath Pro 110-111 Vol I. Day 1
. Chairman, English Department C 96-106 Tape 3

Conway High School
Conway, South Carolina

Arthur Jefferson
General Superintendent
Detroit Public Schools
Detroit, Michigan

Pro 67 -68 Vol. III Day 3
654-667 Tape 2

Zodie Johnson :Pro 71-72 Vol. III Day 3
Region 5 Superintendent 682-693 Tape 3
Mumford High School -

Detroit, Michigan 111

Fannie King- Pro 119-120 ,Vol. I Day 1
Assistant Principal for 118-130 Tape 4

Instruction
Fergusson High School 4

Newport News, Virginia

Esther Le0- Con 90-91 Vol. III Day 3
Title I Coordinator 800-812 Tape 6
Washington Township
New Jersey

-04
.1

Gary Leonard Pro 109-110 Vol. I Day 1
Principal, Mt. Pleasany. 84-96 Tape 2
Academy Elementary gchool

Charleston, South Carcaina

Alan Levinson Con 97 Vol. III Day 3
. Parent 785.L.789 Tape 6
Eastport, New York

1 7.2
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Witness

Complete
Hearing

Team User's Guide Transcript Tapes

Robert Linn
Chairperson
Depaztnient of Educational

Psychology
College of Education
University of Illinois at

Urbana-Champaign
Urbana, Illinois

Con 130-134 Vol. III Day 2
479-506 Tape 6

Anna Long Pro, 111-112 Vol. I Day 1
Parent . 108-113 Tape 4
Batesburg, South Carolina

Craig McFadden Pro 102-103 Vol. III Day 3
Director of Psychdlogical 643-653 Tape 2

Services and Testing
Goldsborl, North Carolina

Lawrence McNally ,

.
Con 9697 Vol. III Day 3

Director, of Pupil Services
. 772-785 Tape 5

Northport-EastpoFt School
District .

Northport, New York

Deborah Meiers Con 95-96 Vol. I Day 2
Principal 241-261 Tape 7,8
Central Park East School
City Schools of. New York

Hilda Mireles Pro 114 -116 Vol. IZ Day 2
Teacher 407-414. Tape '3
Harlingen Public School

District
Santa Rosa, Texas

Joseph Murray
Former Representative
South Cardlina Legislature
Charleston, South Carolina

Pro 107r

138

1

Vol. I Day 1
55-66 Tape 2



Witness Team User's Guide

Comp le
Heari

Transcript Tapes

A
John Myrick, Counselor Con 76-77 Vol. II Day 2
Winter Haven High School 579-590 TIpe 8

(Florida)
President, Florida Teaching
Profession/National Education
Association

Ralph Nader Con 48-50 Vol. I Day 2
.Center for Responsive Law 154-178 Tape '5
Washington, D.C.

Frederico Pena Con 65-66 Vol. III Day 3
Attorney and State Legislator 753-763 Tape 5
Denver, Colorado

.46

Michael Priddy Pro 98-99 Vol. III Day 3
Director for Research, Planning

and Evaluation
622-637 Tape 1

Guilford County School System
Jamestown, North. Carolina

Nathan Quinones ,Con 94-95 Vol. II .Day 2
Executive Director 507-516 Tape 6
Division-of High Schools
New York City'Board of

Education
ft-

'Gloria.Ramsey
Teacher, Lucy Ragsdale High

Pro 101-102, Vol. III Day 2
637-643 Tape 3

School
Jamestown, North Carolina

Stuart Rankin Pro 69-70 Vol. III Day 3
Director, Office of Research, 667-682 Tape 3
Planning and Evaluation

Detroit Public Schools
Detroit, Michigan

William Raspberry Pro 50-52 ,Vol. III Day 3
'Columnist, The Washington Post
Washington, D.C.

I 139
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Witness

Marie Reed Et

4Parentand Teacher'S-Aide
Leesville, South Carolina'

Charles R. Richman
Professor
Department of Psychology
Wake Forest University
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

A

Clara RutherfOrd
Central School Board Member

for Detroit Public Schools
Detroit, Michigan

Paul Sandifer
Director of the Office of

Research
South Carolina Department of

Education
Columbia, South Carolina

Robert' Schilling
Assistant Superintendent
Hacienda La Puenta Scholl

District
:La Puenta, California

Lorenza Calvilla Schmidt
Member, Board of Regents
California board of Regents

Sharon Schneider
Teacher, Richwdods High SchoOl
Peoria, Illinois

)

Michael Scriven
Director of the Evaluation 42-55 Tapes 2

Institute 145-153 and 5
University of San Francisco
San Francisco, California

Team UL's Guide Transcript

Complete
Hearing
Tapes

Pro 112-113 Vol. I Day 1
112J-118 Tape 4

Con 104-106 Vol iII ,Pay 3
763-772 Tape 5

Pro 70-71 Vol. III Day 3
707-718 Tape 4

Pro 108-109 Vol. I: Day 1.
66-84 Tape 2'

Pro 61-63 . Vol. II Day 2
377-395 Tapes 1

and 2

/ Con 59-6 Vol. IIT Day 3
738-753 Tape 5

Pro 81-8,3 Vol. II Day 2
414-422 Tape 3

Pro 52-54 Vol. I Day 1

140 1'75



Witness Team U'ser's Guide Transcript

Complithe-.

tapes

* I

'Patricia Shea Con 83-84 Vol. I bay 2
Parent. 550-556..$ Tape 7
Peoria, Illinois

William Shine Con 89 -90 Vol. III Ddy 3
Superintendent 790 -800 Tape 6
Cherry Hill Sc ool District 4

New Jersey

Linda Spight Pro 74 Vol. III Day 3
Proficiency Test,Coordiriator 701-7'09 Tape 3
Henry Ford High School
Detroit, Mkchigan

Claire Sullivan Con 77-78

,

Vol. II Day 2
Former Assistant Superintendent 563-579 Tape 7'
Pinellas County, Florida.
President, Florida Association

for Suliervis ni nd.
CUtrioulum De opment

He 1X.Stevns Con . 91-92 Vol. III Day 3
Teacher---- 812-819 Tape 6.
Camden, New Jersey

,Helen Stiff Pro 121-122 Vol. I Day,1
Former Assistant Principal 138-145 Tape 4
Prince Edward-County High

School
Fartville, Virginia

M. D. Taracido Con 93-94 Vol. I Day 1
Attorney at Law
New York City Puerto Rican

288-301 Tapes 8
and 9

Legal Defense and Education
Fund

Ralph Turlington Pro 75-76 Vol. II Day 2
Commissioner of Education 331-366 Tdpes 1
Department of Educat(ion . and
State of Florida
.Tallahassee, Florida . ,

1I
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'Witness.

N .

_Anthony Trujillo -
Superintendent, Mt. Tamalpais
Union High School District

Larkspur, California

Ralph Tyler
Consultant
Science Research Associates
'Chicago, Illinois

Richard WaJ.lace
Superintendent
pitt'sbUrgfi Public Schools'
pitt4burgh, Pennsylvania

ArthuT
\
E. Wise ,

Senior Social.Scientist
Rand Corporation - . . -----\

Washington, D.C. .. 2

Team

,

User'i'Guide Transcript

Complete
Hearing
Tapes

',-

Pro 63-64
,

'Vol.'II Day 2
- 396-407, Tape42

10
Con 55-56, Vol. I 1

196-216
Day 2
Tapp 6

Con 87-88 Vol. I Day 1
229-241 Tape 7

Con ,56-58 4 Vol. I Day 1
178-196 Tape 6

,

0

1.42

/Ma
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LIST OF GRAPHICS 5Y WITNESS

,

Witness Title

Farr, Roger
Indiana University
Bloomington

-

Changes in 9 Year Olds' Reading Piirformance,
1971-80
(based on data from NAaional.ASSessment,of
Educational Progress)

Changes in 13 Year Olds' Reading Performance,
1970-79
(based'on data from National Assessment,of
Educational Progress.

Cleng( in 17 Year Olds' Reading Pen
)f°mance,

1,971-80
(based on data from National Assessment of
Educational Progress)

Schilling, Robert
Hacienda La Puenta

School District
La Puenta, California

Schneider, Sharon
Richwoods High School
Peoria, Illinois

ifWallace, Richard
Pittsburgh Public

Schools
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Ya

.

Pet Cent Passl.ng Hacienda La Puenta Meg, Class
of 1981, First A inistration, 9th.Gradell)

, Per Cent'Passing acienda LaPuenta MCT,'Class
of 1981, Marc 1981

12th Grade CAP Score Improvement, 1979/1980-
198a/1981

Per Cent Passing Peoria MCT, Class of 1980,
First Adminigtration,

Per Cent Passing Peoria MCT, Class of 1980,
Fifth Administration

\.

Monitor.ng Achieveme t in Pittsburgh (MAP)
*

f

$13
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LIS GRAPHICS BY WITNESS

Witness Title

4,

Priddy, Michael
GqilfordCounty

School Syitem
Jam6stown, North Carolina

Per, Cent Passing North Carolina MCT, bass of
1980, First Administratiop, 11th Grade

e.

Per Cent Passing North Carolina MOT in
Guilford County, Class of 1980, First
Admin tration, llth Grade

.

A

Per C nt Passing North Cai-olina MCTS\ Class
of 980, 12th Grade

Per Cent Passing North Carolina MCT in
quilfdrd County, Class of 1980, 12th Grade'

r

'McFadden, Craig 4
_Goldsboro City Schools
,Goldsboro, North Carolina

Per CInt Passing
Goldsbor6 City
llth'Grade '

Per "Cent passing

North Carolina
Schools, Class

Goldsboro City
12th Grade

North Carolina
Schools, Class

MCT in
of 14801\

fl

MCTin
of1980,

MLreles, Hilda .

Harlingen Publip Schools
District .

Santa Rosa, Texas.
). .

. 40

Stiff, Helen
Prinde Edward County
High School

Earffolille, Virginia\

"Comparison of Math Scores on TABS Test, 5th
Grade,

A

Comparison of Math Scores on TABS Test, 9th
'Oracle

41, ,

S.
10,

prince EdWard County` Per C
'Graddatidn Competency ests
Administration

P ssing VirNinia
First

AAA 4'



LIST 6FGRAPHICS BY WITNESS

Witness Titre

Linn, Robert
University of

Illindis at
Urbana-Champaign Cis

Failures With Different Standard Setting
Methods, Reading Tests (based on d ta from
the State.of Kansas)

Effect of Standard Setting Method on Failure
Rate, Grade 8 Reading Test (based on data
from the State of Kansas)

Effect of Category of Judge on Failure Rate,
Reading Test (based on/data from the State
of 'North -Carolina)

Effect of Category of Judge on Failure,Rate,
Math Test (based on data from the State of
North Carolina)

Percentage Failing Using Alternative Passing
Scores, 1977 CommuniCatiOns Test (based on
data from the State of Florida)

Percentage-ofSt tts Failing
Standard, 1977 Communicati s Test (based,

Meet 70:

on data from the 'state of Florida)

1

r

1.

r

f
145
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Alt

LIS't OF DOCUMENTARY'EyIDENCE BY WITNESS
-4

PRO ZEM4,

Witness Document or Source

Jefferson, Arthur
Detroit Public Schoots
Detroit, Michigan

Johnson, Zodie

Detroit, Michigan
Detroit Public

Leonard,'Gary
Mt. Pleasant Academy
Elementry SChool'

Charleston, _South CarolinA

MgFadden, Craig
Goldsboro City Schools ,

Goldsboro, North Carolina

Mireles, Hilda
Harlingen Public School

District
Santa °Rosa, Texas

Priddy, Michael
Guilford County School

System #

Jamestown, North Carolina

Sandifer, P
South Carolina D4partment

of Education
Charleston, South Carolina

S

Summary report of pupil performance on
Detroit High School Proficiency exam,
and state assessment test, including
initial and current passing yates for
current seniors

Passing rat'es for the Detroit High School
Proficiency Program

Renze, T.J. Principal's Opinions about
minimum competency testing. Phi Delta
Kappan, May 1981,. x.

Passing rates and attendance records for
Goldsboro-CitIr`Schools, North Carolipa

Recent test data forOthe' Texas Assessment,
of Basic Skills math exam ,

I

Stuc nt .performande data for Guilford -

Cou ty School System; Jamestown, North
Carolina

Stgmary of South Carolina Basic Skills .

Assessment Program
Ng.

Basic Skills Assessment in South'Carolina:
How Progressive an Approach to Minimums
Competency Testing? Staff Circular #8.
from the National Consortium on Testing.'
Cambridge, Massachusetts: Huron
Institute, .1981.
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Witness
F

Document or Source

Schilling, Robert
Hacienda La.Pdenta

School Di4trict
La Puente, California

Schneider, Sharon
Richwoods High School
Peoria, Illinois

Stiff, Helen
Pridce Edward County
High School

Farinville; Virginia'.

e- Trujillo, Anthony
Mt. Tamalpais Union

High Schoof'District
Laltspur! California

*

Turlington, Ralph
Florida/5epartment of

Education
Tallahassee, Florida

1 s

CAP test score improvement for seniors of
thd Hacienda La 'uenta Unified School
District and the median district in
California, illustrating the greater
improvement for La Puenta school
system.

District drop out Prates, which show -a
Clecreasd since the beginning of the
competency requirement.

Passing rates extracted from:

Dugger, C.W. "An Overview of the Minimum
Competency Testing Program in Peoria -

,District 150." Illinois School Research
and Development;)Fall 1980.

Prince Edward County High !chool test
results, showing student mastery of
skills.

, Ill

Passing percentages of students 3n the
Mt.,Tamalpais School District in
in California

Sunimary report of student perfdrmahc.e on.
the Florida Statewide Assessment Program.

147
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LIST OF DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE BY WITNESS

CON TEAM

'Witness Document or ource

/.

Austin, Gilbert
University of Maryland
Baltimore County, Maryland

Berry, Mary F.
U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights

Washington, D.C.

Farr, Roger
India9a UniverSity
Blooivington, Indiana

a.

Finlator, W.W. 4 r
Pullen Baptist £hurCn
Raleigh, North Carolina

st.

ti

Austin, Gilbert. Process Evaluation:_ A
Compreher Lv Study of Outliers. A
report to t e Maryland Aate Department
of Educatio . Baltimore, Maryland,
Center of E ucational Research and:
Development, May 1978.

Austin, Gilbert (Edc) They Rise and Fall
of National Test Scores. New York:
Academy Press, 1981, in press.

Berry, M. F. "Student Competency Testing".
The High School Journal, *January 1979,
166-172.

Committee on Testing and Basic Skills.
Improving Educational Achievement: .A
Report on Testing and Basic Skills.
Washington, ,DC: National Academy of

/Education, 1978. N

arr, R. and Fay L. "Reading Trend Data -

in the-United States: A Mandate for
Caution and Caveats." In G. Austin
(Ed), The Rise and Fall of National
Test Scores. Nev./ York: Academic Press,
1981, in press.

Farr, R. and Fay. L. and Negley, H. rIWed'
and Now: Reading Achievement in Indiana
Bloomington, Indiana r School of
Education, 1978.

Natiotial Assessment f Educational
progres. Thpee National Assessments of.:-
Reading: CI1Xnges in Performance,
1970-80. Denver, Colorado: EducatioA
Commission of/the States, 1981..

Finlator, WNW. "Economic Ju'stice and the
' 'Religious Ccimmunity.". Fair, Measure,

March 1981, 2-4.
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V

Witness Document or Source

Gilbert, Kathleen ,

Hope Valley Elementary
Scklool

Durham, Nbrth Carolina

Richman, Charles
Wake Forest University
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

Sullivan, Claire
Florida Association
of Supervision and
Curriculum Development

Tyler, Ralph
'-Science Research

Associates
Chicago, Illinois

Wise, Arthur
Rand Corporation.

C

George, P. "Testing: The Competency
Controversy," Science for the People,
November-December, 1979,'12-16.

Richman, C.L: Competency Test Failure
and its Consequences. Winston-Salem, .

North Carolina: Wake Forest University,
1980.

Richman, CIL. Competency Test Interview
for Counselors - CTIC. Winston-Salem,
North Carolina: Wake Forest University,
1980.

Sherron, J. Dade County Public Schools
1977-78: Placement and Follow-up
Service. Dade County, Florida:
February, 1979.

,National Academy .of Education, Committee
on Testing and BesiC Skills. Im rovin
Educational Achievement: A Report of tie
Motional Academy of Education Committee
on Testing and Basic Skills. Washington,
DC: National Academy of Education, 1978.

Tyler, R.W.. "Teachers And Teaching in the,
1980's." Compact, Summer; 1980; 45-46

Tyler, R.W. (Chairman) Florida
Accountability Program: An'Evaluation of
its Educational Soundness and
Implementation. 'A report of the
independent evaluation panel under
contract to the Florida Teaching
Profession -NEA and the National Education
Association. Washington; -DC: FIP-NEA
and NEA, July, 1 97ik

Wise, A. E. Legislated Learning: The
bureaucratization of the American
Classroom. Berkeley, California:
University of California Press,'1980:

,i49.
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at

ona State Board of Eddcation. Skill in the Basic Subject
Areas. Arizona: Arizona State Board of Education,
enacted) 1972.

Bandlow, Ray. "Social Rromotions Fail Children," Midhigan: ^
. Indiana School Boar Association Journal, 1978.

Bartz, J.C. Competency Testing: What is the State's
Responsibility? Washington, D.C.: National Conference of
State Legislatures, December 1977.

Beal, Barry B. "DenApr, Colorado: A 17-Year-Old Minimum
Competency TestYng Program." Phi Delta Kappa. May 1978.

"The BEST: Backgi.ound and Rationale of the BEST." (MEMO)
(BEST: Essential Skills Test).

r 4,
Bickel, William, and Bond, Lloyd. Minimum Competency Testing:

A Survey of Urban League Affiliates. 1979. University of.
Pittsburgh,' September.

,
BOO, Lloyd, and Bickel, William. "The Cr4.terion Problem in

Educational Accountability: Searching for the Complete
Covariate," Draft, University of,00Pittsburgh 0011

- -

/Bossone, R.M. Minimum Competencies: A National Survey New
York: Center for Advanced Study in -Education, The Graduate
School and University Center of the University of New York,
Case 11-78, 1978.

Braun, Rober J. "Basic Skills Firm Rehired Despite History of
Errors,' Newark 'Star Ledger,.' October 1980.

Brickell, H.M.,\and Paul, R.H. Mini Competencies and
Transferable Skills: What Can '\Learned from the Two
Movements. New )York: Nations Centerjor Research in
Vocational Education, 1978.

Brickell, H.M.' Minimum Competency Testing., Denver: Education
Commission of the States, 1978.

Broyles, Randall L. Goal Directed and Performance-Based
Instruction in the Delaware Schools. Delaware: Department
of Public Instr ction, July 1977.

Brunelle, Robert L. Gu deline for the'Implemeritations of New
Hampshire Account ility Plan. New Hampshire: New
'Hampdhire DepartMent of Education,-4ril 1978.

Campbell, Anne. Rile -14 (Revised); Regulations an Procedures
for Approving the Continued Legal Ope1.ation of All Schools
and the Opening of New Schools. Nebraska: Nebraska State
Department of Edudation, 'May 7, 1976.
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Columbus, Kansas U.S.D. 493. Basic Skills Retention'Policy.
Kansas: Department of Education, 1978.

Commissioner's Report to the Beard of Regents on the
Establishment of Statewide Educational Achievement
Standards in Basic Skills and Minimum Competencies. Rhode
Island: Board of Education, 1979.

Committee of 100. Adopted Policies for the Committee of 100.
Alabama: Committee of 100, 1978.

Connecticut State Board..of Education. Education Evaluation and
Remedial Assistance. Connecticut State Board of Education,
1979.

Connelly, Maureen, and Casserly, Michael. Minimum Competency
Testing in'the Great City Schools. Council of the Great
City Schools, September 1979.

Cooley, Will R., and Hall, Sherman. Project 21 Competency-Based /

Education in Thomas County, Georgia. Georgia: Th6mas
County Board oy Education, 1978.

Crdnin, Joseph, M. Performance Indicators fir Competency
Assessment Competencies-Catalog-II- and Users Guide.
Illinois: Illinois:Department of Education, 1978.

DgN,els, C.A., Jr., and Darling, Hammond L. Minimum Competency
*) Legislations Legal Issues and Police Implications.

Washington, D.C.: National UrbAn Coalition, February 1978.

Detroit Pgblic Schools. Detroit High School 'Proficiency Program.
Detroit: Detroit Public Schools, 1979.

Department of Public instruction. Promoti n Policy Criteria.
-Delaware: Department 'of Public Ins ction (No date given)

'Development and Application of Criteria for Screening Commercial
Standardized Tests for the Massachusetts Basic Skills
Improvement Policy. Massachusetts: Massachusetts
Department of Educatidn, April 1979.

Duncan, V.A. lementary-Secondary Guide for Oregon Schools./
Salem, Or gon: Oregon Department of Education, May 1975.

Educational Accouhtability Act, 1976 and Related Legislation
,Enacted 1978. Florida Department of Education, 1977.

Educational Planning and Evaluation: A Report of Activities_in/
, Maine Schools. M ine: Department of Educational and

Cultural' Services, February 1978
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ERIC. Implications for Minority Groups of,the Movement Toward

411
Minimum Competency Testing. December 1979.

Prepared for ERIC, December 1979.

Down, A. Graham, "Implications of. Minimum Competehcy
Testing for Minority Students."

Lewis, Ronald H. "Do Minorities Embrace the ConCept of
Minimum Competency?"

Mizell, ,Hayes. "Minimum Competency programs, Protected
Classesi and Federal Agencies."

\
F

Scott, H gh J. "MinimugacEOmpetencY Testing: The.Newest
Obstruction to the Education of Black and Other
Disadvantaged Americans."

Faculty Handbook for Task Assignment: Minimum Competencies.

Faculty Handbook for Task Assignment of'6ral Communication
Competency.

Fisher Thomas. The Courts and Your Minimum Coetency Testing
gram: A Guide to Survival. National Codncil on

'Measurement in Education, Volume II, No. 1, 1980.

Fleming, Paula, and Hamblin, Ebecca. A Guide to Essential
Competencies in,.Commu-46ation and Computation. New
Hampshire: Contoocook Valley.ph9o1 District, 1978.

Florida StatewideAssessmentyrogram. Development of the Florida
Statewi e sesment Program. Florida: Florida Statewide
Assess ent Program, 976.

Florida Department of Education. Chronology Addendum - 1976-78.
Florida: Florida Department of Education, 1978.

Florida D- artment of Education: leseSsment Program. Teohnical
R ort: Florida Statewide Aslessment Program 1978-1979.

orida: Florida Statewide Assessment Program.

Gallagher, James J. Minimum Competency: The Setting of
Educational Standards. University of North Carolina, 1979.

General Assembly of 1th Carolina. Legislation House Bill 204.
North Carolina: Session 1977.

General Assembly'of the State of South Carolina. Legislation
(4 H2053., South 'carolin'a, 1979.

General Assembly of Virginia. Standards of Nality for Public
Schools in Virginia. Virginia: General Astembly of

. Virginia, 1976.
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r
Geor is State Board of Education.. High School Graduation

Requirements. Georgia State-,.koard of Education, 1978.

Glass,,G.U. The War on Incompetence., Paper presented by the
facult and students of t1M Oregon,College of Education,
Monmouth, .Oregon, May 8, 1979.
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